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The Mitsubishi
VS -5017S Big Screen
TV features a multielement, multicoated lens system,
high voltage stability

with less than 5%
overscan, peak white
automatic contrast

That may sound deep.
But ifs only 221/2"!
It also serves another important function, by eliminating
a problem associated with any
light beam that's projected onto a screen-a center hot spot.
It does this by distributing
the light evenly across the
entire screen,right out to
the corners and edges.
As for all the other
unique features of the
VS -5017S (set forth a
bit more technically on
the opposite page), they
perform such picture enhancing functions as:
Sharpening of the
screen image by improvThere's an old saying that good
things come in small packages.
A sentiment only Mitsubishi
engineers would think of applying to big screen television.
Faced with the challenge of
designing a 50" big screen projection TV shallow enough for
built-in and restricted -space situations, they've done the seemingly impossible.
They've put their most advanced technology to date, plus a
few new ideas, into a big screen
cabinet only 221/2"deep.That's
30% less than a conventional 507
making ours the slimmest 50"
projection TVsold in America.

And they did it while actually improving the overall quality of the picture.
The biggest breakthrough
came with the construction of
a multi -element, multi -coated
lens system that contains more
elements than most competitive systems (7 vs 3 to 5), yet is

considerably shorter.
The improved light path
resulting from this innovative
Mitsubishi lens system, in combination with new screen materials, delivers this television's
impressive 800 lines of horizontal resolution with 390 footLamberts peak brightness.

ing light -to -dark transitions and stabilizing the geometric

distortion sometimes caused by
very intense whites.
Continuously monitoring all
of the small white peaks in order
to prevent blooming.
More completely separating
the black & white and color elements for truer color reproduction and less "cross mile between
those elements.
The result: An incredible
big screen picture that feels like
it's right on top of you.
In a cabinet that isn't.

A MITSUBISHI

TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING IS POSE,

©1992 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. For more information on Mitsubishi Home Theater Systems and the name of your nearest dealer, call toll -free I8001374-272)
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ality sound as big as the movies,
from a Virtually Invisible speaker system.

The Acoustimass'-7 home theater speaker system delivers
lifelike sound for TV and video viewing as well as stereo
music listening. It includes three Direct/Reflecting' cube
speaker arrays and a hide -away Acoustimass bass
module (shown bottom of page).

Introducing The New Bose" Acoustimass-7 Home Theater Speaker System.
The new Bose Acoustimass-7 home
theater speaker system makes
watching your favorite videos at
home feel like a night at the movies.

stage almost anywhere in the room.
So, no matter where you sit, it's the
best seat in the house.

The Acoustimass-7 system features
Just as music lovers chose the first
three acoustically matched Virtually
Acoustimass system for its superb
Invisible cube speaker arrays. Their
sound and small size, now home
full uniform bandwidth reproduction
theater viewers can enjoy the same
delivers excellent on -screen localizabenefits from the world's smallest ,,,,,-Na.
tion and spacious ambient
full fidelity home theater
11/41t4.\. sound consistently
,,toof..
system.
'-'>, across all three front
-4,
channels. The
compact bass
Unlike convenmodule adds clear,
tional speakers,
deep bass - free of
the Acoustimass-7
audible distortion. The
system features
result is a wide stereo
Bose Direct/Reflectimage with clean, low tones
ing' speaker technology.
that heighten the drama to keep
It uses both reflected and
you on the edge of your seat.
direct sound for a full sound
0

..1

And, when you add compatible Bose
VS -100' rear channel speakers, you
hear Bose quality sound in a complete
surround sound system.
Visit your Bose dealer and compare
the Acoustimass-7 system to larger,
more expensive systems. For more
information and the names of Bose
dealers near you, call toll free:

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 127
USA: Monday -Friday 8:30AM-9:00PM (ET)
Canada: Monday -Friday 9:OOAM-5:OOPM (ET)

0 1992 Bose Corporation,
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168 USA
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EQUIPMENT
Signal processors-eighth in a series on the practical business of
buying audio equipment by Ian G. Masters

Hirsch -Houck Labs Equipment Test Reports

33

Marantz Music Link Series, page 33

Photograph by look P. Leung
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Buying Time

Cow
Like the idea of home theater?
An A/V receiver such as the Sony STRD1090ES may be the most cost-effective
way of getting there. See
"Shopping Surround" on page 44.

Westlake Audio BBSM-4 Loudspeaker System, page 38
Rotel RCD-965BX Compact Disc Player, page 40
Signet SL250B/U Loudspeaker System, page 41

4

Shopping Surround

44

How to buy an
LETTERS

10

audio/video receiver

by Michael Riggs
TIME DELAY
NEW PRODUCTS
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Power
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How much amplifier power
is enough? by Julian Hirsch

The Best of the Built -Ins

51
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Auto makers are joining forces with

TECHNICAL TALK

32

audio manufacturers to build hot
sound systems into their hottest cars
by Ken C. Pohlmann

POPULAR MUSIC

68

CLASSICAL MUSIC

78

CENTER STAGE

88

THE HIGH END

96
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MUSIC
Record Makers

.......
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The latest from the Beastie Boys,
Esa-Pekka Salonen, the Ramones.
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the Artis Quartet, and more

Kathy Mattea

62

"Why choose to do less than
the most interesting thing I

can do?" by Alanna Nash

Best Recordings

of the Month
Lindsey Buckingham,
Stravinsky's Sacre
du Printemps and
Persephone,
Midnight Oil, and
Dvotak and Janadek
Piano Concertos

64
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by William Livingstone
and Glenn Kenny

Prerecorded in Dolby S

New Formats
Duke It Out

Association's Consumer

The Summer '92 Consumer
Electronics Show in Chicago

has published a twelve -page
booklet titled The Power
Profession: Your Career as an
Electronics Technician. It
contains industry statistics,
information on vocational
training programs, salary
schedules, etc. To get a
single copy, contact Product

was notable not just because
it was the first CES that was
open to the public (which
resulted in such a crowded
floor that industry vets felt
they'd been transported back
to the boom years of the mid 1980's), but also because it
brought the first real
rumblings of a new format
war. Philips's DCC (Digital
Compact Cassette), which

can make digital recordings
on a deck that will also play
analog cassettes, went up
against Sony's Mini Disc, a
portable, jar -proof,

recordable, digital disc
format. Philips, Marantz,
Tandy, and Technics have
said their DCC models will
be in stores by fall. Sony
expects to have Mini Disc on
sale "before Christmas."

Career Guidance

Just in time for graduation,
the Electronic Industries

Electronics Group (EIA/CEG)

Services, EIA/CEG, 2001

Pennsylvania Ave., NW,
Washington, DC 20006-1813.
Phone: (202) 457-4986.

The University of Miami,
which offers a highly
regarded program in music -

engineering technology, has
created a new undergraduate
option for students who wish
to study audio engineering.
For information on the new
degree program leading to a
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering with

an emphasis in audio
engineering, contact Martina
Hahn, University of Miami,
College of Engineering,
Coral Gables, FL 33124-0620.
Phone: (305) 284-2404.

Music Notes
The first event of the Steinway Foundation's 21st Century
Piano Project took place at the Kennedy Center in
Washington on June 11 when the National Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Mstislav Rostropovich, played the
world premieres of three piano concertos commissioned by
Steinway: Lalo Schifrin's Concerto of the Americas, Rodion
Shchedrin's Piano Concerto No. 4, and Lowell Liebermann's
Piano Concerto No. 2. The soloists were Cristina Ortiz,
Nikolai Petrov, and Stephen Hough. respectively.
Later in June, Tania, a new opera by the composer Anthony
Davis. received its world premiere at the American Music
Theater Festival in Philadelphia. It deals with the
kidnapping of Patricia Hearst by the Symbionese Liberation
Army. A recording of Davis's first opera, X: The Life and
Times of Malcolm X, is an August release from Gramavision.
4
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In September, BMG Classics will begin releasing on the RCA
Victor label cassettes recorded with the new Dolby process.
According to Dolby Labs, the Dolby S noise -reduction system
enables conventional audio cassettes to play with CD -like
sound quality on machines equipped with Dolby S while still
giving acceptable results on all other players. The first
releases in the RCA series will include "Top Hat" by Henry
Mancini and his orchestra, "James Galway at the Movies,"
and Jerry Hadley's "Tenor on Broadway." These and future
releases in the series will also be encoded with Dolby
Surround for multichannel playback on home surround -sound
systems (without affecting two -channel stereo playback).
Prices will be the same as for ordinary prerecorded cassettes.

Career Moves
When General Norman
Schwarzkopf retired from the
army after the Gulf War, he
headed straight for the
lecture circuit and the
recording studios. BMG

Classics released his
narration of Copland's
Lincoln Portrait with the St.
Louis Symphony conducted
by Leonard Slatkin. In
England, former Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher
is headed for the House of
Lords now that Queen

Flizabeth has granted her a
peerage. Mrs. Thatcher,
sixty-six, has yet to announce
what title she wiL take, but
she bopped right over to
EMI's Abbey Road studios,
where she, too, laid down

some tracks, coincidentally
Copland's Lincoln Portrait
with the London Symphony
under Wyn Morris. Rumors of
the speed with which bootleg
imports are being snapped up

in California suggest that the
Thatcher version, scheduled
for August release by EMI,
will be a real wax to watch.

Music on TV
The official opening of the
Olympic Games in
Barcelona, Spain, including,

of all things, an operatic
medley sung by Jose
Carreras, Placido Domingo,
Montserrat Cuballe, and
other Spanish stars, will be
telecast by NBC on July 25

from 8:00 p.m. till
midnight.
. This month's
line-up on PBS includes
.

.

Richard Strauss's Capriccio
from the Salzburg Festival on
August 7. On August 16,
"Evening with Pops"
conducted by John Williams

will have as guests the
Broadway singer Tyne Daly
and the eleven -year -old
Korean -born violinist Sarah
Chang, the recipient of a
1992 Avery Fisher Career
Grant Award. "The
Chieftains in Concert" with
Roger Daltrey and Nanci
Griffiths will be a PBS
special on August 22.

Assorted

Anniversaries
The 500th anniversary of
Columbus's first voyage has
overshadowed most other

anniversaries this year, but
those worth noting include
the twentieth anniversary of
Polk Audio. The flutist JeanPierre Rampal turned

seventy this year, and the
pianist Rudolf FirkuSnY is

now eighty. This year also
marks the 250th anniversary
of Handel's Messiah and the
25th of the Beatles' "Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band." The Mexican American singer Vikki Carr

is celebrating the 25th
anniversary of her greatest
hit, It Must Be Him, a song
about waiting for a lover to
telephone. She's still singing it.

Perhaps the most Important feature of all
m Compact Disc Players.
In a category where manufacturers try to con-

vince you of their superiority with digital theory and
laboratory specifimtior s, Denon adds an all-important
new criterion: Overall Consumer Satisfaction.
In the most exhaustive research ever conducted,

Verity Research, tr'e nation's leading independent
Consumer Electronics -esearch firm, ranked Denon CD
Players Number 1 in Overall Consumer Satisfactior.

This honor, determined by interviewing hundreds
of thousands of people across America, takes into
account the many factcrs that make someone fully
satisfied with their purchase.
Denon is esDeciElly proud to win in this cater ory,
because CD Players, more than any other component,

challenge a company's abilities in the electro-mech3nical,
analog and digital domains.
Denon is even prouder, because the ultimate udge

veralil

Cu tomer
Satisfaction

in this unprecedented competition was not a reviewer or
a magazine editor, but someone just like you.

DENON

1991 WINNER

Denon America, Inc 222 New Road, Parsippany. New Jersey 07054 (201) 575-78D

FOR
HOME COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

The first name in digital audio.
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DENON

DENON

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY/CD AUTO CHANGER Da1-520

5 DISC AUTOMATIC DISC LOADING SYSTEM
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2. NordicFlex Gold features isokinetic resistance that
better matches your natural strength curve.
3. NordicFlex Gold is faster to use than Soloflex®.
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Henry Klosds Does It Again.
"Henry Klass has demonstrated
a rare talent for spotting
important new concepts and
incorporating them into readily
affordable consumer products.
His new models have stemmed
from a deeply rooted desire to
mow audio technology forward and provide bgers with
previously iourvailable benefits."
Audio Magazine, February 1992

Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss
created the dominant speakers of the '50s (AR),
'60s (KLH) and '70s (Advent). Now he's created
a new kind of audio company with factory -direct
savings...Cambridge SoundWorks.

The Surround" II. Price
Breakthrough In Dipole Radiator
Surround Speaker.
The Surround His specifically designed for use
as a rear/side speaker in Dolby Surround or DSP
systems. They "surround" the listener with non directional ambient sounds, Unlike conventional
speakers that are designed to create a precise

stereo "stage'
The Surround II is a dipole radiator. Mounted
on the side walls of your listening room, the
sound is directed towards the
front and rear of the room, using
The Surround II delivers dipole radiator

surround sound performance at afracdon of the cost of competing speakers
usirg, similar technology

An Again.
phase cancellation to create a null in the direction of the listener. The sound then reaches the
listener from all directions, the way it was meant
to be heard. The acoustic performance of The
Surround II is essentially identical to that of
our original surround speaker, The Surround!
At $249 pr., The Surround II is the value on
the market.

Stereo Review said Ambiance "easily held
its own apinst substantially larger, more expensive spears' Ambiance In -Wall is also very
simple to install-it's a custom installer's and do-ityourselfer's delightt At $329 a pair ($165 each),
direct from the factory it's an outstanding value.
71trnyour 7V into a home theater.' In our catalogyouV
find complete Do&y Surround Sound systems starting

at unckr $1,0X.

Introducing The In -Wall

Ambiance" Speaker System.
Ambiance In -Wall provides overall per-

formance (particularly deep bass response)
unmatched by its competitors. Unlike many
hi -wall speakers, Ambiance In -Wall uses
a true acoustic suspension enclosure. Vtt know
of no other system like it that can match its
bass performance.
Henry Kloss designed Ambiance In -Wall with
speakers use a true acoustic
suspension sealed cabinet for optimum bass response.
Ou r Ambiance

a wide dispersion tweeter delivering
accurate response over a wide area.
Place Ambiance In -Wall where it
looks fight in your wall (or your
ceiling), and still have itsound right
no matter where you are in the room.

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI.
24 hours a day, 365 days a year. W'll send
you cur 48 -page color catalog with components
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips,
Denon and others.

vit. Know How lb
Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
1992. an
Sourdlateks. Ensemble is a reipsterool trademark of CamSoundlAbrks. Ambiance and The Surround are
Cambridg Sountv..-_
AR & Atvent are trademarks of Jensen laboratories.
Earept fa overall power -handling capability. tfor those who vim alout bass
response. it h also cornpanble with our Ensembk subhookr systems.
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The Critics Love Ensemble

And Ensemble 11
What's The Difference, Anyway?
Cambridge SoundWorks changed
the audio world when we began
direct -marketing Ensemble' by Henry
Kloss. Ensemble is a revolutionary
dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker
system offering all-out performance,
without cluttering up your room with
huge speaker cabinets. Available only

The Same
Satellite Speakers.

factory -direct from Cambridge

SoundWorks, with no expensive
middle -men, Ensemble is priced at hundreds less than it would have sold for in
stores. Audio magazine says Ensemble
"may be the best value in the world."

The real difference is in the subwoofer

ers. We believe Ensemble II is a better
system than the new Bose® AM -5 Series
II. And because we sell it factory -direct,
it's half the price. Stereo Review said
And Then There Were iwo.
"Ensemble II performs so far beyond its
Now Cambridge SoundWorks has
price and size that it can be compared
introduced Ensemble II, a more affordable only with much larger speakers at subversion of Ensemble using only one cabistantially higher prices." We agree with
net to hold both subwoofer drivers.
the writer who said, "It's hard to imagine
Ensemble II has joined Ensemble in the
going wrong with Ensemble." The question
ranks of the country's best-selling speakis, which Ensemble system is right foryou?

"Ensemble may be the
best value in the world?'
Audio

When you listen to either Ensemble system, almost 90% of the music
you hear is being reproduced by the
satellite speakers. Both Ensemble
and Ensemble II use satellite speakers that are virtually identical
Unlike many competing systems,
Ensemble's satellites are true twoway speaker systems, each containing a
high performance tweeter and a 4 -inch
woofer. Stereo Review said, "The Ensemble
satellites delivered a smoother output than
Rue acoustic
suspension,
sealed subwoofer
cavioty.

Cavio, acts as
acoustic band-pass

filter

many larger and more expensive speakers."
Small (8 Vs" x 5 % " x 4 " ) and unobtru-

sive, they'll fit into the decor of any room.
They're available in scratch -resistant
gunmetal grey Nextel, or primed so you
can paint them any color you wish.

built into every cabinet for maximum
wiring flexibility. Robust construction is
used throughout, featuring solid MDF
cabinets and solid metal grilles.

The Same
Factory -Direct Savings.
Cambridge SoundWorks products are
available on factory -direct. By eliminating the mid le -men, we're able to sell
Ensemble and Ensemble II for hundreds
less than if they were sold in stores.

Ensemble satellite speakers are available primed for
painting, so they can matchyour decor exactly.

The Same Overall Sound.
In many rooms, Ensemble II sounds
virtually the same as Ensemble, especially
when Ensemble's two subwoofers are
placed right next to each other. The real
difference between the two systems is
that Ensemble, with its two ultra -compact
subwoofers (12" x21" x4Y2"), gives you
ultimate placement flexibility.

The Same 30 -Day lbtal
Satisfaction Guarantee.
Choosing a loudspeaker after a brief
listen at a dealer's showroom is like deciding on a car after one quick trip around
the block. So we make it possible to audi-

tion our speakers the tight way-

The Same Attention lb Detail.
Ensemble and Ensemble II are constructed with the very best materials and
no -compromise workmanship. Their
subwoofers use heavy-duty woofers in
true acoustic suspension enclosures. The
satellites are genuine two-way systems
with very high quality speaker components. Individual crossover networks are

Stereo .rystemsfeaturing Ensemble and Ensemble 11
speakers with Pioneer or Philips electronics start at
only $799, including CD player. Dolby Surround

at only $999.

in your own home. You get to listen for
hours without a salesman hovering nearby. If within 30 days you're not happy,
return your speaker system for a full re-

ChAIBRIDGE
Sot nrAkofu,s

"Ensemble II performs so far
beyond its price and size that it
can be compared only with
much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices."
Stereo Review

fund. We even reimburse original UPS
ground shipping charges in the continental
United States.

co
The only difference in satellites is that the original
Ensembles use gold-plated connectors that allow use
cf even the heaviest gauge wire.

The Real Difference: The
Ultimate Placement Flexibility
Of Dual Subwoofers.
Placement of bass and high -frequency

speakers in a room-and how those
speakers interact with the acoustics of the
room-has more influence on the overall
sound quality of a stereo system than just
about anything. As an alternative to
spending hundreds (or thousands) of
dollars on this or that "latest" amplifier
or CD player design, you should invest
some of your time experimenting with
various speaker positioning schemes.
Ensemble's two ultra -slim (4I/2") sub woofers give you more placement flexibility than any speaker system we know of
(including Ensemble II), and is most likely
to provide the performance you want
in real world...in-your room.

How TO Order.
The dual-subwoofer Ensemble system
is available in two versions. With handsome black -laminate subwoofers for $599.
Or with black vinyl -clad subwoofers for
$499. Ensemble II is priced at $399. For
more information, a free 48 -page catalog,
or to order...

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI
24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We'll
send you our 48 -page color catalog with
stereo and surround sound components
and systems from Cambridge SoundWorks,
Pioneer, Philips, Denon and others.
Because we sell factory -direct, eliminating
expensive middle -men, you can save
hundreds of dollars.
Iht Know How 7b
Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE

SOUNDWORKS
Cambndge SoundttOrk EnNembie is a :egistered trademark of
Cambndge SoundWorks Ambiance and The Surround are trademarks of
Cambridge SoundWorks. AR & Advent are trademarks of Jensen Laboratories.
Bose is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. Prices do not include
shipping. Only the connecting terminals are different.
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Why Other Loudspeaker
Companies Cant Run This Ad.
There are almost 400 speaker companies in the United States.
But none of them can offer you all this...

LEIIEHS
Kits Live
lust noticed the mention in June "Bulletin"

1 of the demise of Heathkits, and by implication of the kit concept. Not so! Check out
Welborne Labs (electronics), Audio Express
(mainly speakers), and many others. Kits (like
magazines) are becoming more specialized,
providing what cannot readily be bought in
stores.

TIM FERN

Henderson, KY

Loud Speakers

Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss.

int eliminated the expensive middle -men.

Cambridge SoundMbrks products are designed by our
co-founder. Henry Kloss, who created the dominant
speakers of the '50s (AR). '60s (KLH) and '70s (Advent).

By selling factory -direct to the public, we eliminate huge
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices. Our products are very well made.

Your May review of the Cerwin-Vega DX -7

stated that its ability to play loud was
rather overwhelming in an average -size room.

Does this mean it doesn't sound good loud?

Also, since I own a pair of DX -7's, do you
think I would benefit much by adding a sub woofer?

DAVID C. KING

Indianapolis, IN
By "overwhelming," Julian Hirsch just meant
that the DX -7's are capable of playing much
louder than most people would ordinarily want
High performance transportable system.

Audio experts on call 365 days a year.

Our Model Eleven combines a powerful 3 -channel amplifier,
two satellite speakers and a Basscaser" subwoofer/carrying

Our knowledgeable audio experts (not clerks) are on duty

case. Works on 110. 220 64. 12 -volts.

for advice. hook-up information, or orders, 8AM-midnight
every day including Sundays and holidays.

to listen to. We doubt that these speakers would
benefit greatly from the addition of a subwoofer,
although it's hard to be sure without trying it.

LI ow could you say that "10 to 20 watts per
WM channel should be quite adequate" with
99 -dB -sensitivity Cerwin-Vega DX -7's? Cerwin-Vega speakers must be fed.
I recently bought a pair of ported AT -15's,
rated at 102 dB sensitivity, and got voluminous

oatmeal with a good 100 -watt receiver, so I
invested in two 425 -watt mono amplifiers, a
Ambiance tdtra-compaa speaker system.
Nk think Ambiance is the best "mini" speaker on the
market, regardless of price. Deep bass and high -frequency
dispersion are unmatched in its category.

The best values in Dolby Surround Sound.
W believe The Surround and The Surround II are the
ountry's best values in surround speakers. Complete Dolby

Surround Sound systems start at under SIX°.

Richter Scale for bass equalization, and a good
CD player. The result was extremely dynamic,

tight sound, the kind the speaker designers
must have had in mind.

Wouldn't a low- to mid -wattage amp be
more suitable for sealed, lower -sensitivity
speakers? Or is it the other way around?
PAUL A. GALIS

Fairfax, VA

A speaker's sensitivity rating indicates how
much output the speaker will deliver 1 meter in

front of it with a standard input of 2.83 volts
(equivalent to I watt into 8 ohms). The higher
the rating, the less amplifier power the speaker
30 -Day ibtal satisfaction Guarantee.

Free 48 -page color catalog.

"Ity our speakers in your own home, with your music, for
30 days. If you're not satisfied, return them fora refund.
Mt even refund original ground shipping charges.

Our catalog is loaded with high -value systems and audio
products from Cambridge SoundWprks, Pioneer, Philips.
Denon, Sony Thorens and more.

Well send you our 48 -page color catalog with components
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips, Denon and others.
Lit Know How 76 Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Suite 10.2.A1
Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 We ship worldwide, including APO & FPO.

e. 092 Cambridg Soundxbrks Ensemble s a registered trxlernark o(Carntodge SondAbrks
Amt.. and The Strand are trademarks of Carnixidge ScundWdrks
AR & Advert art oademarks °Omen labor -atoms
Except roc overall paw! hanclImg

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIF1* 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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requires to generate any given sound -pressure
level. A speaker with a 100 -dB rating will play as
loud as one having a more typical 90 -dB rating
with only a tenth as much amplifier power.
Regarding your specific situation, we notice
that you added an equalizer and a CD player at
the same time you got more powerful amplifiers. Unless your receiver was malfunctioning in

some way, these other changes are almost
certainly the reason for the difference in sound.

With a sensitivity of 102 dB, your speakers
should deliver a maximum of about 122 dB from
a 100 -watt input, which is beyond the threshold

of pain; 425 watts, if they can take it, should
drive them to an excruciating 128 dB.

It is easy for a dealer to determine the
veracity of a manufacturer's specifications,

Stove Forbert
aving just enjoyed again Steve Forbert's

MI album "The American in Me," I was
struck by how far off the mark Alanna Nash's
May review of it was. Her criticism of his use
of the "hackneyed" phrase "stop and smell the
roses" misses the point. The full line is, "Stop
an' smell the roses, baby I can hardly see .
I
got so much responsibility." There is an implicit question mark after the phrase, as if Forbert
were saying, "What? Like I have time to smell
the roses? Whatareya, nuts?"
It's a similar lapse for Ms. Nash to describe
.

.

as "meaningless" the lyric, "Live long enough
and you're older." The context makes it clear
that Forbert is lamenting the futility of the Rat
Race and satirizing the notion that if you live
long enough you'll get wiser or richer, when
many people just get older.

As for Forbert's voice quality, I've never
found it "barely able to convey his ideas." To
the contrary, his fine diction and crisp enunciation make him superior to 90 percent of pop
singers, who sabotage otherwise fine lyrics
with unintelligible singing.
JOHN BIRGE
Cincinnati, OH

but it is getting increasingly difficult to tell the
truth when so many dealers and manufacturers are not. We are constantly having to prove

that the power ratings we use, which are
always smaller than those claimed, are the
correct ones.
Isn't it time for the Federal Trade Commis-

sion to get into gear and put a stop to this? If
the manufacturers and vendors won't voluntarily shape up, must they be forced to by law?
VERN L. MASTEL

Team Electronics
Bismarck, ND

Anthony Braxton
,im under contract to write a book on Antho-

ny Braxton in a series on contemporary
American composers. I'd appreciate input
from anyone who's played with him (especially

classical musicians), written about him, or
listened extensively to his music. I'm especially interested in opinions and insights into the
nature of his music and role in the jazz/new-

music scene, pro or con, not so much in
gossipy anecdotes.

MIKE HEFFLEY

3936 Hilyard

Rot Rumors

Eugene, OR 97405

Recently the Los Angeles Times ran some

articles on compact discs. A physicist
wrote in to say that the life expectancy of a CD

is five to ten years. Oxidation of a disc's
reflective aluminum layer, caused by imper-

fections in the coating used to seal it, will
prevent the laser beam from tracking. If this is

true, then the music -loving public is paying
dearly indeed. Do your experts have an opinion on this matter?

EDWARD D. GRAHAM

Los Angeles, CA
You have heard one of those unsubstantiated
rumors that refuse to die. It's true that t fa CD is
not sealed properly during manufacture, or if
the seal is later punctured, the aluminum reflective layer will oxidize and the disc will become
unplayable. This is quite rare, however, and all
of our many ten -year -old CD's play just fine.
At this point, no one knows exactly what the

normal life expectancy of a CD is because no
one, despite some effort, has yet found a limit.
And work is under way on manufacturing standards designed to assure a life expectancy of at
least 1,000 years for CD's. That should be long
enough forjust about anyone.

Digital Recording
neople who say DAT is dead (June "Letters," Ken Pohlmann's April "Signals"
column) are missing the point. Its feature
attraction is that it makes possible 2 hours of
uninterrupted taped music with CD -quality
sound. I love making anthologies of my favorite artists. I love even more having my DAT
deck connected directly to my CD player by
fiber-optic cable. Wow! Did I really say that?
JIM CRAWFORD

Nashville, TN

Corrections
Aincorrect price was given for the Velodyne Acoustics Servo F-1500 subwoofer

in 'All About Subwoofers" in June. The correct price is $1,495.

We misidentified the Hsu Research sub woofer pictured on page 51 of the July issue. It
is the SW10 (not the SWI2), which is priced at
$500 a pair. The larger SW 12 is $950 a pair.
In a June review of a Telemann recording on

Denon by the European Baroque Soloists,

Car Stereo Specs

Eric Salzman implied that the group uses old
instruments. They use modern instruments.

mum" or "peak" power ratings in the
surement exists to define what "maximum"
power is, and often the "peak" ratings are
simply picked out of thin air. This practice is
not limited to the small "off the wall" brandsit is rampant.

Audio Catalog
Our 48 -page color catalog is
loaded with stereo components
and music systems from
Cambridge SoundW3rks,
Pioneer, Philips, Denon,
Sony, Thorens and others.
Because you buy factory direct, you can saw hundreds of dollars.
For example, you can buy a complete Dolby
&mound Sound system-with our Ensemble II
subwoofer-satellite speaker system, rear
speakers, Pioneer Dolby Surround receiver, CD
player and system remote-for under $1,000.
So call today and find out what thousands and
thousands of satisfied customers already
know: ibis is the right way to get the Light
deals on the right audio components.
Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge Soun&brks, Pioneer,
Philips, Denon, Sony and more.
Audio experts will answer your questions,
before and after you buy. SAM -midnight,
365 days a year --even holidays.

30 -day iota] Satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge Soundworks products.

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

MIlsend you our 48 -page color catalog with
components from Cambridge SoundWorks,
Pioneer Philips, Denon and others.
14t Know How Tb

Make Loudspeakers.

lip he Increasing use of meaningless "maxiadvertising and sales of car stereo products is
not in the interest of the consumer. No mea-

Model Eleven
110, 220 or 12 volts

We welcome your letters. Please
address correspondence to Editor, Stereo
Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.
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CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite 102ALG, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
6) 1992 Carnbidge SourcNtdis
® Ensemble es a maned trademark of Camtvldir Sotriattle.
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ACIERSTANDING THE DECIBEL PHONIES
sIONG THE SYMPHONIES HOW POPULAR
ARCING STARS ARE CREATED TO ORDER

Mingus album featuring
Roland Kirk. Elsewhere in the
review section, Ralph Bates
harumphs at Leonard
Bernstein's Tchaikovsky Fifth,
saying its "breakneck pace"
cannot be justified, and
Goldberg, discussing Dave
Brubeck's "Countdown,"
concedes that the ideas the
bespectacled jazzman is
pursuing "may eventually be
of value."

by Steve Simels
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Stereo Review
SPECIAL SPEAKER ISSUE

30 years ago
Political Correctness Alert:
In the August 1%2 issue, an ad
for the Fisher 800-B receiver
proclaims it a system "even
she can operate."
End of tile 'wife problem' in high IlleMy.

20 years ago
Components: New products
this month include the Thorens
BTD-I2s tonearm and the
Bogen TP50 stereo FM tuner.
Julian Hirsch tests the new
Ampex 1260 tape recorder,
concluding that it "performs
flawlessly," and he is similarly
impressed with the Audio
Dynamics ADC -85 pickup
system, which he says will
virtually eliminate record wear.
The Basic Repertoire: Martin
Bookspan splits critical hairs
between recordings of the
Brahms D Minor Piano
Concerto, finally coming down
in favor of the version by Leon
Fleisher and George Szell.
There are only seven (!)
competing performances
available (as opposed to thirtyseven in 1992).
Best of the Month: David
Hall is wild about Roger
Wagner's Capitol LP of
Walton's Belshazzar's Feast,
while Joe Goldberg is knocked
out by "Oh Yeah," a Charles
12
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Letters to the Editor: In
reference to June profiles of
the popular Canadian singers
Anne Murray and Paul Anka,
reader Roch A. Cyr, of Hull,
Quebec, informs us that in his
homeland there are still "a
surprisingly large number of
people who also like music."
P.C. Alert II: An ad for an
Empire speaker designed for
use in quadraphonic systems
drives home the point with
photos of four conspicuously
naked women.
Test Reports: Julian Hirsch,
reviewing the Revox A77 tape
deck with Dolby B, says he
"cannot imagine how the
sound quality of this machine
could be improved in any
way." A Kenwood KA-7002
amplifier, which "consistently
outperformed its

specifications," is later
characterized as "all in all, an
impressive instrument."
Best of the Month: Critic
Bernard Jacobsen calls Charles
Groves's Angel recording of
the Delius Mass of Life "one of
my most unexpectedly
rewarding assignments as a
record reviewer," and Joel
Vance describes Rod Stewart
and Elton John's production of
a John Baldry album as so fab
he might "have to include
them in my will."
Huh? Elsewhere in the issue,
Vance hails the notoriously

speakers from Acoustic
Research. Equipment tested
includes the Realistic STA2290 receiver and the Quad
ESL -63 speaker system, about
which Julian Hirsch concludes,
"Everyone may not agree that
the ESL -63 is the world's
finest speaker . . but few
would deny that it is a major
contender."
Best of the Month: Noel
Coppage finds himself bowled
over by Dolly Parton's
"Heartbreak," and George
Jellinek rhapsodizes over the
rediscovery of Weinberger's
1927 opera Schwanda the
Bagpiper on CBS. Elsewhere
in the review section, Joel
Vance swoons over five
albums from Epic's short-lived
doo-wop subsidiary, Mark Peel
gets a kick out of a Big Youth
album, and Eric Salzman,
.

loose and uneven Grateful
Dead as "tight" and "well rehearsed," and Paul Kresh
describes quintessential
Irishman Van Morrison as
"one of those hard -breathing
Southern boys."

10 years ago
Hail and Farewell: William
Anderson, STEREO REVIEW'S
editor since the mid -Sixties,
interrupts a meditation on the
sudden popularity of personal
stereo cassette players to
announce his retirement.
New Products: Noteworthy
debuts this month include
Sony's first Walkman Pro, the
WM-D6, and the AR9LS

despite up -front reservations
("the guitar is not an
instrument noted today for
high standards of technical

achievement"), can't rave
enough about a Sheffield Lab
direct -to -disc guitar recital by
virtuoso Michael Newman.
Bulletin: In an alarming news
item, SR's readers are alerted
to the imminent release of
the original -London -cast
recording of Cats.

Look tar music or DIGALOG "Cassettes from the VVarner/Elektra/Atlantic aid BMG faita

Polk Audio's RM 3000 Loudspeaker System

r Specialists
ri(01 Nict F

,

13aItimork., MD 21215 INA (301) 358-3600
For krairr, LCtli1011

CAI 1.800.992.2520

NEW PRODUCTS
1 PHILIPS
The DAP -600 car audio amplifier

from Philips delivers 110 watts
each into two channels or 55

watts each into four channels. It
includes a high low-pass active
crossover. Price: S799. Philips,
Dept. SR, 9600 54th Ave. N..

Minneapolis, MN 55442.
Circle 120 on reader service card

JVC
The XL -M507 from JVC is one of

the company's latest '6 + 1" CD
changers. all of which feature a

_11.1

ae

six -disc magazine and a single -

disc tray for programmed
playback of up to seven discs. Its

I

-1

indexing function enables a user

to store titles and programming
for up to 120 discs. Price:
S380. JVC, Dept. SR, 41 Slater

Dr.. Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.
Circle 121 on reader service card

WHARFEDALE
The Programme 30D speaker

1 DAHLQUIST
Dahlquist s new DO speaker line

includes (left to right) the DO 30i.
the DO 6i the DO 18. and two

others. All are three-way systen-s
with each driver mounted on its
own baffle for minimum

diffraction. Prices range from
S600 to 52.000 a pair. Dahlquis:

Inc., Dept. SR. 601 Old Willets
Path, Hauppauge, NY 11788.
Circle 122 on reader service card

from Wharfedale features a tuned
pod for extended bass response.
Power handling is 70 watts. The
two-way system measures 9 x 7

x 8 inches. Price: S259 a pair.
Distributed by Optim Audio. Inc.,
Dept. SR. 733 Canal St..
Stamford, CT 06902.
Circle 123 on reader service card

NEW PRODUCIS
M&C
SPEAKER WORKS
The Audition loudspeaker from
M&C Speakerworks is a two-way

system with woofer and tweeter
housed in separate enclosures for

improved imaging. Dimensions
are 12 x 11 x 19 inches. Finish

SONRISE

is oak or satin black. Price:
S650 a pair. M&C Speakerworks,

The SCD-100 from Sonrise is a

Dept. SR, P.O. Box 151082.

dual -sided, rotating cabinet that

San Diego. CA 92175.

holds up to one hundred CD's.

Circle 124 on reader service card

The cabinet is available in solid
walnut, natural cherry, and oak.
Price: 5110 with medium oak
finish. Sonrise, Dept. SR. 110 E.
43rd St.. Boise, ID 83714.

41 LAZARUS

Circle 125 on reader service card

The Lazarus Mark II is a hybrid

stereo power amplifier using four
6DJ8 twin triodes as Class A

voltage amps together with a
MOSFET high -current output

stage. Rated output is 150 watts
per channel into 8 ohms or
200 watts into 4 ohms. Price:
S2,790. Lazarus. Dept. SR,
8130 Coldwater Canyon.

N. Hollywood. CA 91605.
Circle 126 on reader service card

ONKYO

THIEL
Thiel's CS 3.6 Coherent Source

The DX -F5. Onkyo's first

loudspeaker is a three-way

portable CD player, features

system featuring a new

dual digital -to -analog converters

aluminum -diaphragm woofer and

and an 18 -bit digital filter. It is

dual -cone midrange driver.

powered by rechargeable batteries

Dimensions are 121/2 x 481/2 x 17

or an AC adaptor and comes

inches. Standard finish is

with a wireless remote control.

amberwood or glossy black

Weight is 11.8 ounces with batteries.

lacquer. Price: S3,900 a pair.

Onkyo, Dept. SR. 200 Williams

Thiel, Dept. SR. 1026 Nandino

Dr.. Ramsey, NJ 07446.

Blvd., Lexington. KY 40511.
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IN OCTOBER, TECHNICS

WILL TURN THE WORLD OF MUSIC UPSIDE DOWN.
Technics proudly brings you DCC.
It's a new digital format that combines the pristine sound of a CD with the convenience of a standard size cassette.
And when DCC is introduced, over 400 pre-recorded digital tapes will be in music stores everywhere.
But even more impressive, with a Digital Compact Cassette system you can also play back your existing analog tapes.*
DCC. Suddenly, the world of music will never be the same.

Technics
The science of sound

Plays back In analog format.
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NEW PRODUCTS
TWELVE DESIGNS
The CD Catacombs from Twelve

Designs are wall -mounted racks

that hold 91 to 286 discs. Prices:
from S93 to S293. Twelve

Designs, Dept. SR. 1314 NW

Irving, #308, Portland, OR 97209.
Circle 128 on reader service card

J. S. JAMES
The Audio Video Adjustment

Tape, designed to help fine-tune

a home theater system. includes
both picture and sound tests. The
VHS cassette is S49 postpaid

from J. S. James Video Labs,
Dept. SR. P.O. Box 9201.
Scottsdale, AZ 85252.
Circle 127 on reader service card

SHARP
Sharp's CD -010 micro -component

system combines a CD player and

autoreverse cassette deck with a
pair of bamboo -fiber -diaphragm

speakers. The CD tape module is

only 534 inches wide. Price:
S900. Sharp Electronics

Corporation, Dept. SR. Sharp
Plaza. Mahwah, NJ 07430-2135.
Circle 129 on reader service card

ORION
Orion's Cobalt260 car stereo

power amplifier is rated to deliver

PARADIGM
Paradigm's 3se-mini. 3se, and
5se two-way budget speakers are
rated down to 48, 43, and 38 Hz.

respectively. The largest, the 5se.
is 10 x 20L, x 113/4 inches. Prices

per pair: 3se-mini. S259: 3se.
S309: 5se, S379. Distributed by
AudioStream. Dept. SR. MPO Box

2410. Niagara Falls. NY 14302.
Circle 130 on reader service card
18
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60 watts per channel. It has
complementary-MOSFET circuit

design and terminal -strip speaker
connectors. A mixed -mono mode
permits three -channel operation.

Orion. Dept. SR. 118 W. Julie
Dr., Tempe AZ 85283.
Circle 131 on reader service card

For far too long, replacing your stereo
system has meant getting anew version
of the same old tedmology.

The newest and even more affordable Bose* Lifestyle' music system. with:

Powered Acoustimass -3 speaker system.
Virtually Invisible* cube speakers - lifelike sound and added placement flexibility.
Bose patented Acoustimass bass module (not shown) - deep bass with no audible distortion.

Lifestyle' music center with advanced technology remote controL
System design - built-in CD player and AM/FM stereo tuner.
Remote control works around corners and through walls - system operation from anywhere in your home.

Conventional stereo system technology hasn't changed much
over the past decade or two. Most of today's equipment looks
and sounds about the same as the equipment you already own.
That's not much reason to replace what you have.
Bose products are different; they reflect our commitment to
research and our passion for excellence.
For example, our award -winning Lifestyle music system

replaces an entire rack of conventional
electronics and speakers. It shows what can
be accomplished as we apply breakthrough

technology to the goal of providing dear

design means it won't be the first thing your friends notice.

Until you turn it on.
At that instant, its performance will speak tiJr itself. And
you'll realize that replacing your conventional system was
actually a very good idea.
There are various Bose Lifestyle' music systems available.
One will surely fit your budget.

We invite you to visit your Bose dealer and compare our

Lifestyle music systems to larger, more expensive ainventional stereos. For more information, and names of Bose
dealers near you, call toll -free:

benefits.
The Lifestyle* music system doesn't even look like stereo

equipment. It won't dominate your room. It won't be too
complicated to use. And its Virtually Invisible system

01992 to Gxpratkm, The M.ntain, Framingham, MA 01701.9168 USA

1-800-444-BOSE Esc. 12i
USA: Monday -Friday 8:30AM-9:00PM (ET)
Can:111: M r -1,11v -Frid v 9:00A \ 1-S:NPNI (ET)

.17415MLLBetter sound through research ,

BY IAN G. MASTERS
Boombox Hookup
Most of my listen 1,1; is n' CD's, but to listen

to cassettes occasionally I would like to
feed the signal from my tape -equipped
boombox to the inputs of my receiver. The

0

boombox has speaker outputs: how do I connect these to the rest of my system?
WILLIAM MARSHALL

Mays Landing, NJ
A.t is a relatively easy matter to make the
connections, but you may be disappoint-

ed with the sound quality you achieve:
Some boomboxes have respectable cassette
players in them, but many do not. If that's not
a concern, probably the best way would be to

patch from the boombox's headphone outputs, if it has them, to any high-level input on
your receiver. The headphone -output level
would be less likely than a speaker feed to
overload the receiver's inputs, and in many
cases plugging into the headphone jack automatically mutes the boombox speakers without your having to disconnect them. Adaptor
cables with stereo miniplugs on one end and
RCA plugs on the other are readily available.

If there is no headphone jack, you can use
the speaker outputs, but they should be pad-

ded down by means of an external volume
control to prevent overload distortion in the

moving it to see if that makes a difference. If it

doesn't, you may have to turn off the tuner's
power when you are not listening to FM (or
taping a program).

receiver.

LP Cleaning Cloths

Leaking Signal

QYou have said that antistatic record -clean-

IIMy .system t onstAts of a separate preampli-

ing cloths and sprays should be avoided.

fier, power amplifier, and tuner, along with
several other high-level sources. When one
of these other components is selected, I can
hear the station the tuner is set to ill turn up the
volume. Can you suggest any way to correct
this problem?
DANIEL T. CASTRO

AAlthough products vary, many so-called
"antistatic" cloths are impregnated with
a sticky substance that picks up dirt from

Dyer, IN

an LP's surface and supposedly reduces static

AProbably not. This common effect is usu-

electricity. I have never noticed much effect
on static when trying out such cloths, but I

ally caused by proximity of one set of
input wires or selector contacts to the

have observed that they often deposit whatever substance they contain onto the vinyl sur-

others, and there is not much that can be done
about that short of rebuilding your preamplifier. In some input sections, unselected sources

face, where it forms a very effective dust
magnet. Aerosols are worse; they remove

are intentionally short-circuited to ground to
prevent such leakage, but apparently not in
yours. There's a chance that the tuner chassis
might be radiating the signal, so you might try

There's only one company out of the
hundreds of speaker manufacturers that also
makes musical instruments.
Yamaha.

Our grand pianos grace the stages of the
major concert halls throughout the world.
Yamaha, in fact, is the largest manufacturer
of musical instruments in the world.

Why?

BILL MAHER

Brooklyn, NY

nothing, but they deposit what feels like hair

spray on the LP. Carefully formulated wet
cleaners, dry brushes, carbon -fiber mats, and

antistatic guns can all be effective at times,
gooey sprays and sticky rags never.

No surprise :hen that we're a bit particular
about how all that wonderful music gets
reproduced.
Our new R/2 Series embody a simple,
elegant design that optimizes the location of the
drivers and minimizes edge diffraction.
They also utilize Yamaha's exclusive Multi layer Microcell Tweeter. A new design that

For over 100 years
we've been making music.

YAMAHA

than you started with. You'll probably have to

would, under ideal conditions, pick up what
he heard: the proper balance. In practice,
getting the desired balance with a single microphone (or pair) can be difficult, making it

be content with hitting the mute button and

expedient or necessary in some cases to use

muttering imprecations like the rest of us.

additional "spot" microphones. Miking individual instruments or instrument groups can

Ancient Technology

be overdone, however, and it often is.

limiting has been applied in the first place, so

Loud Commercials
I am frequently annoyed by television commercials that are louder than the programs
they interrupt. Would it be possible to use
some sort of compressor to soften the ads and
boost the program? Would it be worth it?
BOB MARKERT

Castro Valley, CA

counteracting it with any precision is very
difficult and likely to produce worse effects

Q1 have a CD copy of a famous Benny Good-

AI doubt it. To minimize noise, broadcast
engineers typically set audio levels for all
material so that the peaks are as high as

man concert at Carnegie Hall in 1938 in

Cooling Fan
Occasionally I like to listen to fairly loud

which a single microphone was used, hang-

ing from the rafters. How was that ancient

0

music, and I have noticed that my amplifier

gets quite warm. I'm worried that this

technology capable of effectively capturing the
sound of all the instruments in the orchestra?

might damage the amplifier, or at least increase

but is illegal. The problem is that peak level is
only one aspect of an audio signal, and from
the point of view of apparent loudness it's not

ROBERT TISHKEVICH

distortion. Would installing a small fan for use

the most important. Our perception of loud-

AIt may be ancient, but it's also right up to

ness has more to do with the average level of a

date. Even today, many of the finest

signal over time, and the "peak -to -average

recordings are made with a single microphone array placed in front of the orchestra.
It's always a stereo pair nowadays, but if a
single microphone were used only the directional cues would be sacrificed, not any of the
musical information itself. After all, your eardrums are single receptors, but you can still

AAll amplifiers produce some heat, and the
higher the level the warmer the amplifier
will get. But audio designers take this into
account, providing heat -dissipating fins (heat

sort out all the elements in a complex signal.
As for the balance among the various parts

levels will be caused by overdriving the ampli-

possible, but not so high that they cause over -

modulation, which not only sounds terrible

ratio" can vary widely from one source to
another. In a compressed or limited signal, the

peaks are closer to the average than they
would be without processing, so the practice
of setting levels according to peak amplitude
will cause compressed signals to sound louder

than uncompressed ones. Advertisers know
this, and to make their messages stand out
they often use heavier compression than is
normally applied to regular programming.
There's no complete solution to this problem. Further processing at the receiving end
might help, but it's impossible to know how
much and what kind of compression or peak

Columbia, MD

when the heat builds up be worthwhile?
MAURICIO MELENDEZ

of the orchestra (or band), this was always
under the control of the composer and con-

ductor in the days before live music was
routinely fed through huge banks of amplifiers. The "mix" was built in, so a microphone

carefully positioned above the conductor

uses a remarkably light yet rigid microcell
diaphragm material. Creating a tweeter that
recovers and responds virtually instantly
to any audio signal.
Resulting In a line of speakers with exceptionally smooth tonal balance and superior
imaging characteristics.

Mexico City, Mexico

sinks)-or in a very few instances internal
fans-to keep the circuitry cool. It is far more

likely that any distortion you hear at high
fier than by overheating. Still, if there is
inadequate ventilation around the amplifier,
especially in a cabinet, heat buildup can occur, and a fan might be the answer as long as

it's quiet. Usually, however, simply giving
your equipment a little more breathing space
is enough.
El

are appealing to the eye.
Sop by your Yamaha dealer and hear the
remarkable new Ra loudspeakers for yourself.
But don't be surprised at how great they sound.
After all, we've been practicing for well over
100 years. YAMAHA'

Speakers as transparent to the ear as they

Introducing four new ways
to appreciate it.

YAMAHA

.1

Yamaha's R/2 Series loudspeakers.
Available in either oak or black finish.

Al
Yamaha Electronics Coixwation, P.O. Box
1991 Yamaha Electronics Corporation; USA

RECORD
ou may not know her

name (yet), but there's a
good chance you've heard her

MAKE.RS

by Robert Ripps, Maryann Saltser,
and Steve Simels

music. John Mellencamp's fiddle player, Lisa Germano, has

signed with Capitol Records.
Her Capitol debut, scheduled

for release early next year,
will actually be her second

just put a load of tape on and
jammed," recalls Mike D.
"We wanted this [record] to
be fat in both sound and atti-

recording of Handel's Semele,
starring Battle, the mezzo-soprano Marilyn Horne, and the
bass Samuel Ramey.

tude, and I think we tipped the

scales." Only about a third of

the material in the twenty song set was sampled from
other sources. The rest, including three diverse instrumentals, is the real McCoyreal Beastie Boys playing real

guitar, bass, and drums. Biz
Markle and Ted Nugent guest
star on one track, The Biz vs.
the Nuge.
HE

OHE

Vienna -based Artis

Quartet, which has recorded

Mozart's "Haydn"
Quartets and the string quin-

tets, demonstrates its wideranging musical interests in its

two latest albums on Sony

Classical. One is a disc of Bee-

Quartets. The other combines

American conductor

and other cities.

busy recording for several la-

V!

bels lately. The first half of
this year brought "The Bach
Album" on Deutsche Gram-

solo album. Her first, the indeS

mophon, a collection of arias
with the soprano Kathleen
Battle and the violinist Itzhak
Perlman; "Baroque Duet" on

on Erato. In June London/
Argo released Nelson's re-

Mhos Nelsa

cording of the Polish composer H. Gorecki's choral masterwork Beatus Vir, and in

works by Webern with the
German conductor Michael

Eighties, contributing to two

of his albums, "The Lonesome Jubilee" and "Big Dad-

dy," and, most recently, the
soundtrack of the movie Falling from Grace, which Mellen -

camp directed. She has also
worked with such artists as
U2, Simple Minds, Bob Seger,
and Billy Joel.
HE

Beastie

Boys-Mi-

chael "Mike D." Dia-

mond, Adam "MCA' Yauch,
and Adam 'Ad -Rock" Horo-

vitz-are back, and they've

and the jazz/classical trumpeter Wynton Marsalis; and Berlioz's opera Beatrice and Benedict with the Opera de Lyon

October DG will release his

punk rockers

the Ramones have left

their long-time label, Sire, and

"Mondo Bizarro," on Radioactive/MCA. It was produced
by Ed Stasium, who did their
earliest records, and includes

wrote and sang all of the songs

mandolin, accordion, and
autoharp.
The thirty -three -year -old
Indiana native started fiddling
with Mellencamp in the mid -

IONEERING

lease for their latest album,

Sony Classical, with Battle

violin, piano, and guitar to

O.

are planning a September re-

pendently recorded and self financed "On the Way Down
from the Moon Palace," was
released last fall to critical acclaim. Germano not only

in that album, she played all
the instruments as well, from

The Artis Quartet is due in the

U.S. in November for concerts in Chicago, St. Louis,

John Nelson has been

Germano: fiddling around

The Arf is Quart*,

thoven's First and Fifteenth

the new songs Cabbies on

Gielen's 1949 composition,
Variations for String Quartet.

Boost's toys MCA, Mike D, and Ad -Rock

Crack (about a "cab ride from
hell" experienced by lead
singer Joey Ramone), The Job
That Ate My Brain, and a cov-

er of the Doors' Take It as It
Comes. Alternate album titles
considered by the band, now
in its nineteenth year, includ-

ed "Four Great Guys, Three
Great Chords" (suggested by

John Lennon's son, Sean),
"The

Ramones

Song

the

Same," "Gabba Gabba Goober," and-in a not -so -subtle

dig at their former label"Sire-Nara." A fall tour is
planned.
GRAMMOPHON

has been releasing one
OEUTSCHE
disc per month derived from
Leonard Bernstein's final recordings. The first in this series, out last April, featured
Bernstein's

own

Jubilee

Games and works by David
del Tredici and Ned Rorem.

returned to their musical roots
in their latest Capitol release,

Mozart's Mass in C Minor was
released in May, Sibelius's
Symphony No. 1 in June, and

new album (their third) is the

in July. The recording of Bern - it
stein's final public appear-

"Check Your Head." The
long-awaited

follow-up

to

1989's "Paul's Boutique" and
features a combination of rap,

punk, jazz, and r -&-b. "We

22
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Bruckner's Symphony No. 9

0

ance, conducting Beethoven
and Britten at Tanglewood, is

S

due this month.

'3-01 0225
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The only CD changers that take 3 ads to explain.
Order your music
by catalog.

Now available for
moving and storage.

The Pioneer synchronized
dubbing team.

Ifyou believe an orderly CD library is

Once you put together a combination

There's more than one way to listen to

the sign of an orderly mind, Pioneer

of CDs you like, you never have to

music. And only Pioneer has multi -

makes a full line of CD changers

leave them behind. Because the same

play changers for both CDs and

just foryou. Pioneer invented

six -CD magazines that Pioneer

cassettes.

the six -CD

changers play at home are compatible

magazine

with all our car multi -play changers.

just press the CD

to be as

In fact, all Pioneer CD changers are

Synchro button,

For example,

C
". NJ C 1-4 R 0

ingenious at

and the Pioneer PD -M901 six -CD

storing CDs as it is at playing them.

changer automatically works in

So you can catalog by artist, style -

concert with our CT-WM7OR six -

however you like-to make your CDs

cassette changer. A remarkable feat of

easy to find. Which is something you'll

coordination that lets you dub six CDs

really appreciate with our extra -long-

onto six cassettes, parts of CDs onto

playing TM -2 Jukebox. Just plug in

parts of cassettes, or any variation in

three magazines, and you can enjoy a

compatible, including those in our

between. Whichever variation you

phenomenal 18 hours of music.

contemporary component systems.

choose, our exclusive Automatic

Meanwhile, the Pioneer PD-M901's

Besides, the Pioneer six -CD

magazine makes a handy, protective
carrying case to take six hours of musk

with you wherever you go.
Which means,

Digital Level Controller eliminates

no matter how

jumps or drops in volume for a

new Digital Signal Processor can re-

much you

consistent sound from CD to CD.

create the pristine acoustics of a church

have to move

or the intimacy of a jazz club-choose

around in a

1 -800 -PIONEER. Because it would

any of six different environments.

day, or how many times the scene

take a lot more than three ads to

changes, at least you can count on one

explain everything Pioneer changers

thing. The music will be great.

can do for you.

So now, whatever your mood, the
music is made to order.

For more information, call

CD PIONEER

(y) PIONEER

(Y) PIONEER

The Art of Entertainment

The Art of Entertainment

The Art of Entertainment

,I,92 I'l,meer I le,trom,.,

br,

Be,
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p92 P,,,,teer

I,

01992 Pi.werr Eleannon, Il 'SA) M. Long Beach. CA.
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MAKERS

HYTHM-AND-BLUES great

Curtis Mayfield was left
permanently paralyzed after a
stage accident in 1990. Now
Rhino Video has released

"Curtis Mayfield-Live," his
only extant concert footage.
Taped in

1988

at Ronnie

Scott's jazz club in London,

take the orchestra to the Salz-

burg Festival for the entire
month of August. It is the first

American orchestra to be invited to take up residency at
the distinguished European

and Charles's version of a new
song co -written with Elvis
Costello. . . . The New York
Philharmonic is leaving its

home base at Lincoln Center

festival for both opera and

this summer for a four -concert
series of all-Tchaikovsky pro-

concert performances. While

grams at Carnegie Hall, fea-

the video includes most of
Mayfield's hits, from his early
Sixties work as one of the Impressions (It's All Right) to the
urban protest songs (Freddie's
Dead) for which he is perhaps
best known. And MCA plans
to release this fall a multi -CD
boxed set of Mayfield's work,

much of which is currently
available only on vinyl.

al Willner-producer of

recorded all-star tributes
to Nino Rota, Kurt Weill, and

the Disney songwriters-has

Mammon McGovern

aureen McGovem's first

album for RCA Victor
under an exclusive worldwide
recording contract is a collection of Sixties pop classics titled "Baby I'm Yours." RCA
"will

be the foundation of a new
emphasis on vocalists .

.

. en-

compassing a repertoire of

a

er Charles Mingus. "Weird
Nightmare," on Columbia,
features a varied group of performers doing Mingus material, including Leonard Cohen,
Elvis Costello, Living Color's
Vernon Reid, the Rolling

Stones' Keith Richards and
Charlie Watts, and jazzmen

contemporary standards as
well as Broadway and classic

Art Baron and Henry Thread -

McGovern

recites a text from Mingus's

pop music." This summer

8

now turned to the music of the
great jazz bassist and compos-

is

making

the

rounds of the music -festival
circuit appearing in pops concerts. She's scheduled to hit
Caramoor first, on July 4, and
then Ravinia, Cincinnati's Riverbend, and Pittsburgh's
South Park. She finishes the
season at Tanglewood on August 29 with Mel Torme.

gill. Also featured is Public
Enemy rapper Chuck D, who

Mingus tribute producer Willner with Chuck D and an engineer

there, the orchestra will perform in Olivier Messiaen's opera St. Francis of Assisi, in a

Luring the violinist Midori, the

new production directed by

members of the orchestra.

string quartets performed by
.

. .

Peter Sellars, as well as in concerts under Salonen and Pierre
Boulez. Back in L.A., Salonen

autobiography, Beneath the
Underdog, over his song Gun slinging Bird, a tribute to
Charlie Parker.

will open the season on Octo-

sa - Pe k k a Salonen, who

but in 1983. Salonen and his
new orchestra will record ex-

becomes the Los Angeles Philharmonic's tenth music director in October, will

pianist Shura Cherkassky, and

ber 8 with Mahler's Third
Symphony, the work with

which he gained international
recognition at his London declusively for Sony Classical.
eRACENOTES. The CD re-

issue label Razor & Tie
is readying several highly regarded late-Seventies/earlyEighties rock albums for fall
release, including David Jo-

hansen's "Here Comes the

Night" and "Live It Up," the

Bongos' "Drums Along the
Hudson," and Willie Nile's
"Willie Nile."
. The De.

.

Salonen: L.A. to Salzburg

troit Symphony and its music

director, Neeme Jiirvi, have
renewed their recording contract with Chandos for an ad-

ditional year and four more
records.
"Someone to
.

Curtis

Mayfield:
r -&-b hits

Love,"

.

the

.

r -&-b

legend

Charles Brown's new album
for Bullseye Blues. will include Bonnie Raitt on two cuts

Capitol

has

now

released

"The Beatles Compact Disc
EP Collection" in the United
States. The fifteen CD's, each
with four songs, correspond to
the original British 45 -rpm

EP's, which came out in the
Sixties and have long been familiar to collectors.
D

CAR STEREO REVS
SLASH
PUTTING THE GUNS

IN GUNS N' ROSES
3 EXCLUSIVE TESTS

IASCA'S FINALS

t used to be simple. You had a car. It came with a radio.
You listened. Period.

Now you've got options. So many options, it's easy
to get blown away just trying to find components that
together-and fit your budget too.
So what do you do when it's time to upgrade your

evaluations. Reviews of the hottest, state-of-the-art equipment. A do-it-yourself course on installation. And there's a
bonus: the most complete, up-to-date buyer's guide available
anywhere in the world.
So, if you're ready to treat your ears to great sound at a
price that's right for you, check out CAR STEREO REVIEW.

ACT NOW AND SAVE OVER 50%

r stereo?
Tune in to CAR STEREO REVIEW!

hether you like your sounds big and boomy or tight and
II controlled whether you own a Ferrari or a Hyundai,
R STEREO REVIEW lets you drive away with a system
at's custom built for the way you like to listen.
You'll get head -to -head comparisons of CDs, players and
angers, cassette decks, tuners, amplifiers, crossovers,
akers, equalizers, security systems, cellular phones, and
re, in every price range.
Plus, every issue brings you complete test reports. User's

To get home delivery of CAR STEREO REVIEW, simply detach

and mail the attached card.
Youll get a one-year subscription (6 issues in all-including the annual buyer's guide) for ust $8 49 That's a full 57%
off the annual newsstand cost! And if CAR STEREO REVIEW
doesn't knock you on your ear every time, we'll send you a full
refund for all unmailed issues. That's a promise!
So don't delay. Make tracks for the best possible audio sys-

tem at the best possible price by entering your subscription
to CAR STEREO REVIEW. Do it today!

Upaose Numberll
At a time when many of today's record-

improvisation is weaved together with the

ings are assembled in a sterile, paint -by -

majesty of African vocals from the 31 -

numbers fashion, producer Jeffrey Weber

member L.A. Mass Choir.

With their seamless octave -to -

prefers to take a much more adventurous

You can actually feel the

approach: He puts the musicians in a room,

musicians swaying in time

lets them cut loose, and captures the entire

to the music on this incred-

performance live on a two -track recorder.

ible session. This is due to

It's a way of working that can strike

the clarity of live to two -track recording,

terror into even the most seasoned session

the dedication of the performers, and the

octave tonal balance. wide sound
stage. and deep.
responsive bass.
the Boston
Acoustics HD9's
reveal every last
subtlety of the
31 -member L.A.
Mass Choir

amazing thing happens when you recor
siciaris live in the studio: They play music.
players, but the results often border on

painstaking amount of preparation that

magical. Take Evolution, featured on The

Jeff puts into his sessions.

Usual Suspects from Sheffield Labs.
Unlike bookshelf
speakers that lack
"bottom". the HD9's
feature an active
6- V2- mid/bass

driver working
together with an 8*
passive radiator.
which allows them
to handle the
demanding task
of reproducing
tribal drums.

As this infectious, seven -

Visit a Boston Acoustics dealer and
ask to hear Jeffrey Weber's work on a pair

minute tribute to rhythm builds,

of HD9 speakers. You'll hear sessions

listen carefully, and see if you

with David Benoit, Tom Scott and Diane

can detect where the metamor-

Schuur. You'll also hear something which

phosis takes place from ancient

is sorely lacking on many of today's

tribal chants to a contemporary hip -hop

recordings: real musicians playing real

groove. Then pay close attention to the

music in real time. And music this good

way that the ensuing progression to jazz

should be heard on speakers this good.

BostonAcoustics
GET A 13 SONG UP CLOSE CD OF "PRODUCED BY JEFFREY WEBER."
Send check for 55.00 (U.S) for shipping to Boston Acoustics, Dept. S11. Box 625, Holmes. PA 19043. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Otter good until Sept. 30. 1992 or while supplies last
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Due Process
Signal processors-eighth in a
series on the practical business of

buying audio equipment
BY IAN G. MASTERS
By

one of those sometimes irratio-

nal conventions that abound in
audio, electronic accessories are
often called "signal processors."
In reality, virtually everything in

audio system processes the
signal to some extent, but the term is
usually restricted to add-on components that solve specific problems or
an

provide functions that not all users
may need.
Top of the list, perhaps, is the equalizer, which is often looked upon either

as a cure-all for every sort of audio
ailment or as some sort of magic bass enhancement device. The image of the

equalizer as offering massive sonic
improvements is often bolstered by
advertising pictures showing double -

decibel boosts and cuts all over the
spectrum, but in reality equalization
(EQ) should be a subtle process designed to smooth out small frequency response problems.

The most elaborate equalizers are
often combined with spectrum analyzers, which give visual displays of the
momentary levels in each of the bands

the equalizer covers. Such displays
are pretty, and they can be quite hyp-

notic to watch, but they're seldom
useful in themselves. If you have a
calibrated microphone and a source of
high -quality test tones or pink noise
(sometimes included with an equaliz-

er), you can use the analyzer to help
set up your system and possibly compensate for some acoustical problems.

This is usually a one-time operation,
however. More commonly, equalizers

can serve as super tone controls to
improve the tonal balance of poorly
made recordings and make other such
ad hoc adjustments.
Some signal processors are neces-

sary, depending on the rest of the
system. If you choose speakers that
must be bi- or triamplified, an electronic crossover is required, along
with sufficient amplification. Often,
however, the choice of whether to

biamp or not is yours, and many
speakers sound as good with a single
amplifier and their internal crossovers
as they do in the more complex configuration. Before you lay out the kind of
money necessary for a multiamplified

system, listen to the speakers both
ways.
As home theater becomes more and

more popular, the audio industry has

responded with a wide variety of surround -sound decoders to extract the
ambience information encoded in
many movie soundtracks. Dolby Pro
Logic decoders are often included in

receivers and integrated amplifiers,
and many high -end TV sets now contain surround -sound circuits as well.

But the most sophisticated surround
decoders are free-standing components that typically offer a number of
processing options for use with various different speaker configurations,
from three to five (or even six or seven
if you include subwoofers).

Surround -sound units often offer
STEREO REVIEW AUGUST 1992
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ambience enhancement as well, for use
with conventional recorded music.

Stere

staggering range of control, however.

These can be fun to play with-Paula
Abdul in Westminster Abbey can be

illisegUit4

most listeners have simpler demands.

The important thing is to make sure
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100 +

pages,
you'll

see the
latest in
home and
car stereos,
video and
telephones.
Crutchfield's

of music-with adjustable parameters, and for most of us that's adequate. The top -of -the -line units offer a

C
se", ,`";

Many provide a small number of basic "environments"-simulated room
acoustics appropriate to various types

-rMasta

you can get results that sound pleasing
and realistic as opposed to gaudy and

overdramatic. Some ambience processors do provide better simulations
than others.
Other devices supplement the func-

tions already included in most sys-

tems. Outboard digital -to -analog (D/A)
converters fall into this category, as do
*.),;,)

WHAT MATTERS

Call or send this coupon now
for your free catalog

800-955-9009
(US and Canada)
Sam - Midnight (Eastern time)
7 days a week
Be sure to mention Stereo Review
when calling.

Because signal processors come in
many different forms, and perform
many different functions, it's hard to
generalize about what's important and
what isn't. There are, however, a few
guidelines.

REAL PROBLEMS. When you buy
a system from scratch, it only makes

sense to pick components that do
everything you need, the way you
want, from the start. In reality, things
are rarely perfect, and as you become
aware of shortcomings in your system
or its environment, you may want to

add a new component that will enhance one or more aspects of your

Name

system's performance. Your listening
room, for example, may have acoustic
problems too severe for standard tone

Address

controls to handle, and an equalizer
may be the answer. Or a new phono

City

cartridge may require an outboard preamplifier either for level matching or

State

111,

Optional - Are you in the market for
fl Computers/Fax Machines

CRUTCHFIELD
I

Crutchfield Rads Dept SR, Cliarlstesvilk VA 71901,

curable simply by moving the speakers
or your listening chair a few inches.

NEW CAPABILITIES. Not all signal processors are designed to solve
problems: Some add functions that

didn't exist-or you didn't wantwhen you put your system together.
The most frequent example of this

nowadays is surround -sound decoding, but other aspects of system updating-new speakers that require biamplification, say-require extra equipment as well. The main principle in
adding such devices is to make sure
they really do what you need and not
too much else. There's no sense paying money for elaborate ambience enhancement in your surround decoder
(or vice versa) if you use it only when
watching movies.

FITTING IT IN. What you can ac-

ment depends to a great degree on

broadening the apparent stereo sound
stage, and compressors and expanders
for adjusting dynamic range are also
available.

You'll see each component in
detailed color and get Crutchfield's
exclusive comparison charts of specs
and features. Our technical staff and
writers highlight the unique benefits
of every product, so you can choose
the model you like best.

E

have their legitimate places in audio,

for recording, image enhancers for

Pioneer, Kenwood,
Advent, Bose, AR,
and many others all at discount prices.

M

commodate in the way of extra equip-

Specialist components such as mixers

catalog brings
you quality
brands like Sony,

I

external phono preamplifiers. Both
but not necessarily in your system.

one -of -a -kind

T

for better performance. Such solutions can be expensive, so you should
make sure you really need extra elec-

tronics to fix things. Your acoustic
anomalies, for instance, may well be
Ii R1,0 REVIEW AUGUST 1992

what you have now. An array of specialist devices may end up driving you
crazy if the jacks and switches of your
present gear are inadequate or inappropriate to handle them. By the same
token, adding an equalizer to pump up
the bass (not usually a good idea anyway) will only cause problems if your
amplifier doesn't have enough power
or your speakers' effective response

doesn't extend low enough. Usually
it's better in such cases to upgrade the
basic equipment in the system than to
rely on add-ons.

WHAT DOESN'T
Unless you have a pressing need to
add some capability your system
doesn't already provide, you probably
don't need extra signal processing.
Electronic accessories are rarely panaceas.
FANTASIES. It's tempting to think
that a new box will be able to add a
new dimension of some sort to the
sound we listen to, but aside from
surround/ambience devices, most signal processors don't do that. Yes, you
can use an equalizer to enhance some

part of the audio spectrum-to provide "tight" bass, say, or extra "pres-

ence"-but for the most part such

effects result in poorer sound rather
than better. Signal processors are usually designed to solve problems. If you

don't have the problems, you don't
need the solutions.
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accommodations, rental car - even VIP seats and backstage passes! (S5.000 Value)
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The Lingo
Because signal processors are, by their
very nature, specialized devices, it stands
to reason that they should have a
specialized vocabulary. A few of the
words and phrases have become common,
however.

EQUALIZER. Perhaps the most common
sort of signal processor, an equalizer
provides independent level control over
different parts of the audio spectrum. The
simplest equalizer consists of the bass and
treble (and sometimes midrange) controls
that are included in almost all receivers
and integrated amplifiers. More complex
equalizers divide the audio spectrum into
anywhere between five and thirty bands.
Models that offer ten or twelve bands are
often called octave -band equalizers,
because each band covers about one
musical octave, and those that offer the
most controls are termed one -third -octave

equalizers (and are usually restricted to
professional use).

Equalizers that have separate slider
controls for each band, arranged in order
along the spectrum, are usually referred
to as graphic equalizers because the
positions of the controls give a visual
indication of the adjusted frequency
response. Another type, the parametric
equalizer, typically operates at fewer
frequencies but enables you to control not
only the level in each band but also its
center frequency and the steepness (or
"Q") of the filter slopes.

CROSSOVER. With very few exceptions,
speaker systems contain two or more
drivers to handle different frequencies, so

DUPLICATION OF EFFORT.
Many of the things that signal proces-

sors do your system already does.
Buying an outboard D/A converter,
for instance, usually means that you
end up with two equally capable converters: the new one and the one included in your CD player. There may
be good reasons for such duplication,
of course, but you should make sure of

that. Otherwise, why buy the extra
component?

COMPLEXITY. Most electronic
accessories are single -purpose de30
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a crossover network is required to direct
the appropriate signal to each driver. In
most instances, a passive crossover is
built into the speaker cabinet, but it is
sometimes desirable to power the
separate high- and low -frequency drivers
by their own amplifiers, a process called
biamplification or triamplification,
depending on how many amplifiers are
used. In that case an active, or electronic,
crossover is inserted into the signal path
before the amplifiers.

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING, or
DSP, refers in theory to any signal
manipulation that occurs in the digital
domain, and the time will no doubt come
when all audio control will be a form of
DSP. For the time being, however, DSP is
most commonly used for ambience
enhancement, to simulate appropriate
acoustic environments for various types
of music: concert halls, cathedrals,
stadiums, and so forth. A handful of
companies have used the technique for
functions like equalization and Dolby
Surround decoding as well.

SURROUND. Practically all movie
videos today include soundtracks
encoded in Dolby Stereo or Dolby
Surround-two names for the same thing.
The system involves a strict method of
combining four channels of sound into
two, but the techniques used to extract
the extra information vary considerably.

A decoder for "surround sound"unspecified-may be no more than an
image -widening circuit, although it's more
likely to be able to drive a stereo pair of

vices, but it seems that some manufacturers feel they have to add features in
order to justify the prices these things
often command. Vast control options
are unlikely to be much use, however,

and they tend to confuse matters. So
figure out what you need, and then

speakers in front and a couple of
ambience speakers behind. How close it
comes to Dolby standards may be hard to
gauge. If it actually uses the Dolby
Surround name and logo, it has to meet at
least minimum standards for surround channel extraction and for delay and high frequency rolloff in the surround channel.
Dolby Pro Logic adds center -channel
extraction and separation -enhancement
circuits (steering logic) and comes closer
to the theatrical experience. Pro Logic
decoders also allow users to select four speaker operation (usually called
phantom, because the center -channel
material is handled by the normal stereo
front speakers) and sometimes a three channel mode that does provide a center
channel but doesn't separate the surround
signal from the main stereo channels.
Most surround -sound decoders also
provide some measure of ambience
enhancement for nonencoded material.

D/A CONVERTER. Almost all CD
players contain their own digital -to -analog
(DIA) converters to turn the digital
information on a disc back into a signal
the rest of the system can use. There are,
however, an increasing number of
outboard D/A converters designed either
to upgrade old disc players or to isolate
the electronics from the noise -inducing
player mechanism. Many now use
bitstream or I -bit conversion circuitry,
which offers a high degree of linearity at

relatively low cost. Few external D/A
converters are cheap, however, and they
rarely provide any improvement in sound
quality.

don't need further additions other than
the proper cables and connectors. De-

pending on what sort of device you
buy, however, it may be sensible to
add some setup recordings. Surround
decoders, for instance, can be adjusted quite accurately with the aid of a

look for a piece of equipment that will

setup disc that includes pink noise for

do just that and that alone. It may or
may not save you money, but it will

each channel at equal levels, which
lets you match outputs and, to some
extent, compensate for tonal differ-

make your life easier.

ences between speakers.
GET WITH IT
As signal processors are basically accessories themselves, they usually
NEXT: Video equipment

THE MX -77

THE LOOK: Cool titanium.

THE SOUND: Impressive...

A four -amplifier power station for

the hi -amplified labyrinth subwoofer
speaker system... A seven -band SPI

electronic equalizer... A PEM DD converter
to achieve the highest level of digital purity.
THE SYSTEM: Versatile... A 6+1 CD auto changer...
A full -logic dual -cassette deck with auto reverse and music
scan... Forty random presets for the AM/FM digital tuner...
A multi -program timer... And of course, a unified A/V remote control.
1.111,
THE UX-A5 THE LOOK: Cool titanium.
THE SOUND: Surprising... Two-way speakers backed with our exclusive
active hyper -bass circuitry... A five -band SPI electronic equalizer.
THE SYSTEM: A CD player... A full -logic auto -reverse casset deck... A digital AM/FM
tuner with thirty presets... A clock/timer... And a multi -function remote control...
All of this in components no wider than a CD jewel case.
.

Simply stated: To create legendary music you need the standard of excellence in instruments...
To play it back you should e.(pect the same standard.
JVC mini compact component systems.. Uniquely qualified to meet your standard of excellence.
To see and hear our complete line of component systems visit an autho-ized JVC dealer near you.

JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
DIVISION OF US JVC CORP.

41 Slater Drive. Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407
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ities as well as most of the room effects

digital instrumentation to create the

that normally color the sound of even
the finest music system. In principle,
the Snell system resembles the Adap-

necessary filters.
Initially, the response of the speak-

the 1992 Summer Consumer
Electronics Show (CES) in
Chicago, the major emphasis

tive Digital Signal Processor devel-

seemed to be on video and related home theater sound systems

TT

and components. I did not find

any major breakthroughs in audio
technology comparable to the introduction at last winter's show of two
new digital recording/playback systems, the Philips Digital Compact Cassette and Sony's Mini Disc, generally
referred to as DCC and MD.

Since their announcement, these
two potentially competitive systems
have moved closer to commercial real-

ity, and it seems likely that both will
have reached dealers' shelves by the
end of the year.
At the Chicago show, Sony presented a very interesting demonstration of
its MD with data com-

ers was measured in the room and
stored in a computer memory. The

oped more than a decade ago by Rob-

computer -controlled DSP system ad-

ert Berkovitz at Acoustic Research.

justed its parameters for maximum

Unfortunately, the state of digital
technology at that time limited the
response correction to the low frequencies, and the overall improve-

flatness and stored the resulting correction algorithm. The uncorrected response was typical of a room without
acoustic treatment, with the usual upper -frequency irregularities and a

ment in sound, though audible, was
not exactly overwhelming. In addition, it was extremely expensive.

Today, DSP is commonplace in
home audio systems. Numerous receivers with DSP are available, some
at quite moderate prices, and the systems are able to perform the functions
of tone controls and filters as well as to
simulate the acoustic characteristics
of various environments, sometimes
with impressively realistic results.

Compared with analog signal processing, DSP offers a number of
unique advantages. As the CD has

huge peak and hole (at least 20 dB, as I
recall) in the 100 -Hz region caused by
the standing waves in the room.
When music was played through the
uncorrected speakers, the characteris-

tic bass heaviness and muddiness
were very much in evidence. At the
press of a button, the correction was
added, and the sound instantly took on
the smooth, wide -range character that

one sometimes achieves after many
hours of experimenting with speaker
placement and acoustic treatment.

The computer display of the cor-

pression can manipulate a I6 -bit signal

demonstrated so effectively, noise and

to make it sound almost like the original. In A/B comparisons of DAT's and
CD's with the output of an MD recorder on which they had been copied, the
originals and the copies sounded near-

rected response was close to that of an

distortion are usually inaudible (and
even difficult to measure) in digital

ideal speaker, with very flat middles
and highs and only a few decibels of
irregularity in the region around 100

ly identical. Like most of the audience, I thought I heard a very slight

extremely steep cutoff slopes and nar-

"hardness" in the MD playback com-

vere phase shifts that would be inevitable with analog filters.
Although you would never know it
from the specifications published by

This was really only a feasibility
demonstration, but it made its point
unmistakably. DSP techniques can

many speaker manufacturers, a speak-

apart from their more conventional

er's "frequency response" is horrendously irregular compared with that of

applications. The dedicated DSP response corrector under development

any other component. Under the most
favorable conditions, there are innumerable peaks and dips over the audi-

by Snell in cooperation with Audio

ble band, with amplitudes ranging

widths as narrow as 1 Hz, as compared
to the 50 -millisecond and 10 -Hz limits
of the demonstration model.

pared to the original, but it was not
particularly obvious, and I doubt that I
would have detected it without a direct

comparison. I am confident that the
average listener would not find an
MD's sound any different from that of
a CD, especially in portable or car
use-which was the aim of the new
system's designers.
The DCC machines shown by sever-

systems. More important, DSP can do
things that are impossible in the analog

domain, such as creating filters with

row bandwidths but without the se-

al manufacturers were full-size home

from a couple of decibels to 20 dB or

components, the size of a cassette
deck or CD player. I did not listen to

more. While the best speakers are

any, but I would expect them to sound

much like the MD players in view of
the similar psychoacoustic principles
behind their data -compression systems. DCC is expected to reach consumers this fall.
One of the most intriguing developments I heard demonstrated was Snell
Acoustics' digital signal processing

(DSP) system for greatly reducing a
speaker's inherent response irregular32
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usually smoother than cheaper ones,
none can match the response smoothness of the most mediocre amplifier.

Kevin Voecks, Snell's chief engineer, demonstrated the feasibility of
flattening out the response irregularities of a speaker, including the effects
of room resonances, by placing a large

number of DSP-derived filters in the
signal path. The demonstration involved a pair of medium -price Snell
speakers and some general-purpose

Hz. Although the highs were also
markedly improved by the digital processing, the benefits were most audible in the bass.

greatly improve speaker sound, quite

Alchemy will correct the acoustic output for a full second, with filter band-

Initially, Snell plans to make the
DSP corrector only for its own speakers, using plug-in cards to match the
characteristics of the particular models, but the company hopes eventually
to have a general-purpose system that
can be adjusted on site by a dealer to
bring this capability to a larger number
of serious audiophiles. If this effort is
as successful as now seems possible, it

could be one of the most important
developments in home audio.
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Whitney Houston:
I'm Your Baby Tonight

Richard Marx: Rush
Street (Capitol) 15574
Keith Sweat: I'll Give
All My Love To You
(Elektra) 51603

Ringo Starr And
His All Starr Band
(Rykodisci 83667
Eric Clapton:
461 Ocean Blvd.
(Polydor) 25093
Fascinatin' Rhythm:
Capitol Sings George
Gershwin
(Capitol; 63734
Aretha Franklin What
You See Is What You
Sweat (Arista) 72220
Hi -Five (Jive) 10542
Tone-Loc:
Cool Hand Loc
(Delicious Vinyl) 20039
Patsy Cline: 12 Greatest
Hits (MCA) 53849
Billy Idol: Vital Idol
(Chrysalis) 54038

Glenn Miller
Chattanooga Choo
Choo-The It Hits
(Bluebird) 11052

Carreras, Domingo,
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(London) 35078
Roxette: Joyride
(EMI) 10473
Ian McCulloch:
Mysterio
(Reprise/Sire) 54452
Deee-Lite: World Clique
(Elektra) 52050
AC/DC: The Razors
Edge IATCO) 33379
The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702
Spinal Tap/Sdtrk.
(Polydor) 34691
Joe Jackson: Look

Sharp! (ABM) 25192
Bebe 8 Cece Winans:
Different Lifestyles

(Capitol) 15528
Donna Summer: On The

Radio-Gt. Hits Vol.! 8 II
(Casablanca) 24715
Alice Cooper:
The Alice Cooper Show
(Warner Bros) 11103
Primus: Sailing The
Seas Of Cheese
llnterscope) 64171

Kentucky Headhunters'
Electric Barnyard
(Mercury) 25138

A

Wind

Garth

Rcapo,nt6.)-2e5536

Kim Pensyt' 3 Day
Weekend (GRP) 35476
Garth Brooks: No
Fences (Capitol) 73266
Jon Bon Jowl: Blaze Of
Glory (Mercury) 44490
Heart: Dreamboat Annie
(Capitol) 64175

(

:4,74=
D.J. Jazzy Jeff 8
The Fresh Prince'
Homebase
21073
John Mellencamp:
Falling From Grace/
Sdtrk. (Mercury) 05612

war.es.'W.

(Warner Bros ) 00796

Oleta Adams: Circle Of
One (Fontana) 25028
Seal
(Warner Bros I 61992
.1
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With
Nothing More
to Buy Ever!

Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits

(RRorARo) rs. Tribute
08

Bulgarian State Radio 8
TV Choir Le Mystere
Des Voix Bu'gares. 3
(Fontana) 15512
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INSTANT
50% OFF
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FOR MEMBERS WHO
CHOOSE CDs!

You earn INSTANT
50% OFF BONUS
DISCOUNTS every
time you buy a CD at
regular Club prices.
In a nutshell ... buy 1,
take another at half
price. With other
clubs, you must first
buy 6 or more at full
price and become a
"Preferred Member"
before you earn
savings like this!
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3 [1 HARD ROCK

2 [11 COUNTRY
Reba McEntire
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Bonnie Raitt
Paula Abdul
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Vladimir Horowitz
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HOW THE CLUB OPERATES. You select from
hundreds of exciting CDs described in the Club's
magazine. which is mailed to you approximately
every three weeks (19 times a year). Each issue
highlights a Featured Selection in your preferred
music category, plus alternate selections. If you'd
like the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be
sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just retum the card
enclosed with each issue of your magazine by
the date specified on the card. You will have at
least 10 days to decide or you may return your
Featured Selection at our expense. After you've
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($14.98 and up), and take up to one full year to do

instant 50% -off bonus discounts!
FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL. Listen to your 4 introductory
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need buy just 1 more hit at regular Club prices
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Or remain a member and take advantage of
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Bird/Original
Recordings Of Charlie
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Revival (Polydor) 00565
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Marantz Music Link Series
JULIAN HIRSCH
HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES
THE Marantz Music Link Series
audio components were designed
to provide superior sonic performance together with unique styl-

accepts four line -level inputs and has a

ing and construction features.
The series consists of the SC -22
control preamplifier, the PH -22 phono
preamplifier, the MA -22 mono power

pairs of output jacks provide both normal and phase -inverted outputs, simplifying use with bridged mono or stereo power amplifiers. The transformer

amplifier, and the MA -24 Class A
power amplifier (which we did not

(rated response is down 3 dB at 60,000

test). The components are identical in
size, styling, and finish, and they can
be stacked in any combination to suit
space or decorating requirements.
Each unit measures 97/8 inches wide,
71/4 inches deep, and 3'/4 inches high.
The cabinet sides and the'/4-inch-thick

front panels are rounded, and each

2

unit is supported on four large, round
feet. The cabinet exteriors are finished
in brushed gold except for the sides,
which have a gold wrinkle finish. The
control and phono preamplifiers weigh
9.2 and 9.5 pounds, respectively, and
each power amplifier (a pair is needed
for stereo) weighs 13.2 pounds.
The SC -22 stereo control amplifier

tape -monitor loop. Its output stage is
transformer -coupled, with balanced

outputs isolated from ground. Two

coupling also limits the bandwidth

The preamplifier's front panel has
small round pushbuttons for power
and input switching, labeled LINE I
through LINE 4, and the tape -monitor
function. A small blue pilot light glows

when the unit is powered. The large
volume knob, like the pushbuttons,
operates with a light, precise feel. It is
calibrated over a 75 -dB range.
The rear of the SC -22 has four pairs
of input jacks, two pairs of tape input/

output jacks, and the two pairs of
output jacks. All are gold-plated pho-

no-type connectors. There are also
input and output ground terminals
(gold-plated binding posts). It is neces-

Hz) to attenuate noise from digital

sary to run a direct connection from

switching circuits.

the output ground terminal to the chas-

The SC -22 has a potted toroidal

sis of the power amplifier, since the

power transformer mounted on tuned

preamplifier outputs are floating.
The PH -22 phono preamplifier, re-

resonance dampers that prevent microphonically induced hum from affecting the signal circuits. Its chassis,
like those of the other components in
the Music Link Series, is constructed
of a heavy, die-cast, nonmagnetic alloy that's copper -plated throughout.
All internal connections use oxygen free -copper wire, shielded as necessary for interference rejection. The

quired only if the system includes a
turntable, has inputs for moving -coil
(MC) and moving -magnet (MM) cartridges and a pair of line -level outputs
that connect to one of the inputs of the
SC -22. Its rear panel has a screwdriver -adjusted gain control to match its

output level to that of the high-level
sources of the system.

volume -control potentiometer is care-

A small FUNCTION knob on the PH -

fully selected for accurate left/right

22's front panel selects the appropriate
gain and input impedance for several

tracking throughout its range.
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JEST REPORTS
types of cartridges. The MM(H) setting
is used for most moving -magnet cartridges, those requiring a termination
of 47,000 ohms, and MM(L) is for low impedance moving -magnet cartridges,

with a load of 1,000 ohms. Similarly,
the moving -coil settings are identified
as MC(H) for outputs of 300 microvolts

or more and MC(L) for outputs of 100
microvolts (into respective input loads
of 100 and 3 ohms).
A small EQUALIZER knob provides a

choice of four playback -equalization
responses. The first is the standard
RIAA characteristic, with a 500 -Hz
bass -turnover frequency and a 2,200 -

FEATURES
01-22 CONTROL PREAMPLIFIER

I. runt -panel switch to select 47,000- or

All discrete circuits

1,000 -ohm load for MM cartridge, 100 or 3

Low-pass input filter

ohms for MC cartridge; switchable gain for
low- or high -output MC cartridge

Four line -level inputs, tape -monitor loop

Output transformers isolate audio output
from power supply and line noise
Normal and inverted -phase outputs for
convenient bridging of power amplifiers
Vibration -isolated toroidal power transformer

Heavy die-cast, copper -plated nonmagnetic
chassis
PH -22 PHONO PREAMPLIFIER

Separate inputs for moving -magnet (MM)
and moving -coil (MC) cartridges, with

Permalloy transformers provide added gain
for moving coil cartridges

Hz treble rolloff. The next,

EUROPE

has a bass turnover of 250 Hz and
flat high -frequency response. The
third, EUROPE SP2, has a 250 -Hz turnSPI ,

over and a 5,800 -Hz treble rolloff.
Finally, there is an OLD SP setting with
flat response through the audio range.
The PH -22's signal -circuit switching is done by relays controlled by the
front -panel switches. The MM input is
actively amplified, and the additional

gain for an MC cartridge is provided
by permalloy-core transformers. The
power button and pilot light are the
same as on the SC -22 preamplifier.
The MA -22 power amplifier is rated
at 50 watts into 8 ohms or 75 watts into
4 ohms, from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no
more than 0.01 percent total harmonic

distortion (THD). Its power supply
MA -22 POWER AMPIAMIR

High -current toroidal power transformer,
floating mount for vibration isolation
Massive, copper -plated nonmagnetic
chassis, using sides of cabinet as heat sinks

Over -current detector to shut down
amplifier temporarily under severe
overload

Can drive low -impedance loads safely

front -panel selection

uses a heavy toroidal transformer, and
the output stage has two pairs of 120 -

watt bipolar transistors operating in
Class AB. The transistor heat sinks
are physically connected to the chassis so that the entire cabinet surface
dissipates heat without local hot spots.
The front panel contains only a power button and a pilot light identical to
those of the other Music Link compo-

nents. On the rear panel are a goldplated input jack and two heavy-duty

binding -post output connectors, as
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
SC -22 CONTROL PREAMPLIFIER

Phone -Input Impedance (MM, high setting I:

Output loyal at clipping: 7.5 volts

4-A1141,11ms in parallel with 180 pF

Sensitivity If or a 0.5 -volt output): 97 mV

MA -22 POWER AMPLIFIER

A-weigMed brims (referred to a 0.5 -volt

1,000 -lb combat at clippings 58 watts into
8 ohms. 95 watts into 4 ohms. 125 watts into

level): -% dB
littstertiom (THD at 1,000 Hz): 0.0038% at 0.5
volt. 0.0061% at 1.5 volts, 0.002% at 5 volts

Fremiciny response: 20 to 20,000 Hz +0.
- 0.7 dB

2 ohms

Clipping headmen (relative to rated
output t: g ohms, 0.7 dB; 4 ohms, I dB
Dynamic power eelpels 8 ohms, 62 watts;
4 ohms. 108 watts; 2 ohms, 150 watts

PH -22 PHONO PREAMPLIFIER

Output level at clipping: 10 volts

Dynamic headroom (relative to rated
output I: 8 ohms. 0.9 dB; 4 ohms, 1.6 dB

Sensitivity (for a 0.5 -volt output)! MM, 5.1
mV; MC(H), 0.56 mV; MC(L), 0.19 mV

Sonsithrity (for a I -watt output into 8 ohms);

A -weighted eels* (referred to a 0.5 -volt

A -weighted seise (referred to a I -watt

output): MM(H). -85 dB; MC(L), -79 dB

output): -102 dB

D istertlem (THD at 1,000 Hz): 0.0027% at
280 mV, 0.0039% at I volt. 0.0024% at 5 volts

Distortlem (THD at 1,000 Hz): 50 watts into
8 ohms. 0.012%; 75 watts into 4 ohms,

P repreaty reepeas (R IAA equalization

0.029%: 100 watts into 2 ohms. 0.064%

error): 20 10 20.000 Hz ±0.2 dB

Frequency reepeeses 20 to 20,000 Hz, +0,
- 0.2 dB

P hermeimport everlemd (MM, 1000 -Hz
equivalent levels): 152 mV at 20 Hz. 160 mV
at 1.000 Hz, 105 mV at 20,000 Hz
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well as a ground binding post (which
must be connected to the ground of the
SC -22 preamplifier). The speaker
binding posts accept stripped wires or
single banana plugs. Their spacing of
11/2 inches was deliberately selected to

prevent the insertion of European AC
power plugs, which have a 3/4 -inch
spacing like the dual banana -plug connectors widely used in the U.S.
Suggested retail prices: SC -22 preamplifier, $999; PH -22 phono preamplifier, $1,099; MA -22 power amplifi-

er, $999 each. Marantz USA, Dept.
SR, 1150 Feehanville Dr., Mount
Prospect, IL 60056.

Lab Tints
We first tested the components of
the Marantz Music Link Series individually and later connected them as a
system for listening tests.
The SC -22 control preamplifier's in-

put overload level exceeded 6 volts.
Frequency response was perfectly flat
from 20 to 3,000 Hz and down 0.2 dB at

10,000 Hz and 0.7 dB at 20,000 Hz.
Interchannel crosstalk was -85 dB at
1,000 Hz and -77 dB at 10,000 Hz.
Total harmonic distortion (excluding

Columbia House.The face of jazz.
This is the place where the biggest names
in jazz come together.
From the soaring classics of John
Coltrane to the virtuoso stylings of Chick
Corea, only Columbia House has the
expertise and heritage to bring you face to
face with today's greatest artists.
Look to Columbia House -where the
jazz is.

LEGENDARY JAZZ CLASSICS
Thelonious Monk -Solo

Herbie Hancock -Maiden

Monk (CL Jazz
Masterpieces)

Voyage (Blue Note)408.724

439.356

John Coltrane -Giant

The Best Of Chet Baker
(Pacific Jazz)
433.680

On Next Exit, jazz great Grover P.
Washington, Jr. celebrates two legendary
decades by bringing together a diversity of
artists and styles in a
musical exploration

1011111111 It

Steps (Atlantic)

Original Decca Masters
(MCA)
354.985

110+'

Duke Ellington -Ellington
At Newport (CL Jazz
Master.)
354.662

The Dave Brubeck Quartet -Time Out (CL Jazz
Master.)
353.060

of home, family, love
and roots.
Grover Washington,
Jr. -Next Exit (Columbia)
435.396

Acoustic Alchemy

Early

Alchemy (GRP) 434.464
Best Of The Gerry Mulligan

Ornette Coleman Change Of The Century
(ATCO)
436.998

Quartet with Chet Baker

Various Artists -Blue

(Capitol/ Pacific Jazz)
419.671

Vocals, Volume One: The
Best Male Vocals (Blue
435.966
Note)

The Dave Brubeck
Quartet -Jazz Impressions

Max Roach -To The Max

of Eurasia (CL Jazz Masterpieces)
439.364

(Bluemoon)
436.717/396.713

George Howard -Do I

Bebop & Beyond With
Dizzy Gillespie -Plays

Ever Cross Your Mind
(GRP)
438.564

Dizzy Gillespie
(Bluemoon)

Miles Davis -The Best Of

436.709

Miles Davis -The
Capitol/Blue Note Years
435.206
(Blue Note)

Harper Brothers -You

Abbey Lincoln -You

Harry Connick, Jr. -Blue

Gotta Pay The Band
(Verve)
432.708

Light, Red Light
(Columbia)
429.191

371.591

Billie Holiday -From The

Miles Davis -Kind Of

Betty Carter -Round

Blue (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces)
353.045

Midnight (ATCO) 436.980
Ella Fitzgerald And Louis

Goodman Live At Carnegie
Hall (CL Jazz Master.)
347448/397.943

430.710

Dinah Washington Compact Jazz (Mercury)
429.613

Josephine Baker (DCC
Compact Classics)
420.729/390.724
The Best Of Art Blakey &
The Jazz Messengers The Blue NoteYears (Blue
Note)
416.016
The Divine Sarah
Vaughan -The Columbia

(Warner Bros.)

Count Basie & His Orch.-

Under Pressure (Blue
Note)
438.085

Bud Powell -Jazz Genius

Holly Cole Trio -Blame It

(Verve)

On My Youth (Blue Note)
435.982

David Benoit -Shadows

Abbey Lincoln -Abbey

Kim Pensyl-3 Day Week-

in the groovy. Sign up now.

(Blue Notel

434.118

Richard Elliot -On The

table (Elektra)

430.652
436.113
419.473

Rippiigtons-Curves
Ahead (GRP)

426.674

435.453

(Tomato)

Ella Fitzgerald -The Cole

Duke Ellington Orch. &
Count Basle Orch.-First

Porter Songbook. Vol. 1
(Potydor)
426.692

Time: The Count Meets
The Duke (CL Jazz
Masterpieces)
353.078

Diane Schuur-In Tribute
436.097

(GRP)

Various Artists -The

422.279

Best Of Herbie Hancock
(Blue Note)
419.408
Best Of Dexter Gordon
409.243
(Blue Note)
Best Of George Benson
(CTI)
403.246
Louis Armstrong -Stardust (Portrait)
382.580
The Dave Grusin
Collection (GRP)378.398
Al DiMeola-Kiss My Axe

PLUS A CHANCE TO
GET ONE MORE FREE!
See details.

445/F92

1.0LIJMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. 17ruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

Town (Manhattan) 433771

Please accept my membe-ship application under the terms outlined in this advertisement.
Send me the 8 Compact Discs listed here and bill me la plus shipping and handling for all
eight. I agree to buy six more selections at regular Club prices in the coming three years and may cancel my membership at any time after doing so.

Best Of Blue Note, Vol.

One (Blue Note) 433466
Stanley Jordan -Stolen
Moments (Blue Note)
433.417

I

Cornell Dupree -Can't

I

Get Through (Amazing)
433.011

I

I I Send my E] JAZZ CDs to the following address:

Ellis Marsalis-Heart Of
Gold (Columbia) 432.278
Gerald Albright -Live At
Birdland West (Atlantic)
430.777

434.381

Natalie Cole -Unforget-

Beautyful Ones Are Not
Yet Born (Columbia)
428.078

Ds fort 0

Nelson Rangell-In Every

A

430.744

Best Of Sonny Rollins

Life: The Music Of Billy
Strayhorn (Verve)434.696

Bobby McFerrin & Chick
Corea-Play (Blue Note)
1100 North Fruirrnige AvenueTerre Haute Indiana 47811.1129

end (GRP)

Eric Marienthal-Oasis
(GRP)
434478
Joe Henderson -Lush

IMP

Where the jazz is.

(GRP)

Sings Billie (Ena)436.741

V

Children Hear Music (CL
Jazz Master.)
439.414

430.280

(GRPi

373.332

Charles Mingus-Let My

430.561

Branford Marsalis-The

By choosing any 8 CDs for only a penny (plus
shipping and handling), you become a member
of the Columbia House Jazz Club. Once you're
enrolled, you agree to buy just 6 more CDs al
regular Club prices (currently $12.98 to $15.98,
plus shipping/ handling) within the next three
years. You may cancel your membership at any
time after doing so.
Free Music Magazine: As a member we'll keep
you current with the best jazz by sending you the
Columbia House Jazz Magazine about every four
weeks (up to 13 times a year). Inside, you'll find descriptions of Regular Selections plus hundreds of
alternatives to choose from. We'll also send you 6
Special Mailings. In a year, you'll enjoy a total of 19
convenient opportunities to select your favorite
music.
Buy Only What You Want: If you choose the
Regular or Special Selection, it will automatically be
sent. Or, if you prefer an alternate selection -or none
at all -simply mail the Response Card always provided by the date specified. You'll always have 10 days
to decide. If not, you may return the Selection at our
expense.
Bonus Offer: Join right now and get an additional
CD at the super -low price of only $6.95. That allows
you to take another CD for FREE. That's 10 CDs
in all. And if you're not satisfied, just return everything within 10 days -with no further obligation.
Half -Price Plan: Remain a member after fulfilling
your obligation and take advantage of our moneysaving Bonus Plan. It lets you buy any CD at half
price for each one you purchase at the regular
Club price. For selection, convenience and price,
Columbia House is the best place for jazz. So get

,711

(Warner Bros.)

John Scofield -Grace

The advantages of jazz at Columbia House.
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(Columbia)

The Earl Klugh Trio
Joe Sample -Collection

419.671

I'

Original Soundtrack -Bird

356.501

The Best Of Count Basle
(Roulette Jazz) 435.990

420.950

(GRP)

Cole Porter Songbook.
Vol. 2 (Verve)
430.603

The Best Of Cannonball
Adderley Quintet -The
Capitol Years (Capitol)

Stan Getz/Kenny Barron People Time (Verve)
434.597/394.593

435.388

Spyro Gyra-Collection

Various Artists -The

374480/394488

Moment (GRP)

Wires (GRP)

Fourplay (James, Ritenour. East & Mason)
(Warner Bros.)
428.334
Nancy Wilson -With My
Lover Beside Me
429.225
(Columbia)
George Benson/Earl

Klugh-Collaboration

Years 1949-53 (Columbia)

Can Hide Inside The
Music (Verve)
436.022

Yellowjackets-Live

Benny Goodman -Benny

Armstrong -Ella & Louis
(Verve)

Feel the heat of Yellowjackets' sizzling live
performance with Live Wires. More than
a retrospective hive Wires is an exciting
journey through the
group's many musical
identities and talents.
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TEST REPORTS
noise) varied from 0.0033 percent at
0.5 volt output to a maximum of 0.006
percent at 1.5 volts, falling to only

The PH -22 phono preamplifier's
maximum input sensitivity through

ferent from those of many more conventional products. Nevertheless, the
unique styling and construction of the
Music Link components are consistent with high -end status. Their elegance and simplicity contrast sharply

the MM input, for a 0.5 -volt reference

with the styling of most current hi-fi

output, was 5.1 millivolts (mV). The

products, and the light, positive feel of

maximum MC sensitivity was 0.56 mV
(0.19 mV with the low setting). These

their controls is quite unlike that of

sensitivities could be reduced about
ninefold with the rear adjustment.
er amplifier at one-third rated power

We would hardly expect electronic
components in this price range, and
with the sophisticated design of the
Music Link Series, to sound dramati-

into 8 ohms for an hour before making
any measurements. The exterior of the
case became uniformly warm but not
uncomfortable to touch. In normal operation it ran only mildly warm.
The amplifier's low-level frequency
response was flat from 20 to 8,000 Hz,

cally different from other good components. We were impressed, however,
by the current -delivering ability of the
MA -22 amplifier, which can drive low impedance speaker loads with ease
and still run relatively cool.
The construction of the Music Link

falling to -0.05 dB at 20,000 Hz. The
power output into 8 ohms, at a distor-

Series shows no sign of skimping. It
would be unthinkable to hide these

tion level of 0.1 percent, was 56 watts.

beautiful components in a cabinet, and

At 0.5 percent distortion, the output
was 58 watts over most of the audio

Into 2 ohms, the MA -22 delivered
about 125 watts over most of the

their modular design invites flexibility
in placement. We even found that a
pair of the power amplifiers could be
stacked with negligible temperature
increase. In most cases all the Music
Link components could be powered
from a single switched outlet, to avoid
having to operate three or four switch-

range.

es to turn the system on or off.

0.002 percent at 5 volts.

We preconditioned the MA -22 pow-

range. Power output into 4 ohms at 0.1
percent distortion was 89.5 watts over

most of the range. At 0.5 percent distortion, the output was about 95 watts.

Cominnta
The Music Link Series is a striking
departure from Marantz audio components of recent years. The prices defi-

nitely put these components in the
high -end category, although their
specifications are not significantly dif-

most other audio components.

In sum, the Marantz Music Link
Series components are handsome, compact, high -quality products. Though ex-

pensive, they are probably worth their
cost for those who seek an alternative
to mass -market components without
going all the way to full-size high -end
components at sky-high prices.
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"Yesterday, just for a lark, I played that Platinum record
we were awarded for Die Fledermaus-it was Fleetwood Mac's 'Rumours.'"
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Definitive Technology

"Definitive

Technology
Has
Hit the
Bull's Eye:"
-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Hear Definitive's Extraordinary BP10 & 20 and
Experience the Miracle of Bipolar Technology!
range and easy -to -position

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

convenience for superb musical reproduction so real that
it has been called, "a sonic
miracle!" In addition, combine
them with our Cl ultra center
channel and BP2 bipolar
satellite/surround speakers
lor the ultimate in home theatre sound.
Visit your nearest Definitive
dealer and experience the
dramatic sonic superiority of
:hese truly extraordinary

Leading experts agree that
Definitive Technology's revolutionary bipolar BPI° and 20 are
two of the world's finest speak-

ers and are sonically superior
to systems which sell for many
times their modest cost.
These advanced technology
bipolar (front and rear) radiating systems combine the lush
spacious soundstaging, life -like
depth -of -field, razor-sharp resolution and pinpoint 3-D imaging of the finest dipolar panel
speakers with extended
(below 20 Hz) bass response,
high efficiency, wide dynamic

Loudspeakers.

3450,
(NI I NO0 lin 8771

Definitive Technolo
11105 Valley Heights Drive Baltimore, MD 21117
See dealer list on facing page
13 ON READER Sr

, CA

(4101 363-7148

TEST REPORTS
nonstandard system for measuring
speaker sensitivity, the rating is equivalent to an industry -standard rating of
89 dB sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1

meter. The nominal power -handling
capability is 50 watts below 1,500 Hz

and 25 watts in the tweeter range.
Westlake Audio recommends using
amplifiers rated to deliver at least 100
watts per channel into 2 ohms. Price:

$1,800 for a matched pair. Westlake
Audio, Inc., Dept. SR, 2696 Lavery
Ct., #18, Newbury Park, CA 91320.

Lab Tosts
The room response of the Westlake

Audio BBSM-4 speakers, with

a

sweeping sine -wave signal, was within

±6 dB from 100 to 20,000 Hz and
remained useful (at about 5 dB lower
than the average midrange level) from

100 to 60 Hz, dropping off rapidly

Westlake Audio BBSM-4
Reference Monitor Loudspeaker

below that frequency. A measurement

JULIAN HIRSCH
HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Hz. At 45 degrees off the system's

The California company Westlake
Audio is well known as a manu-

facturer of professional monitor
speakers for recording and broadcast applications. Monitor speakers vary widely in size, but, as the
Westlake Audio BBSM-4 demon-

strates, they need not be behemoths
that would dominate an ordinary -size

room. The compact BBSM-4 is designed primarily for use in small control rooms, mobile recording applica-

tions, offices, and so forth, but the
manufacturer also suggests it as a

amplifier using separate cables for the
high- and low -frequency drivers.

Jumpers are provided to connect the
two sets of terminals in parallel for
conventional installations. The speaker terminals are heavy barrier strips
designed to accept spade lugs.
Westlake Audio stresses the desirability, for precise imaging, of placing
the speakers so as to form an equilateral or isosceles triangle with the listener. In any event, they should be equi-

distant from the listener's ears. The

home reference speaker for users requiring high accuracy.
The Westlake Audio BBSM-4 is a
two-way system with two 4 -inch woof-

an inch will cause an audible image

over at 1,500 Hz to a'/. -inch soft -dome

tweeter. The crossover network is
compensated to maintain nearly flat
phase response through the system,
including both the network and the
drivers. The speaker configuration is

shift and a power imbalance.

The BBSM-4 measures 15 inches
wide, 10 inches deep, and 8 inches
high. The wood cabinet is available
with an oiled -walnut finish and a
brown grille or in a black utility finish
without a grille. Despite its small size,

symmetrical with respect to the axis of
the tweeter and the front -located port,
which are both on a vertical line mid-

each speaker weighs a surprising 25
pounds. The system has a nominal

way between the bass drivers. The

of 2 ohms possible at some frequencies. The frequency response on -axis
is rated as ± 3 dB from 65 to 20,000
Hz. Although Westlake Audio uses a

inputs to the high- and low -frequency

drivers are brought out to separate
terminals, simplifying biwiring to the
38
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a slightly smoother but generally similar response, ± 3 dB from 60 to 20,000
axis, the output dropped by as much as

7 dB at 2,000 Hz, but it returned
almost to the on -axis level between

manufacturer claims that when reproducing phase -coherent stereo material
in a well -damped listening environment, a path -length error of even half

ers in a ported enclosure, crossing

at 50 centimeters (0.5 meter), with a
swept random -noise signal, produced

impedance of 4 ohms, with a minimum

4,000 and 10,000 Hz before falling off
to -9 dB at 20,000 Hz.
Quasi-anechoic response measurements at 1 and 2 meters, made with the
MLS program of the Audio Precision

System One, showed an overall response variation from 300 to 20,000 Hz

of only ± 3 dB. The system's phase
response was highly linear, with a
group -delay variation of only ±0.1
millisecond from 2,000 to 20,000 Hz
and a 0.4 -millisecond shift in the woof-

er range, from 2,000 to 300 Hz. The
absence of system resonances in the
audio range, evidenced by the constant group delay, was notable.

Impedance reached its low of 2.4
ohms at 1,350 Hz and remained below
4 ohms from 150 to 2,700 Hz. Impedance at the bass resonances of 40 and
86 Hz was 16 and 11.5 ohms, respec-

tively. Sensitivity was 92 dB, somewhat higher than the nominal rating of

89 dB. With a 2.25 -volt pink -noise
signal (corresponding to our reference
of 90 dB SPL), woofer distortion was
between 0.45 and 0.9 percent from
1,100 to 80 Hz, rising to 3.5 percent at
60 Hz and 10 percent at 40 Hz.

Considering the size of its drivers,
the BBSM-4 could handle an impressive amount of short-term power with -

2

LEST REP011ii
out significant distortion. In fact, our
amplifier's limits were reached before
the acoustic output became seriously

distorted-even at 100 Hz, near the
bottom of the woofer range, where the

speaker absorbed 250 watts into its
8.5 -ohm impedance.

Comments

tance of critical placement relative to

the listener and of using very low impedance cables. The cables supplied with the speakers were about a
half inch in diameter, and the 10 -foot
cable for each channel weighed 81/2
pounds. In a temporary lab setup or a
home installation, such cables are totally impractical, as are the placement
recommendations.

no hint of the size of the speaker or of
its drivers. It was notably free of coloration, such as emphasized midrange,
highs, or bass, and the speaker could
play without strain at levels that make
conversation difficult.
The low bass was largely absent, but

that can be said of most small and

speaker. For me (and, I suspect, most

are usually inappropriate for audiophile listening. Many of the full-size
speakers sold with "Monitor" in their
names have tended to reinforce that

moderate -size speakers. Fortunately,
much music does not require significant output in the bottom two octaves.
When we teamed up the BBSM-4 with
good subwoofers, the results were all

people), listening to music is not inher-

one could wish for. The cabinet is

ently a solitary pastime to be experi-

about as close to a concrete block, in

impression.

those conditions probably do apply, to
some degree, to professional users.

There is a widely held view among

hi-fi enthusiasts that studio monitor
speakers are good principally for playing at ear-splitting levels and that they

The Westlake Audio BBSM-4 is a
welcome exception. There is no doubt
that it is a true high-fidelity speaker,
within its limitations of frequency re-

sponse and dynamic range. Without
knowing its origins, few would suspect
it was intended for professional use.
Westlake Audio stresses the impor-

I am in no position to judge the
BBSM-4 as a professional monitor

enced by one person locked into a
fixed position in the room, although

its inertness, as one can get. Rapping it

I can say, however, that the West-

with the knuckles gave no hint that it
was anything but solid.
To sum up, the price of the BBSM-4
will probably rule it out for most au-

lake Audio BBSM-4 is a very fine

diophiles, since much of its special

speaker just to listen to and enjoy. Its
imaging was excellent by home audio
standards and did not require anchoring one's head in a vise for its appreciation. The well-balanced sound gave

quality is aimed directly at the professional user. On the other hand, if your
space is limited and your budget is not,

you would not go wrong with this
powerful midget.

0

fmfRSVn LAME & mmE 1-1111
BLACK moon
The brand new album from

EMERSON LAKE & PALMER
sets a new standard for musical and

visionary innovation. It is a work of sonic
wonder and technical brilliance, featuring
"Paper Blood," "Affairs of the Heart"and

the title track "Black Moon."
BLACK MOON-A BRAVE NEW WORLD
FROM EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER
Keith Emerson plays NM keyboards

Carl Palmer endorses ....drums and drum heads exclusively
ogNogica.

Hard To Handle Management- Stewart Young/Steve Barnel
Grwv
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total harmonic or intermodulation dis-

Rotel RCD-965BX
Compact Disc Player

tortion. The Rotel RCD-%5BX is
black and measures 171/2 inches wide,
121/2 inches deep, and 35Ai inches high.

It weighs 123/4 pounds. Price: $550.
Rotel of America, Dept. SR, P.O. Box

JULIAN HIRSCH
HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

653, Buffalo, NY 14240.

Lab Tests
A()TEL audio components have en-

less remote control whose numbered

ioyed a reputation for quality at

keys provide direct access to any

very moderate prices, and the
RCD-%5BX CD player is a good

example of the company's approach to product design. A con-

ventionally styled player, its front panel markings announce that it

track. Other keys duplicate the front panel programming, random -play, and
repeat functions and all transport and
search controls except index search.

The Rotel RCD-%5BX's perfor-

The Rotel RCD-965BX's frequency
response measured ± 0.06 dB from 20
to 20,000 Hz, with the channel levels
matched within less than 0.01 dB. De emphasis error was less than 0.06 dB
from 1,000 to 16,000 Hz. The channel
separation was unusual in being quite

different for the two channels, al-

that has been featured in so many

mance specifications are typical of today's top CD players, including
±0.05 -dB frequency response from 20
to 20,000 Hz, ± 0.5 -dB channel unbalance, ±0.5 -degree phase linearity,

recent CD players). The display window shows the current track number

100 -dB signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), 96 dB dynamic range, and 0.0025 percent

tion was considerably greater, in-

features dual Bitstream digital -to -analog (D/A) converters (Bitstream is the
Philips version of the 1 -bit conversion

and its remaining time, the player's
operating and programming status,
and the disc size (5- or 3 -inch). Its
Rectangular buttons below the win-

dow open and close the disc drawer

Maximum output level: 2.02 jolt.

Distortion i THD + noise): at 0 dB, 0.0043%

Frequency response:

from 20 to 2,000 Hz, 0.011% at 10,000 Hz,
0.035% at 20,000 Hz; at 1,000 Hz, 0.0032%
from
fin to
10 d13. 0.0042% at 0 dB

and control the standard transport

20.000 Hz

functions: play, stop, pause, and track
skipping. Smaller buttons to the right
of the display control high-speed

De -emphasis error:

search in either direction, random play and repeat functions, programming of up to twenty selections for
playback, and access to indexed portions of discs that have that feature.
The rear apron of the player contains
both analog and digital outputs.
The RCD-965BX comes with a wire40
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creasing from 102.6 dB at 100 Hz to

MEASU REMENTS

blue -white characters are exceptionally legible.

though both were very good. From left
to right, separation increased smoothly from 94.3 dB at 100 Hz to %.7 dB at
20,000 Hz. From right to left, separa-

0.06 dB from 20 to

0.06 dB at 1,000 Hz

Channel soparation !left to right):

Linearity error: 0.45 dB at -60 dB,
-0.67 dB at -70 dB, -1.37 dB at

94.3 dB at ton 11/. 95.1 dB at 1,000 Hz,
96.8 at 20.000 Hz (see text)

-80 dB. -2.72 dB at -90dB

Dynamic range \ -weighted): 92 dB

Defibeterackhogs tracked 4,000 -micrometer
errors on Pierre Verany #2 test disc

Signal-to-noise ratio 1A -weighted): 93.2 dB

Stewing time: 1.8 seconds

Maxlissan laterchannol phase shift: 11.2
degree at 20.((8) Hi

Cueing accuracy: A

Impact resistance: top, A; sides, A

0
z

8
0

0

JEST REPORTS
105.1 dB at 10,000 Hz and then decreasing to 100 dB at 20,000 Hz.

The D/A converter linearity at low

levels was satisfactory, though not
quite as good as we have measured
from some other 1 -bit converters. The

error was less than -0.5 dB at a -60 -

dB level, increasing to -1.3 dB at

-80 dB and - 2.7 dB at -90 dB. We
also repeated these measurements using dithered test signals, with slightly
but not significantly different results.
The player's output voltage from a
0 -dB test track was 2.02 volts. Its laser

pickup slewed from Track 1 to Track
15 of the Philips TS4 test disc in about

1.8 seconds. The player was highly
impervious to external shock, withstanding fairly hard hand slaps on its
top or side without mistracking.
We tested the RCD-965BX's defect tracking ability with the calibrated defects of the Pierre Verany #2 test disc.
There was a single momentary "tick"
at the transition from the 2,000 -micrometer level to the 2,400 -micrometer
level, but the player appeared to track
at that level and higher up to the disc's
maximum of 4,000 micrometers.
Tracking of other test defects, such as
two successive dropouts of 2,400 mi-

Signet SL250B/U
Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIS SCH
HIRSCH-HOUCK LA 30RATORIES

crometers, was also good, although
there were several ticks at the transition to 3,000 micrometers.

Commonts
The RCD-965BX is one of the simplest CD players we have seen in some
time, yet it is as full -featured as most

This player's ability to cope with
information -layer damage on a disc
was truly exceptional, well beyond the

er with a metalized polycarbonate

achievement of any other we have
tested. Although it was not 100 per-

dome. According to Signet, the inter-

Lab Taft

nal wiring is 16 -gauge oxygen -free

cent perfect when encountering an error larger than 2,000 micrometers, it

copper, and the crossover uses high quality film capacitors.

For optimum bass response, Signet
suggests that the SL250B/U speakers
be placed a foot or so away from the

settled down after one or two slight
ticks and continued tracking at levels
that would cause complete mistrack-

The cabinet, finished in black wood grain vinyl, measures 121/2 inches high,
7 inches wide, and 10 inches deep, and

wall behind them. Although we adhered to that location for most of our
listening tests, we measured the

ing and shut -down by most players in
tests with the same calibrated disc.

each speaker unit weighs 12 pounds.
The port of the vented enclosure is at
the bottom of the rear panel. The input
terminals, multiway binding posts
whose 3/4 -inch spacing makes them
compatible with single or dual banana
plugs as well as wire ends or lugs, are
recessed into the upper part of the rear
panel. Most of the front panel is covered by a removable black cloth grille
held in place with plastic pegs.

price range.

The RCD-965BX's price, near the
upper end of the range for popular,
mass -market CD players, is well below typical audio high -end prices. It is

a solid value, considering both construction quality and performance. If

the RCD-965BX is typical of the new
Rotel line, we look forward to seeing
2 other components.
12

The Signet SL250B/U's specifications include a frequency response of
50 to 22,000 Hz (no tolerance stated)
and a sensitivity of 86 dB sound -pressure level (SPL) at meter with an
input of 2.83 volts of random noise.

construction is comparable to
that of many considerably larger
and more expensive speakers. It has a
51/4 -inch long -throw woofer with a
treated -paper cone and rolled -rubber
surround. The crossover, at 3,300 Hz,
is to a 3/4 -inch ferrofluid-cooled tweet-

of us could wish for. It is also more
solidly built than many players in its

§,

SL250B/U, the smallest and
least expensive model in a new
line of speakers from Signet, is a
compact two-way system whose

THE

1

The nominal impedance is 6 ohms, and

the recommended amplifier power is
between 15 and 100 watts. Price: $300
a pair. Signet, Dept. SR, 4701 Hudson
Dr.. Stow, OH 44224.

speakers on stands several feet from a

wall. As with other stand -mounted
speakers, this placement created a
floor reflection, which appeared as a
peak and dip in the range of 200 to 600

Hz. The room -response curve, averaged for left and right speakers, also
had a peak at 1,000 Hz, with the output

falling off smoothly to a broad, level
plateau within ±2.5 dB from 1,500 to
20,000 Hz.
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Comments

We normally use a close-miked

7,000 to 10,000 Hz. The maximum was

measurement of the woofer response
to obtain the equivalent of an anechoic
response at frequencies below a few

11 ohms at 3,500 Hz (approximately

The Signet SL250B/U delivered

the crossover frequency). Over the
audio range, impedance averaged
about 6 ohms.
The sensitivity of the Signet
SL250B/U was 86.5 dB, almost exact-

well-balanced sound that was free of
shrillness, boominess, and significant
lower -midrange coloration (unlike
many speakers that attempt to deliver
an illusion of bass by emphasizing the

ly as rated. Driven with 4.23 volts

output just above the real bass region).

(corresponding to our reference 90 -dB

When we placed the speakers on

SPL), the woofer produced distortion

stands well away from the walls, we
found no audible loss of bass. The

hundred hertz. With a ported enclosure, the output from the port is measured separately and combined with
the woofer -cone output (after correction for the relative sizes of the
sources) to form a bass -response
curve. Our aim is to splice this curve to
the room response to obtain a composite response curve that shows not only
what the speaker does in our test room
but what the bass section can do independent of its surroundings. This unorthodox technique is useful for com-

between 0.6 and 1.2 percent from
2,000 Hz down to 90 Hz. Distortion
reached 4.4 percent at the rated 50 Hz
minimum frequency.
We also measured the speaker's an echoic response using the digital signal
processing features of our Audio Pre-

effective contribution of the port to the

low -frequency output is apparently
much less than our close-miked measurements would suggest.

Although its small drivers will not

paring the frequency responses of

cision System One. Although valid

generate a realistic "live" sound level
in your room, the SL250B/U can play

different speaker systems. It is sometimes difficult to find the most suitable
splicing frequency, however, and
sometimes it cannot be done at all.

only above 300 Hz or so, the results

surprisingly loud without sounding

confirmed some of the features we had

distressed. And even though its sensi-

In this case, the port output was
much larger than the cone output below their crossover point of 170 Hz, so
that the spliced curves gave a misleading impression of the speaker's true
bass response. Subjectively, the bass
seemed to match the response of the
woofer cone alone.
A response measurement 1 meter
from the woofer and on its axis (along
which the speaker is designed to sound

best according to the manufacturer),
using stepped one -third -octave bands
of random noise, gave the best correla-

observed in other measurements, including the room response. In particular, a portion of the frequency range,
from 500 to 2,000 Hz, was 3 to 4 dB
above the portions on either side of it.

This characteristic agreed with the

tivity is relatively low, it does not
require-indeed, it cannot use-unduly large amounts of amplifier power.
Despite its price (among the lowest

of any speaker with pretensions to
good

sound

quality),

dle peaks of over 900 watts in the

should serve well as a primary speaker

midrange, although the woofer cone
reached its limits at 100 Hz with about
240 watts input.

skimpiness in its construction. Rap-

ping its 3/4 -inch -thick cabinet walls
with your knuckles suggests a close

kinship with a concrete block. It
for a small room, or for a larger one if
you are realistic in your volume expectations, or as a surround speaker.
0

speaker. The overall response was
very uniform, remaining within 5 dB
portion from 200 to 2,000 Hz, though
reasonably flat, was elevated about 2
to 3 dB compared to the flat portion
from 2,000 to 10,000 Hz. The lower
frequencies, from 60 to 200 Hz, were
about 5 dB below the midrange pla-

teau. The output fell rapidly at still
lower frequencies, to - 20 dB at 50 Hz

(relative to the level of the middle
frequencies).
The dispersion of the high frequencies was typical of most'/4-inch-dome
tweeters. At 45 degrees off the speak-
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er's axis, the response began to diverge from the axial response above

1,000 Hz, but the two curves had
separated by only 3 dB at 8,000 Hz.
The off -axis response fell to -8 dB
from 12,000 to 15,000 Hz and to -10
dB at 20,000 Hz relative to the axial
response.

Minimum system impedance was
4.6 ohms at 320 Hz and 5 ohms from
42
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Signet

SL250B/U showed no evidence of

tion with what we heard from the
overall from 60 to 20,000 Hz. The

the

swept -noise response measurements
as well as the swept -sine -wave (room response) measurements.
Finally, pulse power measurements
showed that the SL250B/U could han-

"Well, after Armor All and
green marking pens, what did you expect?"

In choosing a CD player,
you can play the numbers...
1 beam or 3 beam /Mash. one bit, 16

bits, 18 bits or 20 bits /2 times
oversampling at 88.2kHz or 4 times
oversampling at 176.4kHz. 1 beam or

3 beam / Mash. one bit, 16 bits...

...or play the music.
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Recently more and more CD players have been
promoted by a kind of numbers game, as if by
some magic combination one CD player can be
made to sound better than another. The vast
majority of these CD players still fail to address
the most important subtleties that reproduce the
natural real sound of live music.
Adcom on the other hand continues to impress
the audio critics with the superior musicality of its
GCD-575 CD player. To reach this objective,
"...the GCD-575 was designed and built with
extraordinary attention to detail." *
We ask that you let your ears be the judge of
which CD player meticulously reproduces the
integrity of the original performance. The CD
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player that plays the numbers? Or our critically
acclaimed Adcom GCD-575 which plays the music.
Please visit your Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable product. Or write
us for our brochure. You will discover why it pays to
play the music, not the numbers.
*Stereo Review, 12189.

ACCOM
defogs you can hear
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Buy an

sv
ANYONE who has been out shopping for a receiver lately will hate noticed :hat above the
lowest -price, loves: -power rungs or the component
ladder, most receivers are now mutt channel audio/
video surround -sound models. These AN receivers

are designed to facilitate creation e horr e theater
systems capable of reproducing tie locr-channel

Audio/
Video
Receiver
receiver and proceed accordingly, so make sure that

whatever you buy will perform adequately in that
role. It needs to have enough power capacity in the

ler and right front channels to deliver sufficient
vo ume in your listening room with your loudspeakers
(see Julian Hirsch's "Power: How Much Is Enough?"
on page 5 of this issue).

conventional two -channel receiver of good pedigree.

In figuring out how much power you need, you
should take into account not only the sensitivity of
yo..:r speakers (the higher their sensitivity, the less
power you will need to drive them), but also their
impedance. Speakers with unusually low or "reactive" impedances can demand substantially more
cur-ent from an amplifier than will speakers with a
relatively high impedance (8 ohms or greater over
mcst of the frequency -ange) that is well behaved.
Bezause A/V receivers cram so much stuff into one

Although the latte- may seen a dyiig breed, many

box, manufacturers are tempted to wimp out on

companies still mace excellert ones, and a few, such
as Denon, Carver, Harman Kardon, aid NAD, make
rather a point of it.
If, on the other I- and, you're among the growing
number of people who think home theater is a swell
idea, an A/V receiver is the most straightforward and

power capacity into difficult speaker loads in order to
recuce costs and keep the price down.
Look fcr a 4 -ohm power rating that's at least equal

Dolby Surround (also known as Dolby Stereo: soundtracks included in most laserdisc and videocassette
releases of moderr movies and musk videos. There
are even some CCes and television orogrants mastered in Dolby Surround.
If you don't care about surround sound or i itegrating your audio and video systems, then you re proba-

bly better off bcyiig separate components (power
amplifier, preampLier, and tuner) or seeking out a

cost-effective way of getting there. Besides all the

to the 8 -ohm rating and preferably greater by 50
percent or more. A 2 -ohm power rating of any kind is
encouraging these days, but again the ideal is at least
as much power as into 4 ohms and preferably more.

usual receiver features, you'll get a built-in surround sound processor, switching for video as wel as audio
sources, and two or three extra channels of amplification (for a total of four or five) The downside to these
elaborate componen:s is just that-they a -e often very

Unfortunately, many manufacturers don't publish

complicated, which tends tc make :hem not only

loads. In some cases, STEREO REVIEW'S test reports
can help you figure out what will work well with what,
as can a good dealer. Informed advice in this area is, in
fact, one reason for working with a qualified dealer.

harder to install and use bct also harder to evaluate.

The best way to start is tc remembe- that at the
heart of every A/V receiver is an ardnary stereo

by Michael Riggs

low -impedance power ratings for receivers, and even

receivers that specifically admonish the user not to
connect speakers with rated impedances of less than 8

ohms will often work well into at least some such

t

Somy's STR-D1090ES (S600)

is 2 Dolby Pro Logic receiver

that also provides ambience
ent ancement via digital
mg -tat processing (DSP).

Yamaha's RX-V660 (S699)

features Pro Logic and has

thrEe video inputs, four nonDohy surround modes, and
a st bwoofer output.
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Although power is very important
when it comes to choosing an amplifier

or receiver, it's not everything. You
want that power to be clean, which
means that distortion should be lowless than 0.1 percent at any power
level below maximum, or "clipping"
-and that signal-to-noise ratio (SIN)

should be high -75 dB or better
through phono inputs and 80 dB or
better for high-level inputs (such as
CD or tape) by the current EIA (Elec-

tronic Industries Association) measurement standard, which uses a 1 watt output into 8 ohms as its
The Optimus STAV-3250 (S450) is a
100 -watt -per -channel stereo receiver

that features Dolby Surround circuitry
and front -panel video jacks for
easy connection of a camcorder.

lichado
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reference level. So read the fine print
in the specifications, and don't hesi-

tate to ask questions. All that said,
however, it is rare for a modern receiver
from a reputable manufacturer to have
excessive noise or distortion.
Another thing to look for is flat

frequency response, varying only a
tiny fraction of a decibel from 20 to
20,000 Hz through the high-level in-

puts and no more than ±0.5 dB

oc.e.c ems. no...

through the phono inputs. (Response

errors at the frequency extremesbelow 100 Hz and above 10,000 Hzare less important than anomalies in
the middle of the audible band, so a
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The Technics SA-GX730 (S650)

features Dolby Pro Logic, three -

;I

channel Dolby Stereo Logic, a

°
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fifteen -band parametric equalizer,

and adjustable digital delay.

a numerical tolerance.) Modern receivers are seldom deficient in this
regard, at least when all filters and
tone controls are bypassed. On the
other hand, some do exhibit small but
noticeable response errors when their
tone controls are engaged and centered. If you can hear a change in tonal
balance when you push the tone -control bypass or "source direct" switch
(assuming there is one), it is probably
caused by a slight tone -control misalignment. This is not likely to be a big
deal, especially if you can bypass the

tone controls, but it may suggest a
little sloppiness in the receiver's design or assembly.

Th Tumor Soction
Although even cheap receivers have
tuner sections that would have seemed

technological marvels twenty years
ago, it is still possible to distinguish
between good and better, especially in

matters pertaining to interference re-

r
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In its surround mode. JVC's RX-807TN

(S640) delivers a maximum of 120

watts to the left and right front
speakers, 65 watts to the center, and
20 watts to the rear speakers.

jection. The most basic FM tuner
specifications are sensitivity, selectivity, frequency response, channel separation, distortion, and noise.

Sensitivity is the radio -frequency
(RF) signal strength required at the
antenna input to obtain a listenably
quiet audio output. For most people,
the most important sensitivity spec is
the one for 50 -dB quieting in stereo:

the signal strength necessary to obtain
a 50 -dB S/N in stereo reception. Figures of 36 to 40 dBf are both good and
typical; lower than 36 dBf is extraordi-

MAKING THE

nary performance. In mono, you
should expect ratings of around 13 to
17 dBf. Some manufacturers give an
older, less stringent specification
known as "usable sensitivity," which

CONNECTION

might more appropriately be called
"unusable sensitivity." This rating

The introduction of Super VHS brought with

from time to time crawling along sharp

it a new type of multipin video connector,

horizontal transitions between areas of

should not be confused with a specification based on 50 -dB quieting.

called S -video or Y C. Althougi the

colo-.

Selectivity is a tuner's ability to
reject signals on nearby channels. In
the United States, FM channels are

connector itself was a good idea that has

Professional videotape recorders and

since spread to Hi8 decks and camcorders.

laserdiscs record the composite video

its debut in tandem with S -VHS may not

signal (Y + C. or luminance plus color)

200 kHz (0.2 MHz) wide, and to mini-

have been. since it has led to some great

directly, but when home VCR's were

mize interference the FCC arranges
channel allocations so that local stations in any given area are separated

misconceptions. Most important among

developed. bandwidth and other limitations

these is the completely erroneous notion

forced a different approach, known as

that VCR's equipped with S connectors

"calm -under" recording. The color

cannot be used except with sinilarly

information is separated from the

equipped monitors. In fact. all VCR's with S

luminance signal and transposed down to a

connectors also have the usual complement

range of frequencies below those used for

by at least one empty channel. Consequently, the specification that is usually quoted is for alternate -channel selectivity. In most cases, a rating of 40
to 50 dB is quite adequate.
ADJACENT-CHANNEL
selectiv-

of composite -video and RF inputs and

reco-ding the luminance. This degrades the

outputs and will perform very nearly as well

reso ution somewhat. but it's better than

against signals only one chan-

with thcse as they will with the S -video

goin I without color.

nel away from the tuned fre-

inputs and outputs.

ity-the ability to discriminate

quency-is normally much
poorer (typically less than
10 dB), which is one reason manufacturers seldom
quote it.

But adjacent -

channel selectivity is seldom important unless you
are using a high -gain antenna to try to pick up a distant station

in the same direction as a closer one
only one FM channel away. In that
case, an IF -bandwidth switch may be
useful. When set to its "narrow" position, such a switch engages sharper
intermediate -frequency (IF) filters
that increase selectivity at the expense
of greater distortion and poorer channel separation in the audio output.

Audio (as opposed to RF) channel
separation is the amount by which a
signal that is supposed to appear in one

The other important misund3rstanding is

Wien a videocassette is played back, the
VCR normally recombines the color and

in the ic ea that the performance

luminance information into a composite -

improvements associated with S -VHS are

video signal that then goes to the monitor

somehow tied to the S -video cmnectors. In

via a direct -video connection or gets

truth, S-VHS's single benefit-higher

modulated onto an RF carrier with the

resolution-has to do only will the

audio and sent to the monitor via its

bandwidth of the signal recorded on the

antenna terminals. Either way. the monitor

tape. w lich the S connector doesn't affect

has to reseparate the color and luminance

at all. The single benefit of the S

portions of the video signal. All an S -video

connector. on the other hand. is equally

connector does is to short-circuit this

applicable to all consumer VCR formats.

process, keeping the luminance and color

"super' or otherwise.

portions of the signal separate so that they

To understand what this is all about, we

don't have to be combined and pulled apart

have to know a little about how a VCR

again. In most cases. this will yield a

works. When color was added to television,

slightly cleaner picture, but the benefit is

it was done by putting the necessary

like!, to be marginal. at best. unless the

information on a subcarrier plcpped into

recorded color and luminance signals have

the high -frequency end of the luminance

always been separate. never tangled

Separation of 20 to 30 dB through the
middle of the audio band is completely

(black -and -white) signal. Black -and -white

together in a composite -video signal.

receivers ignore this color (C) subchannel,

Camcorder recordings fall into this

adequate for good stereo effect, and

but color sets extract the information it

category. but that's about all.

the tuner sections of modern receivers
routinely exceed that. FM stations are
not permitted to broadcast audio fre-

carries 3nd use it together with the

channel is attenuated in the other.

Sc why do some laserdisc players, which

luminance (Y) information in the baseband

start with a composite -video signal. have

quencies above 15,000 Hz, and FM

signal to control the intensities of the

S-viceo outputs? To prevent consumers

tuners normally roll off their response

beams from the three electron guns (for the

from thinking that they lack a performance

sharply above that frequency to re-

red. green. and blue primary colors) in the

featLre available on S -VHS and Hi8 VCR's.

move the 19,000 -Hz stereo pilot tone
from the output. (The pilot tone should

picture ..ube. Performing this separation is

The only way a Y C output can do any good

be attenuated at least 40 or 50 dB.)
The response should be reasonably
flat from 30 to 15,000 Hz, however-

not easy, however, and it almost inevitably

on a laserdisc player is if its color -

results in either a loss of resolution or the

separation circuitry happens to be

creatior of small, distracting artifacts, such

better than that in your monitor, which

as the "hanging dots" that you may notice

is possible but not likely.

within ±0.5 or less over most of
that range and rolled off by no more
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than a decibel or two at 15,000 Hz.
The amount of distortion produced

vix-mons

by an FM tuner is influenced by many
factors, but under good reception con-

ditions it can be quite low. Look for
figures of 0.5 percent or less at 1,000

Hz in the wide IF mode. Noise can
also be very low with adequate signal
strength. You should expect S/N's of
at least 65 dB in stereo and 70 dB or
better in mono.
Perhaps the most common form of
interference in FM reception is caused
In addition to Dolby Pro Logic, the

by multipath, when the tuned signal
and reflections of it (off buildings,
hills, and so forth) arrive at the anten-

Pioneer VSX-0901S (S1,140) has a

na at slightly different times. In bad

digital signal processing circuit that

cases, multipath can cause severe distortion. Assessing a tuner's resistance

can recreate the ambience of five

different listening environments.

to multipath can be tricky, but there
are two specifications that bear on it:
capture ratio and AM suppression.
Capture ratio expresses the smallest

difference in signal strength that will
enable a tuner to ignore the weaker of
two signals at the same broadcast frequency. At worst, it should be about 2

dB, and 1 dB is excellent. The AM suppression specification indicates an
FM tuner's ability to reject amplitude modulated interference, such as from
car ignitions, fluorescent lights, and so
forth, which can also be generated by

multipath. A rating of 40 dB is about
the minimum for good performance,
and 60 dB is excellent.
Carver's HR -895 (S1,200). its first A V

receiver, features four surround
modes, including Pro Logic, and the

Many receivers include switchable
or automatic high -blend circuits that
reduce stereo separation at high frequencies to reduce noise on weak stereo signals without taking the sound all

the way to mono. Some even select
appropriate IF bandwidth and other
reception characteristics automatical-

company's ACCD circuitry for

improved FM reception.

ly according to signal conditions or the
programming of the memory preset for
a given station. Such features can be

quite useful if you live in a difficult
reception area.
Although most receivers include an

AM tuner, it is almost always of relatively low quality, with severely limited response and mediocre sensitivity.
The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) has been vigorously
promoting improved AM performance

with its AMAX program, but until
tuner and receiver buyers start demanding better AM sound, manufacturers are not likely to respond.
Onkyo's seven -channel TX-SV909PRO

The Surround Processor

(S1,800) features fully digital Dolby

The most prominent feature of an
A/V receiver is its built-in surround -

Pro Logic circuitry as well as DSP
ambience enhancement and decoding

for Ambisonic music recordings.
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sound processor. This can be either a

basic Dolby Surround decoder or a
more advanced Dolby Pro Logic cir-

cuit, both of which are designed to
extract the additional directional information embedded in a Dolby Surround soundtrack. Through a process
known as matrix encoding, Dolby Surround packs four channels of informa-

between the left and right front speakers to enable the use of a small center
speaker without running into power handling or bass -response limitations.
Almost all surround -sound receiv-

1111:132W1

ers provide some sort of processing

SEPARATES

tion-front left, right, and center and
rear surround-into a standard two -

designed to enhance music reproduction. It can range from simple passive

channel stereo soundtrack. Although
such a soundtrack can be played back
as ordinary stereo, it blooms to its full
glory only when properly dematrixed
into four channels.
Basic Dolby Surround processors
extract the surround channel with a
simple passive circuit, send it through
a Dolby B noise -reduction chip, and

ambience extraction or delay to fullblown ambience synthesis by means
of digital signal processing (DSP) to

delay it by up to 30 milliseconds before
sending it out to amplifiers feeding one
or more (usually two) speakers at the
sides or back of the room. The center -

channel information is not extracted
and is reproduced equally by the left
and right front speakers. Dolby Surround decoding greatly improves the
sense of space in the reproduction of

SHOULD YOU

INSTEAD?

mimic the acoustics of various types of

The receiver's biggest advantage has

performance spaces. The quality of
these systems varies considerably,

always been its biggest drawback as well:

even among the high -end DSP-based
ones. The best can make music sound

Although cost-effective, the all -in -one

fuller and more realistic, but quite a
few really aren't very effective. Unfortunately, there is no good way to

A lot of stuff is packed into one box.

approach limits flexibility and makes
uperading harder. And sometimes there

judge them except by listening, which

are performance considerations. The very

is often difficult in stores, so read
reviews carefully and consult with

best surround processors are still high-

anyone you know who has had extensive experience with any of the receivers you are considering.

enc outboard units. for example. and you
can get more power with separate
amplifiers.

Lately there has been a trend to-

The key to an audio video system built

Dolby Surround soundtracks, but sep-

ward using DSP circuits to "enhance"

aration between the front and rear

the output from a Dolby Pro Logic

around separate components is an A V

channels is low, and you get no dedicated center channel to help anchor
action and dialogue to the screen.

decoder. Manufacturers tend to give
these modes names including words
like "theater" or "cinema" to suggest
that they give a more realistic impression of being at the movies. Usually
they try to create a dramatic effect by

preamplifier. Although the selection is

°Lev Pro Logic improves on
Dolby Surround decoding by
extracting the center channel
to feed a dedicated speaker

simulating the acoustics of a large

limited, it is growing. A V preamplifiers
divide into two groups: those with built-in
surround processors and those without. In
the former category are products such as

and by using what is known as

movie theater, often submerging the

the Sony TA-E2000ESD (S1.200). the

steering logic to enhance the
apparent separation between
front and back and between

effects film -sound engineers carefully
build into their Dolby Surround mixes.

De -ion AVP-5000 (S2.500). and the

the center, left, and right in

make you feel as though you are in the

front. The result is significantly more vivid and accurate reproduction. Pro Logic used to

space in which the action is taking

from the CX-630 (S449) to the CX-2000

place on the screen. If a character is
talking outdoors in a field, it's silly to
make him sound as though he were
speaking in a large reverberant room.
The only post -processing system for
Dolby Pro Logic we've encountered

(S1.499). the Pioneer C-72 (S850) and C-

be confined to high -end A/V receivers,
but it has now worked its way down to

moderate -price models, with basic
Dolby Surround decoding restricted
mainly to budget units. The benefits of
Pro Logic are great enough, and the

prices low enough, that you should
consider a receiver with just basic
Dolby Surround decoding only if you
are on a tight budget.

Although Pro Logic receivers provide a center -channel output, which

The point of Dolby Surround is to

that makes much sense is Home THX.
Fortunately, Dolby insists that all
these systems be defeatable.

Marantz AV -500 (S899): in the latter are

all four of Yamaha's preamps, ranging

91 (51.300). the Museatex Melior A V
preamplifier (S2,200). the Soundstream
C-' Mk. II (S1,495). and others. And a
number of companies, including Forte,
Ad:cm, B&K Components, SSI, a d s
Marantz. and Yamaha. have introduced

More Speakers, More Amps

mi.ltichannel power amplifiers for

Because Dolby Surround requires
the use of at least three and usually

surround applications.

four or five loudspeakers, AN sur-

So the situation with audio video
systems is essentially the same as the

you should use if you can, they can also

round receivers normally provide four

be set to a phantom center -channel
mode for installations in which a center speaker is impractical. This mode

or five channels of amplification. If

on

you are going with basic Dolby Sur-

straight audio systems. If you are willing

round decoding or are planning to use

leaves the center -channel information

to pay somewhat more for the ultimate in

split between the left and right front
channels. Pro Logic also gives you
two options for when you do use a

Pro Logic in phantom mode, a four channel receiver will do fine. And the
four -channel Pro Logic receivers on
the market have center -channel line

center channel: wide and normal.

outputs so that you can add a separate

Wide mode sends a full -range signal to

center amplifier later. In most cases,
however, you will probably be better

the center speaker, whereas normal
splits the bass below about 100 Hz

that has prevailed for years in

pe-formance and flexibility, go with
se]arates. If you're more concerned with
co wenience and economy, go with a

receiver. And don't feel bad about ityin' re not giving up a lot.

off going for a five -channel receiver.
ERLO RLVILW AUGUST 1992
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vide S -video jacks for those who have

equipment that can take advantage of

them. There's no reason to be very
concerned about the absence of S video jacks, however, since the advantage of S -video connections is usu-

ally very small, when it exists at all
(see "Making the S Connection,"

page 47). The main thing is to make
sure the receiver has inputs and outputs available for all the gear you plan
to attach to it.
The Philips FR 940 (S480) is a Dolby

Ease of llso

Pro Logic receiver with discrete -

Before you buy any A/V receiver,
make sure that it's not going to drive
you crazy. Even relatively basic models are more complicated than most
ordinary receivers, and high -end units
tend to be exceedingly complex. This
complexity puts a premium on human
engineering, or ergonomics, as it is
called. Badly thought-out switching or

transistor amplifiers and digital CD
and tape connections.

a clumsy remote with zillions of identical buttons can make trying to run one

of these big receivers a nightmare.
Good design, on the other hand, can
make learning to use the receiver fairly

easy and operating it almost second
IKenwood's KR -V8540 (S699) Dolby

Pro Logic receiver can deliver up to

75 watts to the left, center, and right
front channels and 15 watts to the rear.

If you do opt for a five -channel
model, keep in mind the most -ignored

rule of surround sound: Assuming
equal sensitivities for the three front
speakers, the center speaker should
get at least as much power as the left
and right speakers. That's because the

center channel is usually the main
channel in a Dolby Surround mix.
Often called the dialogue channel, because it carries nearly all the dialogue

many A/V receivers have line -level
outputs for feeding a powered sub woofer, and some have preamp-out
and main -amp -in jacks for some or all

of the amplifier channels, which can
provide a better way of hooking in a
powered subwoofer or an easy way to
upgrade to higher -power amplifiers later on. And, like any other receiver, an
A/V model will have inputs for all the

the world if you're on a budget that

source components you would normally expect to use. The difference,
however, is that an AN receiver will
also have video inputs for videodisc
players and VCR's and video outputs
for a monitor and VCR's. That facilitates copying video sources to videocassette and simplifies normal operation, since when you select VCR I as

forces you into a receiver with a lower -

your source, for example, the receiver

powered center channel-it's just not

will send the attached VCR's audio
output to the speakers and its video
output to your monitor. Many A/V
receivers have an extra set of audio

in most movies, the center channel
also delivers music and effects. Don't
skimp on it unless you have to.
The problem is that many surround
receivers do skimp on power for the
center speaker, especially low -price
Pro Logic models. It's not the end of

ideal. And using normal mode instead
of wide will reduce the center -channel

burden somewhat. Fortunately, you

don't need as much power for the
surround speakers. A quarter to a
third of the power devoted to the front
speakers will usually do fine.
In addition to their speaker outputs,
50
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and video inputs on the front panel to
make temporary hookups easy.

Standard video connections carry
composite -video signals via RCA -type

phono jacks. Some receivers also pro-

nature after a while.
Begin by checking the front panel.
Controls should be grouped logically
and be clearly labeled, and the display

should be large, easy to read, and as
uncluttered as possible while still providing the information you need.
(Many A/V receivers can now display

operational menus and other information on the video monitor connected to
the system, which can be a big help if
carried off well.) Some receivers place

secondary controls behind a door to
make the primary controls easier to
find. Check all the controls for a
smooth, positive feel to their action.
Next, look at the remote control. A

good remote will group buttons according to function and differentiate
them by size, shape, and position, as
well as color, so that you can find the
important ones by feel. Some remotes
also hide seldom -used controls under
a flap or door to make using the main

ones easier. And try operating the
receiver from various angles off to the

side to make sure you won't have to
plant yourself right in front of it to get
the remote to work.

Finally, check the manual. Clear,
comprehensive instructions can be a
lifesaver with a component as complicated as a high -end A/V receiver.

Finding the right A/V receiver is
more work than shopping for almost
any other kind of audio or video component. Fortunately, the end result is
well worth the effort.

R
HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?
As<mG "How much amplifier power do I need?" is like asking "How much money is
enoughr Without information about your particula- desires, tastes, and circumstances,
the only honest answer is, "It depends." Given such information, however, it is possible
.1

to estaHish, within broad limits, how much amplifier power capacity is suitable for a given
home aJdio installation.

Notice that I say "suitable" rather than "necessary" A number of fac:ors influence the
t, power requirements of a music system, including tie listening room's size, shape, and
2

acoustic treatment; the placement and acoustic properties (upholstered or hard -surfaced)

BY JULIAN HIRSCH!

Adcom's GFA-565 mono power

amplifier (S850) is designed to
put out up to 300 watts into 8
ohms. 450 watts into 4 ohms.
and 850 watts into 2 ohms.

Carver's TFM-45 (S950).

featuring the company's
Magnetic Field design, deli%ers

1,000 watts in its mono mode. In

stereo, it can deliver 375 wins
per channel into 8 ohms, ye: it
weighs only 20 pounds.

The Haller Model 9270 stereo
power amplifier (S750) can
provide 135 watts per channel

into 8 ohms or 200 watts into 4
ohms through its MOSFET output

stages. In mono mode it's rated
at 400 watts into 8 ohms.

of the room's furnishings; the sensitiv-

ity and directional characteristics of
loudspeakers; listening tastes
(chamber music and hard rock, to take
extreme examples, require very differthe

ent playback systems for the most
effective results); and last, but not
least, the preferred listening level. The
more exactly these variables are

known, the more accurately one can
estimate the power needed.

Regardless of the dictates of other
criteria, the nature of human hearing,
which registers increasing loudness on
a logarithmic scale, makes how powerful an amplifier you choose less critical than you might think. For a barely

noticeable increase in volume level,
amplifier power must be doubled, and

to double the apparent loudness, the

power must be increased
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tenfold.

Small power differences between amplifiers are audibly insignificant. Even
the difference between 50- and 100 -

a stereo program, while the reverberant (reflected) sound fills in its body

watt amplifiers, all else being equal,
would not be detectable by a listener
until the lower -powered unit reached
its limits, which would result in audible distortion (and might damage the

apparent total volume.
In a bare -floor, spa-sely furnished
room with few upholstered surfaces,

speakers).

What's Your Room Like?
Let's look first at the relationship
between room size and power requirements. In most rooms, sound reaches

the listener's ears by a number of
paths, some directly from the speakers

to the listener, but most after reflection from one or more room boundaries (walls, floors, or ceiling). The
direct (first -arrival) sound establishes
the spatial and directional qualities of

and is responsible for much of the

there is less absorptioi of the reverberant sound energy, resulting in a
louder sound at the listener's ears, for
the same amount of amplifier rower,
than there would be in a carpeted and

well -upholstered room. The sound
quality itself would also be very differ-

ent, one extreme being a bright, hard,
and unpleasant sound, the other dull
and lifeless. Generating sounds of
identical loudness in listening rooms

whose acoustic properties vary so
widely can require considerably dif-

ferent amounts of electrical power
from an amplifier.

NAD's 2400THX (<,599) is a rack -

mountable. bridgable 100 -watt per -channel stere) power

amplifier certified for a Home
THX surroun)-sound system.

0

c)

00

Parasound's high -current HCA2200 1S1,475) has a 1,000 -volt

transformer. It can deliver 200
watts per channel in stereo or
500 watts in bridged mono.

Yamaha's DSP-A700 (S1,099) is
a seven -channel integrated

amplifier with Dalby Pro Logic.
It delivers up to 60 watts to each
of the three front channels.

How Sensitive Are
Your Speakers?
Another major variable is the sensi-

tivity of the speakers, a measure of
how efficiently they use amplifier
power. A speaker's sensitivity is defined as the sound -pressure level
(SPL) it can generate at a Jistance of I

meter with an input of 2.83 volts
(equivalent to

1

watt in:o 8 ohms).

Sensitivity has no bearing on a speak-

er's sound quality, but it does give a
reasonable indication of the relative

amount of power it will require to
deliver a given listening level.
Most home hi-fi speakers have sensitivity ratings between 87 and 90 dB.
A speaker whose sensitivity is rated at
87 dB requires twice as much power,
for a given listening level, as one rated
at 90 dB. Since doubling (or halving)

the power makes only a slight change
in the perceived loudness of the pro-

case of an audio amplifier driving a
loudspeaker, the power causes a

gram. a small adjustment of the volume control will usually compensate
for this difference. Of course, sooner
or later any amplifier can run out of
power. With hi-fi speaker sensitivities

speaker diaphragm to move in and out,

ranging between 80 and 100 dB (corre-

verting electrical energy to acoustic

sponding to a hundredfold lower ratio), sensitivity is clearly one of the

energy is quite low, usually in the

key factors determining your amplifier
power needs. But it is still no: practical
to predict, solely on the basis of speaker sensitivity and the acoustic environ-

ment, haw many watts you should
have on tap.

Can You Have
Too Much Power?
Power (expressed in watts) is defined as tie rate of doing work. In the

creating an air -pressure wave analogous to the original acoustic wave that
was captured in the recording process.
The efficiency of any speaker in con-

range of 1 to 3 percent. Almost all of
the electrical power from the amplifier
is converted to heat in the resistance of
the speaker's voice coils and the asso-

ciated wiring.
If an amplifier delivers more than a
few watts to a speaker for a significant
length of time, the driver voice coils
can become quite hot. Tweeter voice

coils are particilarly susceptible tc
burnout because of their fine wire, low
mass, and narrow range of movement.
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which limits their ability to transfer the
heat to the air or other heat sinks such

as the speaker's frame or magnet
structure. Almost any tweeter can be

burned out in a second or so if it is
driven with more than a few watts of
continuous or average power. Even
with materials such as ferrofluid in the
gap between voice coil and magnet to
improve heat transfer, a tweeter is still
a vulnerable component.

POWERING
P FOR SURROUND

SOUND
THOUGH there are many attractions to setting

a home theater system, simplicity is not one

of them. Almost everything is at least a little
more complicated than in an ordinary stereo

Woofers are at risk in a different

stem. including the question of how muc

respect. Their cones and voice coils

ower you need. One reasonable and fairly

move over relatively large distances at

low audio frequencies, and they are
much more massive than those of a
tweeter. These characteristics help
limit the voice -coil temperature rise,
and burnout of woofer voice coils in a
home system is rare. Grossly exces-

raightforward approach is to base your

both will tend to operate at an average
output of a watt or two. The difference
is that the larger amp will also be able
to cope with peaks approaching 20 dB
above that average level without clipping or distorting audibly.

If you occasionally listen to largescale orchestral music at a moderately

high level, you'll need the power reserves of that 100 -watt amplifier. The
average power might rise to 5 watts or

more, with peaks regularly reaching
well over 100 watts. If that sounds

alculation on how much you estimate you will

unlikely, let me assure you that I have

eed for two -channel stereo.

often listened to CD's of orchestral
music whose average level did not

If you have a basic Dolby Surround decoder
phantom -center mode (no center speaker),

exceed 5 watts but whose peaks approached 500 watts. And this was at

lifigure that you'll need the same amount of

volume levels that did not preclude

or will be running a Dolby Pro Logic decoder in

sive low -frequency drive can damage

power as for two -channel stereo in the front and

woofer cones or suspensions, how-

about a quarter to a third as much for the

ever, or char the insulation of the

surround -speaker outputs. If you will be using a

voice -coil winding.
What does all this have to do with

Pro Logic decoder with a center speaker. a
good assumption is that you'll need the same

amplifier power ratings? You have
probably noticed that amplifiers are

watt amplifier most of the time, as

.total amount of power across the three front
speakers as you would need driving the left and

conversation in the room.
Does this mean that you should buy

all the power you can afford? It can't
hurt, but it's not really essential. For
one thing, it is the average power that
determines the apparent volume of a
program, and that rarely has to exceed
a few watts in a normal home environment. The ability of most amplifiers to

usually rated in terms of both continuous and dynamic power output. Con-

I, divided equally among them. In other words. if

tinuous power is the average of the

you think you need at least 60 watts each into

program power over a period of several minutes or longer. Continuous power is what can overheat a speaker (or

two speakers. figure on at least 40 watts each

amplifier, for that matter), if it is cal
ried to excess. Dynamic, or peak -lev-

front channels differently depending on which
mode they are set to.) Power to the back should

deliver peak power levels considerably higher than their long-term average output for short periods makes it
possible to achieve satisfying listening
results from a home system without a
very expensive amplifier.

el, power is far less hazardous. The
waveform of most musical sounds is

total about a quarter to a third of the total to the
front. which in this example would amount to

Power Isn't Everything

highly irregular. While an audio signal
may contain many peaks that far exceed the average level, these peaks
usually last for such short times (milli-

between 15 and 20 watts to each of the
surround speakers.
-Michael Riggs

right front speakers in plain stereo. preferably

into three. (Some audio video amplifiers and
receivers do split up the power allocation to the

seconds or less) that they pose no
threat to a delicate speaker voice coil,

It may seem paradoxical that too

even if the momentary power level
needed to reproduce them reaches

little amplifier power can be dangerous

tens or hundreds of watts.

The phenomenon known as clipping-referring to the truncated shape

of the signal waveform that results

to speakers. Nevertheless, it is true,
and that is one argument for having a
considerable reserve of undistorted
amplifier power.

from it-occurs when signal peaks exceed an amplifier's power capability.

What Do You Listen To?

The audible effect is a harsh sound that

to answer the question of how much

is extremely bothersome to some listeners yet, depending on its severity,

amplifier power you should have.
Your own listening habits probably

often goes undetected by others.

have more to do with the answer than
the characteristics of your equipment.
If you usually listen to light orchestral
music or chamber music, at a moderate level, in a normally furnished, me-

But apart from its audibility, clipping distortion can have a more serious effect. As the waveform becomes
truncated by heavy clipping, its average power level increases greatly,
which increases voice -coil temperature. Most speaker manufacturers
warn against attempting to drive their
speakers to very high levels using very
/ow -power amplifiers, which could be

heavily clipped, because the tweeter
voice coils could burn out.
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We're now a lot closer to being able

dium -size room, and your speakers

have an average sensitivity rating
(such as 89 dB), you might be able to

enjoy your system with an amplifier
rated at only 20 watts per channel. If
you use a 100 -watt amplifier instead.
under the same listening conditions, it
will probably sound much like that 20 -

There is more to an amplifier than
sheer power, and it is usually true that
higher -price amplifiers bring the buyer
more than mere wattage. Better power
bandwidth and stability, reliability,

control features, and styling are factors that, combined with higher power
ratings, can make it advisable to buy
an amplifier that is as good as you can

fit into your budget. While you might
not need more than 20 or 30 watts, it
may well be that a 50-, 80-, or 100 -watt

amplifier will still fit your budget.
Of course, if your amplifier doesn't
have enough power to achieve lifelike
sound levels in your listening room,
you can always turn down the volume
a bit to fit the music's dynamics into
the range it can comfortably supply.
But remember that you can have more
power in reserve without having to use
it. It is analogous to a car's horsepow-

er: Your car might be rated for 300
horsepower and a top speed of 150
mph, but it needs only 20 or 30 horsepower to get you where you want to go

at safe and legal speeds. You may
never use the full power of your car or

your amplifier, but you could if you
wanted or needed to.
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Auto makers are joining forces witir

IT is night, very late-well past midnigit. You are

audio manufacturers to build hot

The V-8, thirty -two -valve, 4.0-lite- aluminum

sound systems into their hottest cars.

pumping out a very substantial portior, of its 250 -

BY KEN C. POHLMANN

pension and the antilock, four-wheeL, ventiated-

somewhere it Colorado, or possibly Wyoming.

engine in yoir Lexus SC400 sporty coLpe is
horsepower capacity. The double-wisibon2. sus-

disc brakes candle every challenge the road

throws at you while the 225/55R 16

added airtight seals to the windows
in the 1992 model's front door pan-

V -rated tires hug both the ten spoke alloy wheels and the winding

pavement. Buying the car this afternoon was the best money you

Cooperation between

ever spent. Best of all was your

design teams is

decision to spend a little more for
the premium Nakamichi sound sys-

tem. The flamethrower headlights
illuminate the mountains rising
ahead to meet you as the music

crucial. Virtually

els so that the enclosed volume
itself could act as a 35 -liter loudspeaker enclosure-a perfect match
for the door -mounted 8 -inch woofers in the premium System 10.
The audio designer must be firmly in the car's design loop to achieve
such accommodations, for the pro-

every aspect of a

cess is far from linear. Changes

There is something about cars.
And there's something about listening to music. When you put a

car's interior

fine car and fine music together just
right, you can attain something ap-

ually affect the audio design. For
example, a change in upholstery
may require retuning the system's

design will affect

high -frequency equalization. More
substantial changes can spell trou-

soars still higher.

proaching the Western equivalent
of nirvana. To achieve this, today's
super cars combine the most advanced theory and technology from
fields as diverse as aerodynamics,
digital signal processing, computer
monitoring and control, engine

made by other design teams contin-

ble. A proposal to relocate a win-

sound quality.

building, body design, robotic manufacturing, and, of
course, audio engineering.
Many factory -installed car sound systems are as carefully

conceived and engineered as the cars themselves. The
process of designing a sound system for a new car begins
with market research, analysis of competitors' sound systems, and discussions with owners of existing cars. Audio

planners must be long -horizon thinkers, because many
design choices must be made years before the car is intro-

duced, and once manufactured the car must perform for
years to come. Because both auto and audio technologies
are fast-moving, this planning is ticklishly difficult, especial-

ly when "aftermarket" (add-on) manufacturers can bring
new technology to consumers in a fraction of the time.

dow motor or a wiring harness, say,
could generate much debate about

whether to alter a loudspeaker's
behind -panel depth.

The competition for dashboard
space is particularly keen. Nobody
wants the radio at the bottom of the dash, but then no one

wants the climate controls there either. Integrating the
sound -system controls into limited dash space is a particular
forte of car makers, and the human engineering (ergonomics) of factory systems, particularly in terms of safe operation while driving, tends to be distinctly better than that of
most aftermarket systems. The controls of factory -installed
systems are usually large and easy to read, and the head
units are styled to match the interiors. Even trunk -mounted

components such as subwoofers and CD changers are
placed as unobtrusively as possible. Hard-core audiophiles

may go to extremes, like replacing the spare tire with
amplifiers and filling the trunk with so much other equipment that it can barely hold a loaf of bread, but car makers
must avoid such sacrifices.

UT a car maker's audio planner has one important
advantage over his aftermarket competition. He can specifi-

cally tailor the sound system for both the car and the
listening tastes of the likely buyer. For example, the interiors of a Suzuki Samurai and a Lincoln Town Car demand
very different sound systems. The audio planner can optimize the sound system's equalization and speaker placement according to the passenger compartment's size, shape,
and furnishings. In addition, electrical interference, antenna

placement, ambient noise, and other concerns can all be
specifically addressed. In some cases, the car design itself is

altered to accommodate the sound system. For example,
while the 1992 Toyota Celica was still in prototype form, its
rear suspension was modified to permit optimal placement
of back speakers. This kind of no -compromise approach to
factory audio has gained it unprecedented respect from car
buyers.
Of course, cooperation between audio engineers and the
other design teams is crucial for a car's overall success.
Virtually every aspect of a car's interior design will affect
sound quality. A door panel's design may dictate the type of
loudspeaker enclosure, for instance. The Celica engineers
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Audio designers perform extensive testing on prototype
cars, measuring audio quality and performing critical listening tests with experts as well as panels of ordinary people. A
battery of analytical tests-TEF (time -energy -frequency),
FFT (fast Fourier transform), MLSSA (maximum -length sequence system analysis), and others-are used to create a
data base. Time becomes a major factor: Prototype cars are
shuttled around the world in carefully guarded shipments in
order to test everything from air conditioners (in Australia)
to heaters (in Alaska). The audio designer may have only a
few precious days in between to make critical evaluations.
As the prototype cycle nears completion, a multitude of
final decisions must be made about the design of electronic

components, the magnet weight, cone material, angling,
crossover frequencies, wiring harnesses, and grilles for the
speakers, and even the kind of type used for labeling the
front -panel controls. In the end, the final specifications are
determined and the car goes into production.

Even after a car is in production, however, the audio
design process continues. Cars are taken off the production

line and tested and auditioned. Running changes can be
made to fix mistakes or to improve system performance. In
addition, the audio planner begins collecting responses from

car owners regarding what they like and dislike about the
sound system. The customer's satisfaction with his car's
sound system is very important to auto manufacturers. For
example, the J. D. Powers customer survey, a benchmark

used to evaluate the quality of new cars, has only one

Ford/JBL System in the Mercury Sable
rear seats in the simulated location. In

addition. there

off the effects of the roughest roads.

disables the ambience effec' and atten-

The CD compression circuit was also

uates the ugh and low frecuencies to
increase the intelligibility o' radio talk

excellent-it

programs or spoken -word tapes.

ent noise levels increased.

The optimal Ford JBL Audio System,

available )nly in cars with the High Level Audio System head units, includes seven loudspeakers placed in
five locations: 5' ,inch coa dal speakTHE aerodynamic styling of the

was

especially

handy

when the sunroof was open and ambi-

The ambience processor was the
most impressive part of the system.
have heard many such processors. with

effects ranging from the handsome tc
the downright ugly, and this one was a

Each ambience mode was

ers mounted in the front doors and 5' 20

beauty.

7'2 -inch speakers and a 7 -inch wooer

strikingly distinctive, and the seating position control lets you tailor each

Ford Taurus and Mercury Sable

The autoreverse cassette player includes Dolby B, automatic equalization

revolutionized

cars

switching for normal or high -bias tape.

mounted in a 10 -liter enclosure. The six

when they were introduced in 1985.

and power loading and eject Automatic

Since then. these sister cars have un-

dergone only gradual evolution. with

music search lets you locate the next
selection on a cassette. in either direc-

other speakers are powerei by a E0 watt, four -channel amplifier. the woof-

the 1992 models showing the greatest

tion. and automatic scan lets you sam-

change. Among the most prominent

ple all tape selections in sequence (in

improvements are new. expanded offerings of audio systems. including a
new digital ambience processor. To

tuner mode the same function lets you

mid -size

quality and tracking ability, shrugging

a TALK setting that

is

in the rear package tray. The woofer is

simulated listening space to fit you
taste. Most important, the processed
sound itself was very good. without any

er by an 8E -watt mono amp.

audible degradation of the original mu-

sic signal from the CD. My only peeve
was a 1 -second mute while it was

sample preset stations). The transport

The ergonomic design of the head
units is very good. The huttons are
larger thar they were in previous mcdels. and there are fewer of them. but

momentarily goes into fast -wind mode

they provide a greater number of fur c-

audition this excellent digital ambience

evaluate the performance of Ford's top-

before playing a cassette to tighten the

tions. In addition. all the tuttons are

drawer audio systems.

tape wrap for better playback.

back -lit

system, and any opera lover who listens to Saturday broadcasts from the

spent two
weeks behind the wheel of a spanking
new. steel -gray Sable equipped with
Ford's High -Level Audio System, including a cassette tuner with the CD player option, the Ford JBL amplifier
I

speaker system. and the ambience -

ter good visibility

at night.

switching between ambience modes.
Quibbles aside. any music lover should

must-no

The CD player preempts tie cassette

Operation s further expedited by dupli-

Metropolitan

player and tuner when a disc is insert-

cate controls for volume, auto -seek

cuses-must have this processor.

In addition to standard transport

Opera

ex-

selection

Finally. the system's overall sound

controls, it has a scan funct on to audi-

placed high on the dashboard, beside

quality was excellent. High and middle

each track, random -order track
playback. and a switchable compression circuit to reduce the music's dy-

the car's irstrument cluster. Being able

frequencies. in particular, were repro-

to control these functions without taking your Eyes off the road is a great
feature.

ed.

tion

tuning,

and

tuner -preset

An AUDIO button lets you sequence

The digital ambience processor is

tuner reliably pulled in distant staticns
and minimized multipath distortion

through volume, bass, treble. left right

also a dealer -installed option. The cir-

even amiist downtown skyscrapers.

balance. and front back fade controls.
all of which are adjusted with the same

cuitry is hidden away in a remote chas-

The DNR circuit was especially adept at

sis. and a wired keypad attaches to the

suppressing noise. The cassette player

duced smoothly. with good imaging.
The low bass was nicely balanced for
classical music. but it didn't have
enough punch for hard rock and rap (Given the demographics of the Sable
buyers,
suspect the Ford engineers
intentionally tuned it that way.) Bul
don't think this system can't crank it
out-the sound held together remark-

rocker switch. Volume is automatically

dash with Velcro. It provides six ambi-

was among the best car decws, facto ty-

ably well even at very high volumes.

reset to a lower level after the ignition

ence modes: Concert Hall Orchestra
Hall. Opera House. Church. Night Club,
and Stadium. A seating -location rocker

installed

Ford advertisements ask. "Have you
driven a Ford lately?" After thoroughly

processor option.

The cassette tuner and CD player,

namic range. It can also con-rol a trunk -

located in the center of the dashboard.

mounted ten -disc CD changer, installed

are separate but matching head units.

as a dealer option.

is turned off. an ear -saver if you have
kids in the family or use valet parking.
In addition to standard features, the
tuner offers automatic memory store so
you can program the eighteen presets

Radio reception was quite good. The

31.

affermarket.

I

have ewer

tested. Its transport was smooth, its

the processing. effectively moving your

features worked flawlessly, and its
sound quality was outsta 'ding. The
same can be said for the C) player It

aural perspective between tie front and

was a champion both in terns of sound

switch lets you increase or decrease

I

enjoying the Ford audio system in the
1992 Sable, I strongly urge audiophiles
to ask themselves, "Have you listeneo
to a Ford lately?" -Ken C. Pohlmann

(twelve FM and six AM) with the strongest local stations. Other conveniences
include a DNR (Dynamic Noise Reduc-

tion) circuit, which automatically monitors the tuner's signal content and var-

ies the audio bandwidth for optimal
reproduction with minimal noise or interference. To reduce nighttime "skip"
interference in the AM band. the tuner

automatically switches from distant to
local sensitivity at night. How does the
tuner know it's nighttime? Easy. It's
connected to the car's headlight switch.
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The complexity of
the process has

Mercedes/Bose Beta
System in the 300SE

prompted alliances
between auto and
audio makers.

question apiece for many nonaudio features but no fewer
than four separate questions about sound -system quality.
Customer -satisfaction data are also important in planning
improvements for sound systems in future cars.
The complexity of the design process, combined with the
growing sophistication of car sound systems themselves,
has prompted most car manufacturers to form partnerships
with major audio companies. By tapping into their expertise, and their state-of-the-art audio components, car mak-

ward

osE began the whole trend tohigh -quality original -

challenges in developing the S -Class
system was passenger -seat sound.

equipment automotive audio

Whereas most car systems are

un-

with its lirst partnership, the Delco-GM

abashedly optimized for the driver and

Bose systems for the Cadillac Seville
and Eldorado. Olds Toronado. Buick

front passenger. Mercedes-Benz re-

Riviera, and Chevrolet Corvette back in

rear seats, because a small but significant percentage of S -Class customers

such team with General Motors in the early Eighties. Since

1983. Today the Massachusetts firm
supplies hi-fi hardware and design for

then, Alpine, Blaupunkt, Eclipse, Fujitsu Ten, Infinity,

no fewer than twenty-three factory sys-

ery design element. from speaker loca-

JBL, Jensen, Nakamichi, Panasonic, Pioneer, and Sony
have joined forces with various car makers. Examples of

tems in cars from GM. Acura, Audi.

tion to equalization, was reconsidered

Nissan, Infiniti. and Mazda.

in an effort to fine-tune the sound at all

ers can offer the very best to their customers.

This idea originated with Bose, which formed the first

quired sound at least as good in the

are-ahem!-chauffeur-driven. So ev-

excellence in factory -installed premium sound systems are
as near as your nearest car showroom. The scope of this

newest partners. and perhaps its most

tem

article doesn't permit us to describe all the premium car

demanding one. The Bose Beta system

Equalization. which is said to yield
nearly identical response for all pas-

Mercedes-Benz

is

among

Bose's

seating positions. The result is a sysBose

calls

Phase -Magnitude

systems that are available, but a quick look at some of the
hottest cars, and the hottest sound systems, will demonstrate the possibilities.

developed for the company's new S Class luxury sedans-essentially iden-

Anyone fortunate enough to buy a Mercedes-Benz S -Class
sedan (300SE, 300SD, 400SE, 500SEL, or 600SEL) can look

600-is technically sophisticated and

Bose provides only the amplifiers,

powerful on the inside. yet remarkably

equalizers. and speakers for its built-in

forward to a Bose Beta sound system as standard equipment. The system includes eleven speakers: two 41/2 -inch
full -range drivers and two 3 -inch mid/high-frequency driv-

simple and nearly invisible outside.

car systems. The source components,

Mercedes-Benz was kind enough to
lend me a 300SE. the six -cylinder "en-

though designed in consultation with
Bose. come from various car audio
makers. In the Mercedes systems the
front end is a full -featured cassette

ers in 3 -liter ported enclosures in the front doors, two 31/2 inch midrange speakers in 2 -liter ported enclosures in the
back doors, four 61/2 -inch woofers in the rear package shelf,

tical for the models 300, 400. 500. and

try-level" model (about 575,000 as delivered). for a hi-li evaluation. Its Bose

sengers. Bose says the back seat is now

actually the prime listening location.

equipment includes seven channels of
amplification. with equalization cus-

tuner from Becker of Germany. This in -

tom -tuned specifically for the S -Class
interior, and an eleven -driver speaker

autoreverse, the usual tuner and tape
search facilities, and full control tor an

tuner rounds out the system, but a ten -disc trunk -mounted
CD changer is available as an option for most models (it's
standard in the 600SEL).
Corvette owners can choose a Delco/Bose Gold Series
sound system as a $905 option. It has six powered loudspeakers: two tweeters in front, two 41/2 -inch full -range
drivers in ported bass -reflex enclosures in the doors, and
two 61/2 -inch full -range drivers in the rear body cavity, which
creates two 600 -cubic -inch enclosures. A Delco cassette
receiver is the head unit. Maximum power available is 200

array. There's a substantial package -

optional ($1.200) CD changer. (It's hard

shelf low -frequency enTne-four 6lz-

to imagine a customer who would buy

inch drivers. Each rear door includes a

this car and not elect the CD option. but

2 -liter tuned -port enclosure with a 3' 2 -

I

inch midrange treble driver. The front

included the changer. a Becker -labeled

and a 2 -inch "Twiddler" (a hybrid tweeter and midrange
speaker) on the rear-view mirror. Seven amplifier channels
provide 310 watts of maximum power. A Becker cassette

dash head unit includes Dolby B and C.

suppose it's possible.) Our 300SE

doors have similar 3 -liter enclosures.

ten -disc model (pretty clearly made by

each with one 4' i-inch and one 3 -inch

Sony) installed upright in the trunk's

driver. The eleventh loudspeaker, a 2 -

lett corner for easy loading.

inch midrange treble dryer built into

The head unit's very attractive layout

the rear-view mirror. is intended to add

has ten numbered keys in a row on top.

watts. The system comes with or without an integrated

just enough mono center -till to anchor

a wide liquid -crystal display (LCO), and

compact disc player, and it has an automatic compression
circuit that helps reduce dynamic range when engine or wind
noise conspire to mask full -range reproduction.
The Acura NSX sports coupe contains yet another type of

the stereo image and reduce the "hole in -the -middle" effect.

a sideways tape slot on the bottom
edge. Several other controls are distributed to the sides, the largest a
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Bose says that one cf the biggest

rocker switch for volume. Most of the
controls have two or three functions
depending on mode, so the button
count remains reasonably low even
with lots of features. The tuner has six
FM and tour AM presets and manual,
direct (numeric), seek, and scan tuning. The cassette player has forward
and reverse music scan. and the CD
changer has disc and track skip, music

end balance was just about right. The

was sitting somewhat closer to the a xis

only complaint is about the painfully

head unit's tone -control scheme can

of the center -fill driver on the rear -v ew

slow disc -changing time (17 seconds).

provide useful adjustments if you have

mirror. Tie subwoofer oulaut did tend
to be localized a bit in the each seat-

and the sole feature

you feel it thumping away just behind

ic range of very quiet music. The car
itself is so astonishingly quiet. however-even at beyond -legal cruisinc

the patience for it. A bass setting two
clicks above minimum improved things

at my favored listening levels for or-

your nect -but that's an unavoidable

chestral music. and the Bose Beta sys-

liability of package -shelf b ass.

tem responded' Material below 40 Hz

Ergonomically, the 300SE system
scores pretty high. Although the head

sounded unattenuated and suitably vis-

I

missed was

digital compression to limit the dynam-

speeds-that this common omissior
recedes to a mere quibble in this case_

ceral. without inducing mach muddiless at higher frequencies The set of

unit's Teutono-glyphic control -panel la-

four subwoofers seemed ve-y effective.

cracked the code it was easy to use for

Midrange sound was accurate and

the most part. The nighttime illumina-

could not find a vocal or

enough to be satisfying with all kinds of

torced-high praise for any car stereo
system. The treble was also extended

tion was terrific and quite pretty. The
tone controls are decidedly odd, however: To attenuate bass o treble jou
must first boost it all the way past
maximum. And to get a CD running -

music, including respectably excessive

and open, though very slightly attenuat-

time disp ay requires two keystrokes in

levels for rock, without strain. The

ed at the default setting: bocsting it by a

sequence.

amplifiers deliver about 25 watts each

single click improved things to my ear.

to three channels and about 50 watts to

The Becker head unit includes a speed -

each pair of subwoofers and to the two

dependent gain control: As the car goes

sets of front -door speakers.

Radio performance was very

taster, volume rises to compensate for
increased road noise. The implementa-

worked well and are thoughtfully laid
out.
detest electronic volume controls. strongly preferring good old
knobs for this function, bu: the Becker
unit's protruding rocker control is a

good overall. FM sound quali-

tion of this scheme in the 300SE was the

remarkably good one. It's easy to cK er-

ty was notably excellent. with

best I've heard. I could barely detect its

ate even with gloved tigers. and

it

sonically it's among the top two or three

well above average reception, though it

working, the changes were so modest
and gradual.

uses intelligent. natural -feeling time
constants (how fast it gets loud or soft

such systems available today. It is very

when you press

owner, yet

scan. shuffle play. and more.

My first impression of the 300SE
system was of quiet excellence. The
sound was not at all overwhelming-by
no means always the case in car stereo-yet the system seemed to handle
everything very well. It played loud

was still subject to the effects of multi path (fuzzing) and AM interference
(clicking and buzzing) that plague even

the best mobile receivers. AM performance was rather better than average,
something of a hallmark of the top
European designs. The tape player's
mechanical performance was alsc top
shelf. with smooth loading and unloading and fast winding.

detailed.

I

mstrumental selection that sounded
ess

than

natural.

open.

and

un-

The sound was remarkably consis-

bels seemed cryptic

Otherwise

at I rst.

the

once

I

The Mercedes-Benz Bose collaboration is bedond argument one of the most

successful efforts to date in factory Installed automotive hi-fi. The system
is beautr ully understated visually, aria

controls

I

The front -rear fader

well attuned to the tastes of its typical
its

musical capabilities

tent in both balance and imaging in the

control is a regular knob and falls beau-

more tha I cover the bases for anyone of

various seats. Tonal balance in the rear

tifully to hand.

any age who might drive or be driven in

was virtually identical to that in front.

the car. One should expect as much

ter-slightly more spacioas. higher,

The ten -disc CD changer worxed
well. sounded terrific, and proved entirely immune to skipping induced by

and better centered. probab y because I

all but the most alarming potholes. My

- Daniel Kumir

and imaging was in some respects bet-

from the Mercedes-Benz S -Class. anc
'lose (and Becker) give us nothing less.

Sonic definition and clarity were superb with CD's, and the tape deck also
Strings. vocals, and
massed choral sounds were all smooth
sounded fine.

and natural. yet sharply etched. Front -

seat imaging was solid and well forward. but despite the center -fill speak-

er there was a mild deficiency in the
center image. Balancing the system
one click to the right audibly improved
this at the driver's seat.
The Bose Beta design incorporates
dynamic

loudness

compensation.

which automatically adjusts low -frequency content with volume. and the
tonal balance was rich and rather full at

almost any level. Indeed. at moderate

volumes the bass could be slightly
heavy. but at quieter settings the low -
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TEST DRIVE

Toyota/Fujitsu Ten System in the Celica All-Trac
tions. such as trying to tune in a distant

Overall balance was musical and ac-

classical station while driving among
downtown high-rises, induced the ex-

curate. Except for a small emphasis in

pected "picket -fence" signal dropouts.

slightly "cupped" quality in the vocal
region. the System 10 produced detailed. solid, and eminently well-bal-

FM performance was
significantly better than average. AM
reception and sound were about on a
Nevertheless.

par with typical stock systems.

5
els.

I

anced sound. Transients were crisp and
clean. the bass defined. solid. and

CD tracking was also good. On nor-

ample. The System 10's effortless. un-

mal-that is, paved-roads in my rural
neighborhood, the player hiccupped on

restricted dynamic ability on well -recorded percussive sounds was indeed

only two occasions. On scme rougher

dramatic.

rsrem 10 is Toyota's top hi-fi

compelled to report some difficulty in

roads

occasionally

Imaging was good --especially with

option for its sporty Celica GT.

tearing my attention away from the low -

rock music-and very stable. but there

GT-S. and All-Trac Turbo mod-

slung, 200 -horsepower car and divert-

evaluated it in a stunning jetfour -wheel -

it to the stereo system. After the
first day or two, however, good sound

stumped while playing tracks toward
the outside of a CD. The player would
mute. pause. try again, and eventually
give up. automatically sw tching back

plenty of

became a complement to serious driv-

to the head unit's previous mode. radio

ing rather than a distraction from it.

or tape-a sensible response. But this
nappened only while was pounding
down frozen dirt roads at 30 mph or
better. demonstrating that automotive

tweeter sets provided useful rear -fill,
but they can be faded entirely off (or

black

All-Trac Turbo,

drive

sports coupe with

a

entertainment value in its own right.

ing

three are well endowed with features.

My lirst impressions were of ergonomic excellence. The Toyota Fujitsu
design is simple. elegant. and largely
self-explanatory in use. The head unit
is logically laid out. and most of the

including Dolby B and C, eighteen tuner

major functions-volume,

presets. search, skip. and scan functions for both CD and tape. and CD
random play. There's also a three -band

ance, and fader-are controlled by rotary knobs. Knobs are old-fashioned,
perhaps. but they're still my choice as

equalizer (bass, midrange, and treble)

with six preset memory curves: any or

The thoughtfully designed double height head unit combines an electroni-

cally tuned AM FM radio. a CD player.
and an autoreverse cassette player. All

E0.

bal-

the

servo

was

I

CD tracking has come a long way.

Tape performance was excellent.
with low noise, clean. extended treble,

was a slightly vague center with acous-

tic -instrument classical and jazz recordings.

The

back-seat full -range

raised in volume). The rear -seat sound

was inferior overall to that up front, but
it's unlikely that

a

mature listener

would even fit back there, let alone
contemplate extended listening. During some long highway trips. the sound

the easiest. most intuitive way to make

and fine Dolby tracking in both directions. In fact. tape performance was
good enough to supply an acceptable
alternative to CD's, thougi there was

was easy on the ears. producing no
listening fatigue even after several
hours of relatively high -volume playback. That's a good indication of low

sound -system adjustments.

slight audible flutter over tough roads

overall distortion, a primary goal of the

all of the factory -set curves can be

Thoughtful niceties abound. Nothing

with revealing music, such as solo

Toyota Fujitsu engineers.

customized and stored by the user.

interferes with the CD slot. so discs can

piano (a weakness endem c to mobile

much like a radio preset.

be loaded and unloaded without bump-

cassette playback).

sive. An All-Trac or GTS equipped with

ing into the gearshift lever (in any gear)

it will cost an extra $1.195. 51.375 for a

The "10" in System 10 refers to the

The Celica System 10 is not inexpen-

woofers low in each door. 5 -inch mid-

or obscuring the display. Most of the
buttons have triple functions, doing

range speakers at the left and right of
the dashboard. and 1 -inch "button"

something different in CD. tape. and
radio modes to reduce control clutter.

tweeters cleverly (lush -mounted in the
interior panels of the dual side mirrors.

Consistent color schemes differentiate

Unabashedly targeted try Toyota to
the young. pop rock generation, the
Celica's System 10 is capable of impressive. realistic volurr e with all
kinds of music, though it's a bit shy of
the 120 + -dB "crank-'em-ep" levels-

CD. radio. and cassette controls. and

probably a good thing. Bass extension

that you could match it in every
respect-especially in simplicity, ele-

In the back are two 6'2 -inch full -range

only those relevant to the active mode
light up at night.

was quite evident, with solid output

gance, and orderliness of installation.

down to about 40 Hz. but there wasn't

The System 10 is thus a near -paragon

the kind of bone -raffling bottom -octave

of

six -channel amplifier delivers 50 watts

My only complaints about System
10's ergonomics are that its display is
too small to read quickly while in mo-

to each woofer in front and 25 watts

tion and that drivers who are near 6 feet

maximum (11 watts continuous at 0.1
percent distortion) to each of the other

tall will have to stretch to reach the

speaker count.

Up

front are 8 -inch

drivers tucked into the quarter panels
and another pair of tweeters firing forward from just above the seat back. The

sets of drivers at left and right in front

controls when their seat is
pulled well back for serious driving.
stereo

and rear. All three pairs of channels are

Audio performance was largely ex-

individually equalized.
System 10. designed in collabora-

cellent. Radio reception was very good,

tion with Fujitsu Ten, is also manufactured by that company. which makes
the well -regarded Eclipse line of after market car stereo gear. So I was not
surprised to find its audio performance
well above average. The Celica All-Trac
is
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the mid -bass (around 180 Hz) and a

well above average. too. and I'm
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maintaining adequate stereo separation and relatively clear sound even
with quite marginal signals. Noise rejection was very good. though driving
through heavily industrial areas and
near high-tension power lines introduced occasional crackling (AM -rejection trouble). Extreme multipath situa-

GT. For that kind of money you just
might configure an attermarket system

that would out -perform the System 10
in a few respects. but it's highly unlikely

response some serious ca- stereo afi-

factory -built virtues, with solid
sound quality. thoughtful design, and

cionados might desire.

first-class integration. -Daniel Kumin

Bose sound system as standard

rear tweeters are delayed by 15

equipment. Tight interior quarters
limited the designers to only four
loudspeakers: ported bass -reflex
enclosures in the front doors with

milliseconds to obtain more precise

Without question,

frontal imaging. The system has
eight amplifier channels totaling
240 watts. All of the speakers are

41/2 -inch full -range drivers, a rear mounted 21/2 -inch Twiddler for the

the best of today's

monitored by a multiband dynamic

center channel (or cellular phone),

and a ported -enclosure

41/2 -inch

premium car sound

compression circuit. If the output
in any band approaches overload,
input level in that band is reduced.
This provides high sound -pressure

systems are among

levels with low distortion.
High -end Toyota Celica models

full -range driver in the firewall. The

head unit is an Alpine cassette tuner. Maximum power is 165 watts,
and a trunk -mounted six -disc CD
changer can be added as an option.

The truly radical 1993 Mazda
RX-7 can be bought equipped with

a truly radical sound system from

(GT, GT-S, and All-Trac) can be

the best music

reproducers to be

Bose. It has a 21/2 -inch center -chan-

nel Twiddler and 41/2 -inch full range speakers in ported enclo-

found anywhere.

sures in the front doors. The most
eye -popping feature, however, is a
biamplified Acoustic Waveguide.
Two 61/2 -inch round speakers are
placed face to face, but wired out of phase, in a 10 -foot -long

tuned tube folded around the rear cargo area. This arrangement is a highly efficient way of generating powerful bass
response. The system's maximum power is 215 watts.
Lotus enthusiasts can now enjoy both motoring and music

with the Eclipse sound system in the Esprit. The system
consists of stock aftermarket Eclipse components, including an EQZ-303 cassette tuner, an A1000 four -channel
power amplifier with 25 watts maximum per channel, two 4 inch ESG 4000 coaxial speakers in the dashboard, and two
61/2 -inch ESG 6000 woofers in the rear firewall. An optional
ESD-430 twelve -disc CD changer can be fitted into the map
pocket between the driver and passenger seats.

outfitted with Fujitsu Ten's System
10, which includes ten individually
placed speakers: two 5 -inch mid-

range speakers in the instrument
panel, two 8 -inch woofers in the
front doors (using the door cavities
as 35 -liter enclosures), two 61/2 -inch

full -range speakers in 8 -liter enclo-

sures in the rear, and four I -inch
dome tweeters in the four corners
of the car's interior. A six -channel
power amplifier delivers a total of 220 watts maximum. The
head unit contains an AM/FM tuner, a cassette player, and a
CD player.
The Lexus SC400 can be outfitted with any of three sound

systems made by Pioneer or Nakamichi. The standard
equipment is a Pioneer double -DIN -size head unit with an

AM/FM tuner, a cassette player with both Dolby B and
Dolby C, active crossovers and equalizers, and five amplifi-

er channels. The amps drive seven individually placed
speakers with 170 watts of maximum power: two 1 -inch
tweeters in the door pillars, two 41/2 -inch full -range speakers
in bass -reflex enclosures in the front doors, and two 41/2 -inch
full -range speakers with infinite baffles and an 8 -inch sub -

woofer in the rear package shelf. A $900 upgrade increases

the maximum power to 210 watts, adds a twelve -disc
Pioneer CD changer with a switchable dynamic -range compression circuit, and replaces the 8 -inch subwoofer with a
10 -inch model powered by a dedicated pulse -width -modulation amplifier.

I I E Lincoln Town Car can be equipped with a variety
of high -end audio systems, with the Ford/JBL system as the

premium option. With that you get nine speakers placed in
five strategic locations: 1 -inch tweeters and 4 -inch midrange
speakers in the front doors, the same in the back doors, and

a 7 -inch subwoofer with a 10 -liter enclosure in the rear
package shelf. Total system amplification is 145 watts
maximum, with fully 85 watts devoted to the subwoofer.
The cassette tuner contains a DNR (Dynamic Noise Reduc-

tion) circuit to optimize the tuner's output bandwidth according to signal conditions. The system also includes a ten disc CD changer in the trunk.
The flagship BMW sedan, the 750iL, features a high -end,
factory -installed Infinity system as standard equipment. It
employs no fewer than eleven speakers: two planar EMIT
tweeters in the door pillars, three 21/2 -inch midrange speakers in the instrument panel (including one center -channel
speaker mounted at midpoint in the dashboard), two 51/4 inch woofers in the kick panels (with telephone inputs), and
two 21/2 -inch tweeters and two 61/2 -inch woofers in the rear

package shelf. The rear woofers are electronically controlled by a circuit that monitors cone motion in relation to
the input signal for more precise reproduction. Signals to the

The SC400's premium Nakamichi sound system option
requires an outlay of $1,900 beyond the base price. The
Nakamichi electronics and loudspeakers boast a number of
impressive technical refinements, such as graphite -reinforced speaker cones and larger than usual magnets, level
control performed by an array of discrete, high -precision
metal -film resistors, a signal -inversion system for increased
channel separation, and a preamplifier with bipolar power

supply and balanced input for improved signal-to-noise
ratio. In addition, maximum output power is increased to a
whopping 280 watts, and the system includes a twelve -disc
CD changer.
Without question, the best of today's premium car sound
systems, such as the Nakamichi system in the Lexus SC400,

are among the best music reproducers to be found anywhere-in an automobile or at home. Auditioning one of
these sound systems on a dealer's showroom floor, any
discriminating music lover would have to agree that words

such as "warm," "rich," "clean," "open," "transparent,"
"subtle," "refined," "smooth," "accurate," "loud," and
"dynamic" can only approximate the quality of the sound.
And when you're speeding through the night on mountain
roads, words simply fail to describe the symbiosis of machine and music.
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THE official survey isn't in yet, but it's

a safe bet that as a toddler Kathy
Mattea was the only baby in Cross
Lanes, West Virginia, who suffered
from ennui. Innately curious and inquisitive, Mattea was frustrated because her brothers, nine and fourteen
years older than she, had homework
to do-essays to write and math prob-

lems to solve-and once she learned
to talk, baby Kathy had nothing to do
but point to the letters of the alphabet
and implore, over and over, "What's
that?"
FINALLY,

in

self-defense,

her

mother and brothers began to assign
Kathy homework of her own, checking it the way a teacher would. At the
age of six, when she was enrolled in
elementary school, Mattea, who perused the newspaper from front page
to back as part of her everyday routine, knew enough about the fundamentals of reading and writing that the
school wanted to start her in the third

grade. Her mother said that was too

drastic-second grade was fine-but
Mrs. Mattea needed more advice:
"What do I do for her?" The answer
was to the point: "Just keep her busy
so she doesn't get bored."

Today, that long -ago advice to a
concerned mother has benefited not
only one West Virginia family but

ATHY

everyone who appreciates literate and
lyrical country music. As a one-time
purveyor of formula Nashville country -pop, Mattea has, through her own
refusal to settle for less, matured into

one of country's most adventurous
and risk -taking performers. For her
efforts, she has been rewarded with a
Grammy and two Female Vocalist of

the Year trophies from the Country
Music Association.
More than that, Mattea has earned a

reputation among her peers as someone who has subtly and gently revolutionized country music by infusing her
songs-even the sentimental Where've
You Been, the story of an elderly couple whose love prevails through catastrophic illness-with grace and intel-

ligence. Even though both of her
grandfathers were bona fide coal miners, she avoids, as Billboard's Edward

Morris put it, "playing to stereotype

°Why choose to do less than the
most interesting thing I can do?'

BY ALANNA NASH

and mythologizing herself and her
background," relying on art rather
than image and artificiality to forge her
fame.
While such story -song hits as Love

at the Five and Dime and Eighteen
Wheels and a Dozen Roses (the CMA's
Single of the Year in 1988) had integri-

ty as well as commercial appeal, two
years ago Mattea decided she wanted
to take her music beyond the traditional country format, but without alienat-

couldn't imagine that Mattea would
want to leave the Charleston suburb
where all of her relatives still lived

true -life inspiration for Where've You

Been-she begins to "feel like a battery that's gone dead, even though

within ten miles of each other, Mattea
had little hesitation.

people still want more from you."

overwork promoting "Time Passes

release of "Time Passes By," an al-

"It was so clear to me," she explained in a voice that's warm and

bum of what she calls "life songs" that

intimate enough to stop a riot. "I was

her vocal cord. "What a gift

eschew the usual country themes of
drinking, cheating, and workingmen's
woes for the more introspective material of mature love, personal growth,

sitting there at age nineteen with a

was! " she said, her voice rising. "I
was about to give away to everyone
else my whole ability to be a singer.

ing her audience. She took her biggest
commercial gamble last year with the

universal harmony, and the impor-

blank canvas. Why would I choose to
do anything less than the most interesting and fulfilling thing I could do?"
Still, before Mattea realized her real

tance of living life to the fullest.

forte wasn't songwriting but singing

Last year, largely as a result of
By," she ruptured a blood vessel on
that

That's so sick. I'll never do that again."

Working from an acoustic base,

and landed a PolyGram recording con-

AND there are other ways Mat -

with songs she'd held onto for as long
as ten years, Mattea insisted that the
instrumental treatment merge her old
love of folk music with her new appreciation of Celtic music, a result of her
friendship with the Scottish musician

tract in 1983, there were a lot of low

tea plans to look after herself. In an
emotional move, she's changed producers, from Allen Reynolds, whom
she regarded as her "guru, musically

Dougie MacLean. The album, with
several songs that could serve as
hymns for coping with the anxiety of

alone. "I would pick up the phone and
call my parents, and I remember saying, 'Mom?' And she'd hear me crying
and hang up on me."

cause "after that last record, I just
thought there was nowhere Allen

While it took Mattea longer to become comfortable with her records

Maher, which they began working on
this spring, should move the country -

than it took the public (" 'Walk the

folk -Celtic sound of "Time Passes

Way the Wind Blows' [1986] was the
first album of mine I would go out and

By" back toward commercial center.
But as an artist who insists on quality (she turned down a recent opportu-

widely
praised, and Mattea, with her dusky
mezzo-soprano, was saluted as one of
the best interpretative singers working
in any form of popular music today.
"It was a really emotional, searching labor of love for me," said Mattea,
thirty-three, relaxing in her living
room in Nashville in a long floral -print
dress, salmon -colored granny shoes,
and a necklace and earrings of glass
grapes framing a face that seems right
out of a Raphael painting.
'And it was real risky for me, also,
everyday

existence,

was

because I knew I wasn't trying to
make a record for radio. But I'd been

influenced by this Celtic music that

points, such as the time she damaged
her voice from overuse while working
as a tour guide at the Country Music
Hall of Fame. The worst, she said, her

eyes filling up, was just feeling so

buy," she said), it's taken her even
longer to deal with success and her

could take me artistically, and he
agreed." Her first collaboration with

ensuing fame. As someone who views
the voice as an instrument (she's taken
private voice lessons for the past thirteen years, hardly the standard hillbilly way) instead of a vehicle for riches
and renown, and music as a connection to the world and a path to spirituality, Mattea tends to squirm under the
public microscope.

won the Female Vocalist of the Year
award twice, and I thought, 'Well,

"I've cried a lot at the height of my
success," she admitted, stroking a cat
named Gloria, one of two felines and a

what do you do now? Do you keep
making the same kind of records to

dog named Bob that share the premises. 'A lot of it has to do with the

keep winning awards, or do you try to
see what other potential is there?' "

drilled it into me that I shouldn't forget

moved me in such a deep way. And I'd

and just in living life," to Brent Maher,
the architect of the Judds' sound, be-

way I was brought up. My mother
where I came from. She said, 'Don't
let fame go to your head-you have to

THE

quest to discover her potential was what, in 1978, made Mattea
drop out of West Virginia University,

be the same person.' So in some ways

nity to host a national television series

it made me afraid. I handle failure

where she had been studying engineering on scholarship, and move to Nash-

like I deserve it has been really hard
for me."
But she's working at it, mainly

because her idea of how TV should
present country music differed from
the producers'), Mattea has no intention of compromising her standards

ville with her mattress strapped to the

top of the car. A friend with whom
she'd played "newgrass" in a West
Virginia band called Pennsboro had
decided to try his luck as a Music City
songwriter and invited along Mattea,
who also thought of herself as more of
a songwriter than a singer.

Although her parents-a first -generation

Italian -American

chemical -

plant worker and a housewife who

read a stack of books a week-

much better than I do success. Feeling

through group therapy, something she

for radio airplay, or much else, either.
"If I can have brought some class to

turned to four years ago when she
found it difficult to fire a member of

this genre, some lasting songs, not

her band. She still has occasional slipups, which she regards as opportuni-

my own self-respect or dignity along

ties for learning. Unless she's firm
about her boundaries-insisting on
enough daily time for herself and
enough quality time off the road with
her husband, songwriter Jon Vezner,
whose grandparents provided the

been afraid to take a risk, and not lost
the way, that'll be a lot to look back on
when I get to be an old lady," she said,
laughing.
That's not only a magnificent way to

conduct a career but a terrific way to
keep boredom at bay. Mattea's mother would doubtless be proud.
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Stereo Review's critics choose the

Lindsey Buckingham:
Life After Fleetwood Mac
yr of the Cradle" is the best Fleetwood Mac album in years. Sure, it's
attributed to Lindsey Buckingham,

but listening to it on a really good
sound system not only approaches a

religious experience but reveals a
larger musical truth: Lindsey Buckingham was the pure -pop genius behind the

most successful incarnation of Fleetwood Mac, from the "Fleetwood Mac"
album to "Tango in the Night."
Of course, Fleetwood Mac wasn't a
one-man hand. Stevie Nicks, Christine

Mac. Just as Keith Richards's first solo
album, "Talk Is Cheap," proved that his
scruffy guitar was the heart of the Rolling

Stones, "Out of the Cradle" shows how
essential Lindsey Buckingham's glossy but -edgy arrangements were to the Big
Mac attack.

Don't Look Down begins this audio
showcase with a crisp, pseudo -classical,
acoustic -guitar intro that collapses into a

tumble of notes before the actual song
kicks in with a well-oiled, bossa-flavored
beat. Buckingham croons along breezily

Songs so

outstanding current releases
robotic basso in This Is the Time. That
wizardry is tame, however, compared to
what he does with string instruments:
Acoustic guitars become metallic, elec-

tric guitars go molten, and he plucks
something to get the sound of harpsichords, balalaikas, bouzoukis, and music boxes.

All of this imagination is harnessed to
richly melodic pop tunes that effortlessly

unspool with soaring clarity and vivid
atmosphere. Street of Dreams and Surrender the Rain, consecutive songs in the
middle of the album, are so vividly evocative that they almost become cinematic;
no videos needed here, you can make

them up in your mind. Buckingham's
musical talents are so strong and varied
that you almost don't notice that occasionally his lyrics are somewhat lack-

ing-a little platitudinous here, a little

cinematic
you can
make up the
videos in
your mind

new-agey there. But on the subject of
basic human feeling-love, heartbreak,
loneliness, contentment-his thoughts
and sounds merge masterfully. The album's title refers to the Walt Whitman

poem "Out of the Cradle Endlessly
Rocking." If we're very lucky, Lindsey
Buckingham, now out of the Fleetwood

Mac cradle, will rock endlessly-and
just this well.

Ron Givens

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM:
Out of the Cradle
Don't Look Donn,, L%long. Countdown; All My
Sorrows; Soul Drifter; This Is the Time; You Do
or You Don't; Street of Dreams; Surrender the
Rain; Doing What I Can; Turn It On; This
Nearly Was Mine; Say We'll Meet Again
(REPRISE)

Two Sides of

Stravinsky
SI RAVINSKY'S Le Sucre du Printemps

(The Rite of Spring) and Persephone, written only ten years apart,

have the same subject-fertility

sacrifice-but treat it in entirely different ways. One is violent, hard driving, brutal, sensationalistic, the other well behaved, neo-Greek, arty. Both

McVie, Mick Fleetwood, and John

on the verses and is joined on the chorus-

Mc Vie all made important contributions
to the group's sophisticated musical mix.
But Buckingham gave it its gorgeous,
ersatz -symphonic sound, particularly as
his magical touch became more dominant in the studio. You can hear the ear -

es by a lush, one-man choir (himself,
overdubbed). The effect as the voices
break the word "down" into a series
of punchy, angelic syllables-"dow-ow-

popping similarities between the Mac
and his solo sound more clearly than ever
in this album, Buckingham's third on his
own and his first since leaving Fleetwood
64
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ow - own"-would do Brian Wilson

proud. These vocal gymnastics are a
production theme, as Buckingham isn't
afraid to process his voice for dramatic
effect, squeezing it into a neurotic falset-

to in Wrong and deepening it into a

are offered on a new Virgin CD.

Everyone knows Sacre, but Persephone is almost forgotten. It was commissioned by a dancer who was no long-

er able to bounce about the stage and S
took to mimetic/dramatic stage readings z
instead. Stravinsky's collaborator was
none other than the renowned Andre A
Gide, who was perhaps not as good at 8
this sort of thing as he was at writing
novels. He and Stravinsky had an awful 2

g

row, the piece didn't work on stage, and
it never took off.

The original story, about Pluto kidnapping Persephone and carting her off

o to Hades, had some oomph ("Spirit of
o Spring Kidnapped by Underworld Figure; Kept in Dark; Escapes from Cap-

tor"). But the Stravinsky-Gide treatment is calm, detached, actionless. The
speaking/dancing role of Persephone.
played in the recording by Anne Four -

net, daughter of the conductor Jean
Fournet, is the only character. The tenor, sung by the excellent Anthony Rolfe Johnson, and the nymphs and spirits of
the chorus are genteel participants in a
genial pastoral charade. The brutal fertility sacrifice of Sacre has become a charity wine tasting.
In spite of all that, there is something
moving about Persephone. It is a work of

great artistry that is beautifully realized
here. Kent Nagano, an Asian -American
conductor from the San Francisco Bay
area, is a big talent. He has been having a
lot of success in Europe, and this record-

ing is a strong confirmation of his ability.

His Sacre has an almost Neoclassical
clarity without losing any of its primeval
power, and Persephone has a quiet intensity that is quite exquisite.
Eric Salzman

STRAVINSKY:
Le Sucre du Prinfeemps; Persephone

Midnight Oil Burns
MIDNIGHT OIL'S "Scream in Blue"

lentless, the tempos rarely flagging be-

is a scorcher of a live album. It

low warp speed, guitars and drums

was assembled from tapes spanning 1982 to 1990, a period when
the Australian group really came
into its own as a band of political

locking into a furious din comparable to
the MC5's proto-metallic racket in
"Kick Out the Jams." Amid all this

rockers second only to the Clash. Not
surprisingly, most of the material derives from the band's two strongest al-

song. Beds Are Burning, is approached

bums, "Diesels and Dust" and "10, 9, 8,

abandon, especially in the sternum -rat-

7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1." And despite all the
buzz about how "Scream in Blue" was
culled from different concerts and time
frames, eight of the twelve cuts hail

tling trio of tunes that opens the set:

London Philharmonic Chorus and
Orchestra, Kent Nagano
(VIRGIN 915 11-2 two discs)

either from a 1982 concert in Sydney or a
1990 concert in Brisbane.

Nevertheless, this is potent stuff; if it
were packaged in a bottle, "Scream in

Blue" would have a skull and crossbones on it. The performances are re-

sound and fury, the group's signature

somewhat more deliberately. But the
album's real payoff is its total sense of
Scream in Blue (a corrosive instrumen-

tal), Read About It, and Dreamtvorld.
Don't miss this one.

Parke Puterbaugh

MIDNIONT OIL: Semen Is Ohm
Scream in Blue; Read About It; Dream World;
Brave Faces; Only the Strong; Stars of
Warburton; Progress; Beds Are Burning; and
four others (COLUMBIA)

Firkuinjts Czech Celebration
February Rudolf Firku§n9
turned eighty. Everything about him
seems to disprove that statistic except his long record of accomplishment, in which his identification with
he Dvorak Piano Concerto is espe-

place in the repertory when few other

cially prominent. For at least a half -

in Saint Louis for Vox. Other pianists
have taken up the concerto now, but
FirkuAnrs proprietary commitment is

IAST

0
0

century FirkuM4 championed that work
virtually alone, stubbornly asserting its

pianists-and none of his stature-

deigned to play it. He recorded it with
George Szell in Cleveland for Columbia,

with Laszlo Somogyi in Vienna for
Westminister, and with Walter Susskind
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undimmed. His fourth recording of it,
just issued by RCA Victor, is the most
radiantly appealing presentation of the
work yet committed to disc.
The recording locale may well account
for some of the magical enlivenment of
this performance. It was taped in

warmth of heart.
The splendidly recorded disc is filled

1990, seven months after Firkugnrs first

out with two very substantial works on

performance there in more than four

which Firku§nrs proprietary claim is

decades. You can hear and feel the joy of

that occasion in this performance, in

perhaps even stronger, the Concertino
and the Capriccio by his boyhood men-

which the solo and orchestral elements
mesh and build upon each other as the
partners might in an exceptional evening

tor, Leo§ Janatek. In these "chamber
concertos," too, the pianist surpasses
his own earlier recordings (with Rafael

of chamber music. In his first two re-

Kubelik on Deutsche Grammophon). He
brings these remarkable pieces to life, as
he does the Dvoilk, not as a mere advocate but as a true celebrant. Absolutely
not to be missed.
Richard Freed

teacher, Vilem Kurz, as amended by
himself, but by the time he did it with
Susskind he had come to favor the composer's original version, and here again

he shows how well it can work. The

POPULAR
BADFINDER
No Dico (APPLE). The second album (1970)
by the Beatle soundalikes, featuring the
George Harrison -produced hit No Matter
What.

pacing is ever so slightly brisker than in
the Saint Louis recording, just enough to
be truly electrifying without the loss of
any of the pianist's customary elegance

RI e...A
176,e,
,..0:111212`...,

ifsitt-1,"A,
0P"°,1
0 ,1o-, voA

"

Sixties.

TN. PIRISION TREATIES

tonal production . . exceptionally fine
sonics" (June 1964).
.

BARTOK: The Miraculous
Mandarin; Four Orchestral Pieces;
Three Village Sc..... Boulez (SONY

clarity, power, and excitement of this
performance are marvelous" (August
1979)

ow'

C H AU SSON : Symphony; Poeme.
SAINT- SAE NS: Introduction and
Rondo Capriccios*. D. Oistrakh. Munch
(RCA VICTOR 60683-2). This historic

meeting of the violinist and the Boston
Symphony's great French conductor
resulted in classic performances.

BUDDY GUY AND

MAHLER: Das lUageade

Play the Blues (RHINO). Classic early Seventies collaboration between two
Chicago masters; the .1. Geils Band
provides backing on one track.
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(RCA VICTOR 60781-2)

BRITTEN: Peter Grimes. Vickers; C.

JUNIOR WELLS

ELVIS PRESLEY

Rudolf Firkutny; Czech Philharmonic
Vaclav Neumann

Davis (PHILIPS 432 578-2 two discs). "The

Dear Friends (MOBILE FIDELITY). From
1971, a double -album's worth of the avantgarde comedy troupe's improvisational
radio work.

That's the Way It Is (MOBILE FIDELITY).
First appearance of the soundtrack to the
documentary film of the same name.

DVORAK: Piano Concerto
JANA eEK: Concertino and Capriccio for
Piano and Chamber Orchestra

SMK 45837). ". . the rhythmic energy and
impetus are tremendous" (January 1973).

THE BLUES MAGOOS
Kaleidoscopic Compendium:The Best
of the Blues Magoos (MERCURY).
Album tracks and singles (We Ain't Got
Nothing Yet) by the prototypical New
York City psychedelic garage band of the

ity and sparkle-or such uncontrived

Prague, with the Czech Philharmonic
under Vaclav Neumann, in December

cordings of the concerto Firkugnji used
the revised edition prepared by his own

The pianist Rudolf Firkulny

or fastidiousness. The Dvotak concerto
has frequently commanded our admiration, but never, perhaps, so much outright affection as it does here. Not even
in Firkugnrs own earlier recordings has
the work exhibited such irresistible vital-

West Coast weirdos, with bonus tracks
from their later feature The Census Taker.

Uell Lear,

Soderstrom, Hoffman, Burrows,
Haefliger. Nienstedt; Boulez (SONY SK
45841). "The combination of dramatic
urgency, rhythmic precision, and clarity of
texture bring the music fully to life . . ."
(December 1970).

CLASSICAL

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6
("Pathetique"); Romeo and Juliet.

THE RESIDENTS
Whatever Happened to ififelsess

BACH: Six Suites for Solo Cello; Two
Sonatas for Cello and Piano. Sialkei.

Pats? (ESD). The complete score of the
1972 video feature by these pioneering

Sebok (MERCUR)

Koussevitzky (RCA VICTOR 60920-2).
Classic 1930's performances with the
Boston Symphony, originally on 78's,
digitally remastered on a midprice CD.
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technical agility .

.
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T-BONE BURNETT
The Criminal Under My Own Hat
oi :AMA

Humphreys's mannerly vocal; Hey Mockingbird,
an irresistibly pretty song that commences in a
spray of twelve -string notes; and Summer, which

Performance: Refreshing
Recording: Good

manages to evoke both the heat of the season and
a lover's betrayal. In short, a gem.
P.P.

111 -Bone Burnett's last album. "The Talking
Animals." was fairly insufferable, so steeped
in misanthropy and spleen that even his melodic
gift seemed to disappear under their weight. He's
still a hard-bitten moralist in "The Criminal Under My Own Hat." but his distemper is moderated
by compassion and the realization that no one is
above judgment. Just as refreshing is his return to
a largely acoustic format, strumming a guitar with
folkish verve in the company of such esteemed
Nashville players as Jerry Douglas. Mark O'Connor, and Edgar Meyer.
Bob Dylan seems to be a major point of reference in spots. His influence is unstated but evident in the simplicity of presentation of the open-

ing track, Over You, a guitar -vocal number
recalling Don't Think Twice, It's Alright both in its
rapid strumming and its succinct but trenchant
analysis of a relationship that's ended. Similarly,
the lyric construction and courtly melody of Any
Time at All recall Dylan's All I Really Want to Do.

2
k9

Then there's the passing reference to having
"brought it all back home" in Kill Switch, the
album closer. Burnett's return to folk roots is
further underscored by his appropriation of the
protest classic If I Had My Way (made popular by
Peter, Paul & Mary) in his own Tear This Building
Down.

POPULAR
Discs and tapes
'reviewed by Chris Albertson;
Phyl Garland, Ron Givens,
Roy Hemming, Alanna Nash,
Parke Puterbaugh, and
Steve Simels
Crowell's separation from his wife, Rosanne
Cash, inspired "Life Is Messy." Cheatin' and
hurtin' albums are standard fare for country and
its crossover genres, but Crowell fails to communicate the deep expressive hurt, the audible tear
in the voice, of old-timers like George Jones or
Hank Williams. The result is a surprisingly flat
album from the I've - suffered -for- my -art - and now - it's -your- turnschool.

Crowell's pain and passion. Thus, the sad songs
don't elicit sadness, and the rowdy, back -in -the -

saddle songs are unconvincing. Crowell even
loses his surehanded grip as a songwriter, throwing a pity party in the title track: "Life is messy / I
feel like Elvis Presley / At a very early age / They
put you in a cage and push you out on stage." The

surest sign of this album's shortcomings is the
closing song. Maybe Next Time. On the printed

Wizard of Oz and the Marx Brothers' At the
Circus. respectively). The neatly varied arrangements range from a trio backing to full orchestra

to just a solo piano. Rosemary Clooney joins
Feinstein for a sunny duet in the Sherman Brothers' Ten Feet off the Ground. And with vocal help
from the songwriters Ray Evans and Jay Livingston themselves, Feinstein even makes a playful
case for the theme from that scuzzpit of a Fifties
R.H.
movie, The Mole People.

SOPHIE B. HAWKINS
Tongues and Tails

DILLON FENCE

Sophie B. Hawkins hasn't quite discovered her
own "voice" as a performer, meaning that she
has yet to find a way to communicate her true self

Rosemary

to us. Her album "Tongues and Tails" has mo-

&low here's a pleasant surprise: a shot of

Contempt does get the better of him in / Can

OM winsome, fresh -faced pop by a North Carolina foursome making their full -length -album debut. As far as regional scenes go, North Carolina

ments of deep feeling and blunt sensuality, even a

has always been a fertile breeding ground for
melodic pop bands, but Dillon Fence goes straight
to the head of the class with "Rosemary." assum-

ing its rightful place in a pantheon that includes
the dB's, Let's Active, and the Spongetones.
The presentation is so ingenuous that you can't

help but be charmed. With little more than gui-
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Star (from Disney's Pinocchio) and merrily recalling Harold Arlen and Yip Harburg's tales of The
Jitterbug and Lydia the Tattooed Lady (from The

( 01 11N1R1 A

optimist, his pessimism is reasoned, not reflexive.
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form quietly crooning When You Wish Upon a

Performance: Familiar
Recording: Okay

Performance: Pure pop
Recording: Very good

You don't have to be a seer to divine that Rodney

The songs in Michael Feinstein's newest album
may be kid stuff, but he presents them without
coyness or condescension. He's in equally good

record the emotion is strangely absent. Somewhere along the way "Life Is Messy" was simply
done up too tidy for its own good.
P.P.

Such allusions suggest that Burnett wants to
recover the humanity in his music without letting
go of the protest elements. So while he doesn't
exactly come across as a Norman Vincent Peale

(.()Lt MItIA
Performance: Dispirited
Recording: Okay
LI ere's a downbeat album from a singer/song- writer who used to be a typically upbeat guy.

ELEKTRA

page the lyrics can bring a tear to the eye, but on

Kiss: If. imitates art?

RODNEY CROWELL
Life Is Messy

Pure Imagination
Perfornenneo: Heat
Recording: Very geed

Part of the problem is slickened quasi -pop
production, which sands the rough edges off

Explain Everything (he opines that the guillotine
would be a fitting fate for dissembling preachers
and politicians), but it's amusing nonetheless.
More typical is It's Not Too Late, where despite
the minor -keyed mood of decay and destruction
Burnett urges that all is not yet lost: "The ocean
rolls like thunder / The tempest pulls us under /
The dogs are housing Rut it', not too late." P.P.

MICHAEL FEINSTEIN

tars, drums, and vocals, cut on the fly with a one -

take immediacy by producer Ron St. Germain,
Dillon Fence sprints through a program of power
pop that is sweetly melancholic on the surface yet
supported by a solid rhythm section and aggressive, Kinks -like guitars. There's an abundance of
riches: Daylight, with its cascading rush of guitars

and bright rainbow of harmonics tagging Greg

Rodney

Crowell:
separation
blues

few transcendent tunes that are quite different
from most of the music being made today. The
arrangements are dense, almost murky, but they

match beautifully the oblique mystery of Hawkins's material. Unfortunately, in many of the
songs she sounds very much like other pop divas,
most notably Madonna and Rickie Lee Jones. In
Damn! Wish 1 Was Your Lover and Saviour Child
she has the squeakiness of Madonna's early per-

The Boss Gets Real
Whe Boss is dead: long live the Boss. Bruce

Springsteen has dramatically altered the
circumstances of his life since he last recorded, calling it quits with his E Street Band and

it's a sad man my friend who's livin' in his own
skin And can't stand the company.- In the
title tack he announces, "I wanna lose these

anyone else and just like herself, as in We Are One

Coast, marrying for a second time, fathering

blues I've tound.
There are several wonderful touch ng paeans :o the newfound peace he's obtained

Body, Sophie B. Hawkins seems like a voice to

two children, and crossing the forty -year

within the realm of family: Book of Dreams. My

keep listening for.

threshold in the bargain. The cumulative effect of these life passages prov:des the shadow -filled subtext for the hard -soul philosophizing that fills "Human Touch. The album
finds Sp-ingsteen wearily rejecting a lot of
dogmatic baggage about happy endings and
heavens above in exchange for a blunt. unsentimertal shot of reality. The real world, not
the promised land that never materialized, is
the object of his search this time round.
Some of the lyrics insinuate that Springsteen is less obsessed with feeling good than
feeling, period, even if the prevailing mood is
one of existential distress: -Nell life ain't

Beautiful Reward, and Living Proof ("just a
close band of happy thieves:. he sings of his
broo4 And you'll seldom hear a promise of

formances, and in Carry Me she uses Jones's
offbeat phrasing. But when she sounds unlike

R.G.

his first wife, leaving Jersey for the West

Sloven
IONTANA
Performance: Pretentious
Recording: Overdone
More is not ithAit!,, better. With the Scottish
band James's expansion from four to seven
musicians, the level of bombast in their music has
increased exponentially. It's hard to decide what
is most irritating: the omnipresent trumpet whose

fanfares impart a portentous grandiosity to the
proceedings; singer Tim Booth's overwrought
vocal mannerisms, ranging from a clenched whis-

per to screeching melismata: the top-heavy arrangements, with so many layers of instruments
that they threaten to topple over at any moment;
or the indecipherable, self-important songs. Striv-

ing for the weight of bands like U2 and Simple
Minds, James instead becomes mired in preten-

MERCURY

the parodistic Tap) imitating life (meaning the real
Kiss) imitating fantasy (meaning the inner
thoughts of barely pubescent males)? Not that the
issue means spit to the men of Kiss, who would

rather turn their amps up to 12 and inspire their
fans to flick Bics and shout along to these catchy yet -heavy tunes.
R.G.

frequently

plays all the instruments himself except
drums in nearly every song. and the musical
scenery winds up being monotonous in com-

man Touch."

Parke Puterbaugh

television, the humor definitely comes second
to Sprincsteen's admonition about the emptiness tha' underlies our leisure.
Some may mourn the loss of the E Street

Band, but Springsteen needed to make this
sojourn alone. Besides, except for the rhythm
section he hasn't so much replaced the band
as downsized it. E Streeter Roy Bitten remains
on keyboards. and the studio band is rounded
out by veterans Randy Jackson on bass and
Jeff Porc.aro on drums. They provide expert
support with no illusion of community, which

serves Epringsteen's interests well. This is
very much his album. and his alone.

the general audience during our prolonged

Performance: Kissish
Recording: Geed
This is not Spinal Tap-or is it? The fine line
gets pretty smudged up in Spit ("It don't mean
spit to me") when Kiss drops the following ripe
couplet: "The bigger the cushion / the better the
pushin'." Rock scholars will recognize that as a
tidbit from the Tap classic Big Bottom, and the
duplication provokes a question: Is this a case of
life (meaning the real Kiss) imitating art (meaning

Springsteen

Nothin' On), a blackly comic parable about

for what was at one time a promising band.

KISS
Revenge

because

sings too many words with too little tune to
support them. It lacks the musica,. if not
emotional, breadth of the other album. He

doubt" (Cross My Heart). In 57 Channels (And

sodden, Lizard King vocal affectations of Live a
Love a Life. "Seven" represents a vile downturn
P.P.

a less interesting record than "Human

Touch."

waist deep and sinkin' into this black river of

Of course. the album's intensity is its burden. Outside of heavy metal, which is a world
unto itself, a long run of songs with this sort of
razor-edged passion is probably too much for

sion. Low point: the close -to -the -Edge guitar and

is

parison. Yet "Lucky Town" is still a valuable
release. particularly for its lyrics. which provide an epilogue to the inner turmoil of "Hu-

nothin' tut a hard ride- and "! feel my soul
JAMES

and pea for commitment as heartfelt as that in
It I Should Fall Behind. Overall "Lucky Town"

national malaise. But it should not be missed.
for it is a privotal album in Springsteen's
career and rivals his best previous work. And

it rings with the honest conviction that is this
artist's lasting hallmark.
"Human Touch" closes with Pony Boy, a
peaceful acoustic lullabye for Springsteen's
son. which serves as a bridge between this
album and "Lucky Town.' the companion album that was released simultaneously. If "Human Touch" is about the darkness on the edge
of one man's town, the quickly and spontane-

ously recorded sequel is about dawn approaching on the horizon. Springsteen takes a

poke at himself in Better Days, the opening
track, while underscoring that his blues were
very real: "Now a life of leisure and a pirate's
treasure Don't make much for tragedy / But

BRUCE SP R INGSTEEN: Human Touch
Human
Soul Driver: 57 Channels (And
Vothin' Om. Cross My Heart: Gloria's Eves:
With Every Wish; Roll of the Dice: Real World:
All or Nothin' at All: Man's Joh:1 Wish 1 Were
Blind: The Long Goodl,e. Real Wan: Pony Boy
(COLUMBIA)

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Lucky Town
Beth/. Da% ; Lucky 1 ow, n; Local Hero: If I

Should Full Behind: Leap of Faith: The Big
Muddy: Living Proof: Book of Dreams;
Souls of the Departed: My Beautiful Reward
(COLUMBIA)
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Popular Music
product of one very sophisticated imagination.
Whether placing dream imagery to a snappy beat,

sketching the humanity of the homeless to a
somber shuffle, or bemoaning the evils of whiskey to a nasty stomp, in "Kiko" Los Lobos seem
to have become a genre unto themselves.

frenetic. Who -like exercise in churning guitars,
full -tilt drumming, and jumpy keyboards that's a
fine example of the tone of this record, in which
Mars sings all the lead vocals in a rough-hewn

R.G.

CHRIS MARS
Horseshoes and Hand Grenades
LI

\\I

Performance:: Great surprise
Recording: Good
Who'd have thought Chii. Mars, the Replace-

ments' jet-propelled drummer, was also a
first-rate garage -pop singer/songwriter? Maybe

ANNIE LENNOX
Diva
Performance: Limited
Recording: Good
Annie Lennox has a fabulous voice, soft and
velvety when things are mellow, hard and

Paul Westerberg, the leader of the Replacements,
who ousted Mars from the group shortly before it
broke up in early 1991. Westerberg sounds like the

obvious inspiration for Mars's Ego Maniac, a

The Troubadours

razor-sharp when things turn rough. But in
"Diva," her first solo album, she cloaks her voice
in gauzy, languorous arrangements-musical
conceits so dark and brooding that the occasional

brisk tempo almost seems like a happy face
planted on a lonely -hearts column.
Taken separately, nearly all of these songs glow

with a gloomy charm, but after you hear the
combination of gliding synthesizers and pillowy
bass over and over again, the tunes begin to lose
any individual character. At least Lennox turns a
few lacerating phrases ("Dying is easy, it's living
that scares me to death," she sings in Cold), and
she always extracts the subtlest and least senti-

mental emotional truth from a lyric, no matter
how anonymous the accompanying melody. Isn't
that just what we expect from a diva?
R.G.

Bruce Langhorne, Carolyn Hester, Bob Dylan, and Bill Lee
at the 1962 recording session for I'll Fly Away
Athree-volume collection of folk music
from the late Fifties and early Sixtiesthe original songs that sparked the folk explosion of that era and later inspired such contemporary performers as Suzanne Vega and

Tracy Chapman-"Troubadours of the Folk

LOS LOBOS

Kiko
SI ASII

A 6. \IR BROS.

Performance: Riveting
Recording: Very good
With "Kiko." Los Lobos prove once again
just what a treasure they are. in the course
of their distinguished career, they've produced a

number of crosscultural masterpieces, packing

together a variety of Mexican and American
musical styles, including two recent thematic
albums. Now Los Lobos have returned to genre-

blending-but with a difference. While "Kiko"
provides a minimum daily requirement of various

styles, from American blues -boogie guitar to

played a part in helping rock re-establish itself

Woody Guthrie, Joan Baez. Eric Andersen,
Odetta, and such lesser lights as Mimi and

popular culture. Most of the collection focuses more on personal songs of love and the

Richard Farina, Ramblin' Jack Elliot, and Tim
Hardin recall a time when the word "folksinger" meant something, when it suggested

human condition than on songs of protest,

equal amounts of courage and conscience.
politics and personal power, when some of
the best minds of a generation picked up a
guitar to talk about the injustice of segrega-

songs as Turn! Turn! Turn!, Ramblin' Boy. and

tion, the travesty of the bomb, the importance

ondhand, and have no idea what Woody Guthrie. Judy Henske, Fred Neil, and the Weavers

of poetry and realism and truth. Sadness
because no musical genre since has been
quite so ambitious or so meaningful as a

each of the sixteen cuts in this album has such
clarity and distinction that it doesn't seem like a

essentially every major artist and group of the
folk era except Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul and
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as the major expression of this country's

subversion, and overt politics. But those who

were part of those years. who heard such
The Circle Game when they were fresh and
new, will find this set enormously stirring and
evocative. Those who know the era only sec-

really sounded like, will likely find it a revelation. And. one hopes, an inspiration.

cultural tool.

"Troubadours of the Folk Era" includes

70

licensing, though Dylan plays harmonica in
one Carolyn Hester song), and it demonstrates how folk music bridged the gulf between early Elvis and the British Invasion of
1964, spawned the folk-rock movement, and

Era" is both a thing of beauty and a source of
sadness. Beauty because the songs by

Mexicali marching band to Paris street accordion.

blend of different sensibilities at all, but rather the

Mary (whose recordings were not available for

Alanna Nash

Troubadours of the Folk Era,
Volumes 1-3
,

introditccs

The World's Largest
CD Catalog
75,000 TITLES:
The ultimate CD,
Tape and Video
sourcebook in
the world.

ONLY $6.00:
Completely
refunded with
your first order!
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1-800-451-BOSE.
- just $6.00!
All major credit
cards accepted.
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Including
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and Alligator!

FREE UPDATES:
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updates plus
recommendations on
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T1.14 DOLLARS

Subscription/Mail Order Form

1-800-451-BOSE

Yes, send me Bose Express Music's 1992 CD, Tape and
tdeo Catalog plus free updates for just $6.00/YR completely refunded with my first order from the catalog.

Knowledgeable operators standing by

(Additional $5.00 S&H charge for orders outside U.S. except APO/FPO)

Please send me the attatched list of recordings (include
artist, title, format [CA or CD] & number). I'm enclosing
$12.99/CD + $3.95 S&H per music order (CDs must be
priced below $17.00).

Check Credit Card Visa MC Amex
Credit Card No.
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The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701 Fax: 508-875-0604
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Popular Music
TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

bleat and plays virtually all the instruments ex-

British wit, "Horseshoes and Hand Grenades" is

from the West and out of the train yard to wax
passionate about his anarchistic and pacifistic
political philosophy. In thirty-three short selections he weaves commentary, poetry, song, per-

and existence of warranties. Therefore, the fol-

great fun-raw and pumping-even when it

sonal reflection, and memory into a call for peace.

lowing information is provided for your pro-

takes on the gloomy subjects of self-destruction
(Don't You See It) and rejection (Get Out of My
Life). In Mars's world, nothing is so terrible or

In explaining the difference between loving the
country and despising the government, he seldom
wavers from activist jargon, but most of what he
says-such as the title track's insistence on putting arms money into eradicating homelessness

It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims

of advertisers. including product availability
tection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information
with the seller, including brand. model, color or
finish. accessories and rebates included in the
price

cept bass.

Joyful, crammed with energy and an almost

final that it can't be overcome, and hope and
optimism rule the day. Did I mention his gift for
quirky melody? Check it out.
A.N.

policy, including the allowable return period and
who pays the postage for returned merchandise
3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there
a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a
U.S.or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller itself offer a warranty? In either case, what is covered by warranty, how long is the warranty period,
where will the product be serviced. what do you
have to do. and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the
written warranty before placing your order

troubadour fashion. Phillips has a warm and
naturally inviting speaking voice, punctuated by
hissy s's and by passionate outbursts that offset his

pedestrian singing and acoustic -guitar strumming. Overall, his material works best when
there's less of a knee-jerk message and more

cancelled checks, receipts and correspondence.
For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price. order date,
expected delivery date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the
promised time or if no time was promised, 30
days of receipt of the order. you generally have
the right to cancel the order and get a refund.

If you have a problem with your order or the
merchandise. write a letter to the seller with all
the pertinent information and keep a copy
8.

If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from

the seller, contact the consumer protection agen-

cy in the sellers state or your local U.S.Postal
Service
If.

after following the above guidelines, you

experience a problem with a mail order advertiser that you are unable to resolve, please let
us know. Write to Nick Matarazzo. Publisher of
STEREO REVIEW Magazine. Be sure to include copies of all correspondence.

those who want to see what the fuss-and the
legend-is all about.
A.N.
QUEEN

Live at Wembley '86
HUGH AND KATY MOFFATT
Dance Me Outside

iii)11.1' \\ASO')

Performances Pointless
Recordings Indifferent
ay what you will about Queen, but they were

e essentially a studio band. That probably ex-

PHILO

Performance: Great blend, but .
Recording: Very good

6. Merchandise substitution without your ex7.

history and humor, but that hardly matters. This is
still a record for the already converted, or else for

HUGH MOFFATT
KATY MOFFATT

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including

press prior consent is not allowed.

and AIDS-makes plenty of sense, even if it's
often of an obvious kind.
White -bearded and rumpled in the old political -

2. Understand the seller's return and refund -

have to be pererted to lind some-

plains why their arena shows became such gar-

titillating about a brother -and -sister
team singing an entire concept album about ro-

gantuan, over -the -top spectacles-they knew

don't

you
thing

mantic cheating, especially when the duo is Hugh

and Katy Moffatt-he better known as a country
songwriter for the likes of Alabama and Lacy J.
Dalton, and she better known as a country singer
(four albums for CBS and Rounder/Philo since the
Seventies). But you do have to be a big fan (and I
mean colossal) to think this album delivers either
the fire or the guilty thrill that it should.

Taken alone, Hugh's baritone is lackluster, to
say the least, but together the Moffatts sound like
angels. The trouble is, we never for a millisecond
believe that these two voices are entangled in any
way other than musically. Part of the problem is

NEIL DIAMOND
The Greatest Hits 1966-1992
(COLUMBIA)

From the three -chord Sixties pop/rock gems
(Cherry Cherry) to the Adult Contemporary
ballads that sound like Elvis looked when he
died (Love on the Rocks), this is more than a

Greatest Hits collection-it's a metaphor for
the Decline of the West.

that the songs don't have much shame or even
tension built in. and when they do. such as Dark

THE LEFT BANKE

DENO

End of the Street or the classic We'll Sweep Out the
Ashes, the Moffatts seem more interested in how

There's Gonna Be a StormThe Complete Recordings 1966-1969

their versions stack up next to the ones by Richard

(N111:1.

AUTHORIZED D

and Linda Thompson and by Emmylou Harris
and Gram Parsons than in how convincing they

All the hits (Walk Away Renee) and should
have beens (Desiree) by one of the most

are as anguished lovers. The high point comes in
Katy and Greg Leisz's Right Over Me, where she
cuts loose on a lusty lead and her brother chimes

innovative and overlooked American bands of
the Sixties. And it's nowhere near as effete as

in when necessary. Next time out, maybe Katy

power pop before the term was coined.

The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized
Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are
not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, onh authorized dealers offer you the
protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.
Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.
Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.
So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.
It assures you of the authentic Denon technology and support you expect. And nothing less.
To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
(9i10 am 5:00 pm EST)

DENON

1%1

you might think-in fact, these guys made

should just cut an album of her brother's songs and

think dirty thoughts.

A.N.

ELVIS PRESLEY

The Complete 50's

U. UTAH PHILLIPS
I've Got to Know
Performance: A crazy quilt
Recording: Good

race "Utah" Phillips is, before anything else,
Ma raconteur. Whether writing the songs about
cowboys, hoboes, and trains that made up much
of the Sixties "folk -song" catalog for such per-

formers as Joan Baez and Rosalie Sorrels. or
grandstanding about the evils of the American
government, Phillips excels at spinning yarns and
sharing anecdotes, always with a persuasive and
nudging force. "I've Got to Know" brings him in
72
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Masters
Finally, in one package, here's every note
Elvis recorded before
he entered the army,
in the original (glorious-

ly restored) mono. And
isn't it nice to know
that these songs will be
listened to long after all
of Albert Goldman's
books are out of print?
Steve Simels

Popular Music
edge. He still conveys all the determination,
anger, and hurt of Boondocks and sounds as if he's

right on the brink of doing something dangerous
every time he opens his mouth.

But Hall has saddled Royal with a schlocky
production and inferior material, including needless remakes of Funny How Time Slips Away, Just
When I Needed You Most, and I'm Sorry. When he

gets his teeth into something decent Royal is a
wonder, a singer who can shake your skin right off
your bones. Here's hoping he gives Hall the boot
and makes the record that's obviously burning in
his soul.
A. N.

SISTER SOULJAH

360 Degrees of Power

Mars: God is in the garage

Pit

they couldn't duplicate the power of the records
on stage, so they must have figured they had to
distract us. This new live album, released to (let
us not mince words) cash in on the post-Wayne's

World Queen revival and the tragic death of
Freddie Mercury, pretty much tells the story:
Without the endless vocal and instrumental overdubs that the band and their producer, Roy Thomas Baker, perfected in songs like Bohemian Rhapsody. Queen in person sounded like what it was-

Performance: Ticked -off
Recording: Sample city
Boy. is this rapper (and former Public Enemy
associate) angry at the racist, sexist, genocid-

al powers that be-although not, apparently, at
the multinational corporation marketing her album. As for me, I may not agree with what she
says, but, like Voltaire, I will defend to the death
her right to say it. I'm not so sure about The Count
Floyd Show samples she uses on the first track,
however.
S.S.

a fairly anemic power trio, though one with a
particularly charismatic front man.

Die-hard fans may want this album for the
heretofore unreleased curiosities (the no -great shakes acoustic runthroughs of Ricky Nelson and
Elvis songs, a snippet of Gimme Some Lot
but the rest of us should probably stick with the
studio albums.
S.S.

101 1dr11 eeeeee

Get A
Chance
To Win
A
Korg

Concert
Piano

RAIN

A Tinton, .

Celebrate
Emerson,
Lake &
Palmer.

. .

COLUMBIA

Performance: Vague
Recording: Good
I istening to Rain makes me ( I) shake my body

Wu I, OM

Ir by TOM WAITS

MN and nod my head to the ready -steady -go pulse

of their songs, (2) sing along to the unabashedly
sweet -and -soaring choruses, and (3) scrunch up
my face and say, "Huh?" Two out of three isn't
bad, especially because ( I) and (2) take my mind
off (3). It's only during the pauses between songs
that I think about how these crisp British Invasion
melodies (Beatles, etc.) propelled by spare,
American-indie-band arrangements (R. E. M.,

etc.) seem like power -pop launching pads to
nowhere. All too often, a lyric just doesn't add up
to anything despite being powerfully sung. Take,

for example. "Brothers, you were one / You
changed the things you came upon / Now what
was real has gone / Lemonstone desired has won"
in Lemonstone Desired; it's unclear who the brothers are, what they changed, what is gone, and who

or what "Lemonstone desired" is. The music in
"A Taste of . ." rings clear and true. I wish I
.

could say the same for the words.

R.G.

BILLY JOB ROYAL
ATLANTIC

Performance: Wasted
Recording: Very good

TOM WAITS
Night on Barth
ISLAND

Perforneneco: Neenting
Recording: Very good
Judging from Tom Waits's soundtrack for Night
on Earth, Jim Jarmusch should have titled his
film Nightmare on Earth. Although it is a comical
assemblage of five stories about the interaction
between taxi drivers and their fares in New York,
Los Angeles. Paris, Rome. and Helsinki. Waits's

original music is anything but lighthearted. Instead, it's menacing, brooding, and terror-filledthe perfect music to slash your wrists by.
Waits's heretofore depressing rasp now mimics
the deeper -throated growl of a singing gorilla, but
there are only three vocal numbers. The mostly

instrumental score creates a moody, disturbing
atmosphere in which dissonance and atonality
float through a brilliant kind of space jazz along
with melodramatic melodies harking back to old
European folk songs. Such titles as Dragging a
Dead Priest and New York Theme (Hey, You Can

El illy Joe Royal-yes, the same one who cut

Have that Heartattack Outside, Buddy) pretty
much tell the tale, but they can't compete with

MP the I 965 classic Down in the Boondocks-has
been hanging around the fringes of country music

such Fellini-esque lyrical images as, "And I drink

for the past few years. Here, in an album produced by Rick Hall. the king of homogenized
r -&-b, Royal demonstrates that his tense and

champagne from your thin blue veins." Maybe
this music won't be so unsettling if you've seen
the film, but without any memory of its images,
you'd have to be very up, indeed, not to let this

throbbing tenor has lost none of its elasticity or its

bring you down.
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A.N.
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Keith Emerson. Technical
master of keyboards for 30
years. Korg. Technological
leader in keyboards for 30
years. Celebrate this special
double annniversary with
Emerson, Lake & Palmer
and Korg. listen to ELP's
new Victory disc, Black
Moon, and the group's
deluxe new compilation CD
set, Emerson, Lake &
Palmer - The Atlantic Years.
See Keith play Korg on tour
with ELP. Watch and listen
for details on how you can
win one of fifteen
magnificent Korg Concert
Pianos we're giving away in
selected cities.

KORG®
For more information on Korg Concert
Pianos and keyboards, write Korg USA,
Dept SR, 89 Frost St, Westbury, NY 11590.
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Technics SA-GX130 Remote
Stereo Receiver

70 watts per channel AM/FM digital tuner
with 30 station presets .4-audio/1-video inputs 36 key audio/video wireless remote
control

°ows19995(TEC SAGX130

Pnce

Sherwood RA -1140
25 watts/cnannel surround sound

$9996

..

.

JVC RX307

$21 995

.80 watts/channel remote

Teac AG -1000

$22995

100 watts/channel surround, remote "

JVC RX5071/
.80 watts/channel doiby pro log rc

Technics SA-GX71 0
* 125 wans/cnannel doltry .h

Technics SA-GX910
.125 watts/cRannel dolby pro logic

Technics SLPD827
5 -Disc Rotary CD Changer
-Designed to allow the changing of 4 discs
while one is in play -MASH 1 -bit D/A converter

32X oversampling 10 key direct access remote -Spiral play Synchro-echning

/ 995

Price

(TEC SLPD82ii

Sherwood CD1000C

$99"

TO sampling 16 -track programming

Technics SLPG300

$13996

CD player remote

JVC XLZ451

*17995

CO player remote

Audio Source EQ-11 0 -Band
Graphic Equalizer

switching (for proper impedance matching) Tape -

S /2995

Price

(ASO 6011)

Teac EQA6

Audio Source EQ-8/ll
Teac EQA22

Technics SHGE70

$429'

Technics SLPS700

Audio Source EQ-10

$699"

Technics SLPD927

Cassette Decks

Graphrc ED'Analyzer pink -nose

Special

$ /3"

Headphones

SONY

PRICE

Tr' BOBBY MCFERRIN

.....

-Direct function mechanism Dolby B noise reduction -2-color peak LED level meter -3-digit
tape counter -Full auto stop

-Convenient way to make tape copies -Deck
*1 features record 8 play -Deck # 2 is play-

-Digital-ready -Dynamic closed -ear monitor

speed copying Bias fine tuning

cord with um -match plug Response 5-30kHz

(TEA V370)

Teac V390CHX

$9996

Dolby B. C HXPro

Teac V510

$1 09"

Dolby B/C/HXPro full -logs

Technics RSBR465

9 89'

* Auto -reverse dolby B/C/MXPro

JVC TDV541

$29996

3 -head dolby B/C/HXPro

Fostex X18

$349"
$499"

+pliable multrtrack deck

Technics RS -5965
. 3 -bead

dolby B/C/RXPro

Double Cassette Deck
back only Dolby B noise reduction High

Technics RS-TR232
Technics RS-TR333

$199"

Auto -rev dolby B/C/HX-Pro

Teac W -580R

Trial reverse rec./play daisy B/C/HY-Pro $199"

JVC TDW307

$199"
$249"
$459"

reverse dolby B/CMX-Pro

Technics RS-TR515
.,,a, reverse dolby Ka -IX -Pro

Teac W6000R
Dual auto -rev daisy B/C/HX-Pro. ONO

Loud... kers

i 4995

World's Favorite Tenors- Carreras.
Domingo, Pavarotti
SON 47176

Sony MDR-CD450

$5995

Digrtal Reference 20.20 000kHz ... ..

Sony MDR-CD550
Digital Reference Aura -nom: h

$.7 995

L

Sony MDR-CD6
-Headphones. LONA,

-

$89"

-

Sony MDR-IF310K
-.

-.ere° headphones

Sony MDR-CD999
..

Loudspeakers

.,

$

r headphones 3-30 003kM:

CD

$1 09"

$4995

.... ............ ..

.

$ 1299P"

Brahms Piano Quartets- Ax,
Stern, Laredo, Ma
SON 45846
Available For $12.99 Per CD:
Rachmaninoff, Piano Cti. 2.3Bronfman, Abbado
SON 47183
Schnittke. Cello Cto. 2:
Rostropovich, Ozawa SON 48241
Available For $9.99 Per CD:
Encore! Favorite Arias By The

Sony MDR-CD350
Dgrtal Reference series

brd-

Now Available For $25.98 on 2 CDs:

e

$159'

TAirto-reverse dolby B/C/HX-Pro

Digital Ready Headphones

design -Compact folding headband -Oval
earpads with 40mm drivers -One-sided litz

Pose 56995 (SON MORA)

(TEA W410)

Price

HUSH

maisocerrom
Sony MDR -V6

Teac W-410

s 7995

Per CD

10.10 MA

Teac V370

Pnce

2

SONY

Piarehataw

Stereo Cassette Deck

/,)

$29995

sampler 9 mortal effects

11
112011

WY\T0\
\IARSALIS

$1 49'
$299"

Digitech RDS8000

Double Cassette Decks

!Eger oocloop_ peemain.

KATHLEEN
BATTLE

899'

Grapnic equalizer 10-bandsrchanne

* Graphs equalizer 7-bandscnanne

.5 disc CD changer remote

$99"

* Graphic equalizer 10 bandsicnanne

CD changer. 6 disc magaane plus 1 in tray$24 9'

Compact Disc Specials

$6995

Grapnic equalizer. t0-banos crm-

JVC XLM4O7

$269"
$279'

This Month's

to -tape dubbing EQ record 8 tape monitor

$299"

MASH 1-5rt 32X oversampling

\.«

10 -bands per channel -LED:. on siluers
-Spectrum analyzer display -AudioNideo input

LaserDisc Karaokes

Antennas/Remotes

..szo#PX

JBL
YAMAHA

CO6
P1

JBL 3800
Floor Standing Loudspeakers
-3-way design -Bass-reflex enclosure 8 -inch
polymer laminate woofer .5 -inch polymer laminate midrange .1 -inch titanium dome tweeter
-Power rating 10 to 150 watts 8 ohm impedance

-Acoustic suspension design -8 inch woofer
-Ferro-fluid cooled midrange 8 dome tweeter

-Power rating. 10-140 watts -8 ohm
impedance

°g:,, $29995 Pair

(L)p'''rirwde 59995 (YAM NISA635

Design Acoustic PS -CV

Technics SB-L60

*Point Source Compact shielded

T3 -way speakers 10 woofer

Pnce

Technics SB-L40
2 -way 10- woofer

Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
* Compact 2 way diaduCt

(JBL 38001

Eact$8995
Pa r, $9 9'

Palr$ 14996

Yamaha NSA675
. 3 way 17 woofer

Bose 301-11

pair

1 99'

Drrect/reflectop 2 -way

Pairs24996

Cerwin Vega AT -12

Parr:399%

3 -way 12 woofer

-X1-1

Yamaha NSA -635
3 -Way Speaker System

Pair

Pair$1 2 995

Technics SB-L80

ri,,s1 6995

T3 -way speakers 12 woofer

Corwin Vega SW -125
Subwooter t2 woofer

JBL L40t3
TT -way 8

woofer 250 watts max

Pinnacle PN8+/Oak
2 -Way 8 woofer diaduct

Each$ 19995

N11,529996

Pair$29 995

Bose AM5-11
2 cube speakers plus subwoofer

System$7 4995

Pioneer CLD-V720
Laser Karaoke System
-Combination CD/Laser disc Karaoke button lowers original vocals so that you may
sing over them -Digital signal processing
controls echo, key 8 tone -Wireless remote

Gemstar VCR Plus
VCR Instant Programmer
-Easy-to-use one-step VCR programming
-Using the code number printed in many TV
listings, you can program your VCR as easily as dialing your phone

our

tJVC$69995
KX01GY

Lo
Pnce

(PIO CLDV720i

saiiaoke includes mike graphics thru TV $49995

JVC KX43170
Portabie karamo mrect access remote

JVC XLGM800
^miser

Naraoke /6 c

Pioneer CLDD501
LaserDisc ph.,

clay

-

Pioneer CLDV820
Same as CLDV720 b

.

..

$49996
$59995
$69995

oath sides. $79995

Pioneer CLKV920
*arm:.

:'hpcassette deck speakers$1 449"

8

4 9 95

Preprograrn Med remote

Terk AF -3000
AM/FM antenna amplified uncomni

Parsec M2000
AM/FM electronic antenna

Recoton TV600
*Mph -performance indoor antenna

Fox 800'

$2995

$34"
$4996

$69"

flemote preprogrammed and learning modes $8995

Terk AF9925
AM/FM Pi antenna black

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

ORDER
TOLL -FREE 1-800-221-8180
24 HOURS A DAY

IGMS VCR.)

Memorex AV4

Outside U.S.A. Call:

7 DAYS A WEEK
1-718-417-3737
J8R Music World, Dept. SR0892, 5950 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY11378
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Video Specials

JVC Video Specials

Video Add-Ons

Original
Price Was

Sony CCDFX510
8mm HIFI Stereo Camcorder

JVC HRP1

001 variable speed power zoom lens w/
tele macro auto focusing AfM hi-fi stereo

sound w/ built-in stereo mic 1

Super Specials!
Newest Laser Releases

(SON CCDFXP5101

CALL FOR

RICE

Craig PT -624A

$159"
$199"
$449"

VHS waeo player 3 -speed remote.._

Samsung VR-3711
.W5 recorder on -screen remote

~Nen a0.9 .0E0

$2995
(LTX Laser)

lux

Sportsfinder Crystal clear special effects

.. _

is PVM1321

P

-como.non VCR and 13*TV

Panasonic PV22

CALL
CALL
CALL

Compacl ca,cc,oe, VHS -C

Sony SLV-585

,

VHS

top rated

Sony KV20EX1120

Also Available for $29.95

AudioSource SS -Three II

Portable HIFI VCR with r TV
Able to play full-size VHS cassettes Built-in

speaker and dual headphone lacks 'LCD
monitor Remote, AC adapter/charger, and
carrying case

549995

Price

JVC HRDX20
.2 he

JVC HRDX40

JVC HRD720

output 30-watts/channel *Remote control .4

$24995

Camcorder enhancer ye color processor

on 38 brands at Ws $299"

$39995

JVC HRS6700

$74996

.4 head VCR Mil stereo. S -VHS

959"

Video Link Copycam+

$6995

AudioSource VS 1Wo
Each -1 1995

Center channel powered speaker

Audio Source SS -One

129

Surround Sound amp dolby

Vidlcraft VDM-300
Ennancericolor processor

Videonics DIrectID+
Personal movie maker

Portable Stereo

Black Robe (LTX or P/S)
Cape Fear (1992) (LTX or P/S)
Cape Fear (1962 B&W)
City Slickers
Dead Again (LTX or P/S)
Dead Ringer (1969 B/W)
The Field
Lethal Weapon (LTX)
Little Man Tate

(ASO SS -THREE)

Recoton IR100
-Infrared wereiess remote extender

...age on -screen menu$27 996

JVC HRD9 1 0

$ 29 995

Price

$229"

JVC HRD760
-

rear/ch amp Front center/ch output Subwoofer
'nwS of LEDs display the input signals

(JVC HRP1,

(L)Icj

Surround Sound Processor
Dolby 18 -bit Pro Logic Surround v. bum -In

$1 99°5
$299 $$

Cameras/Optics
(Mail -In Coupon
for Bonus
Walkman
Speakers

.14:101

risoNy
AMA CADW500
CD/AM/FM/Dual Cassette System

Misery
The Mission (LTX)
The Time Machine (1960 LTX)
29th Street

Music On Laser --Also

AM/FM stereo digital tuner with 14 random sta-

tSonyS24995
CFDSO

CL)OW $ 9 9 95

Price

S2995

(AIW CADW500)

$1 3995

AM/FM, cassette/CD 3 -pc

Eric Clapton 24 Nights
Phil Collins: Seriously Live
Elvis Presley:
That's The Way It Is (LTX)
Andres Segovia:
Song Of The Guitar
U2: Rattle & Hum
Grover Washington Jr In Concert

Sony WMAF605
AM/FRI/Cassette Super Waltman

Front loading CD tray High speed dubbing
Record on deck 1 Auto tunning .5 band ED
20 song program CD Mic mixing Dual voltage AC/DC operated or 8 X D Batteries

Aiwa CSDEX1

$14995

. 3 pc AM/EM/CD/cassette 9 watts x 2

Sony CFD58
ANITM/auto-reverse cassette/CD

'1 69"
'1 79"

..

JVC RCX25O
AM/FM/CDicassette, 3 pc remote

Arc RCX610

tion presets Auto -reverse cassette playback
*Dolby B noise reduction Mega Bass 'Includes
rechargeable battery 8 headphones
Price

Our

(SON WMAF6(15i

Sony WMGX35
.A.M/FMicassette Walkman. recorder

Sony WMFX55
AM/FM/cassette Super Walkman.

Aiwa HSRX703
AM/FW worldwide tuner cassette

is RQS35V

P

Olympus llS10D Zoom Lens
Reflex 35mm Camera
Buit-in 35-135mm power zoom lens with pus%
zoom memoryDual-strobe trash vath red -eye ree..,.
.1.7 frame per second continuous shooting Tniougr
the -lens autofocus system Ouartz data back display

....

Price

$ 42995

(OLM IS10Di

Polaroid Spectra

$1 2995

Advanced inStant wi sonar rangefinder.

*149"

'Astronomic telescope

$1 69"

. 7 x 35 Staylocus Plus II binoculars

89"

AM/FM auto -rev cassette remote

Bushnell 78-3456
Nikon 7876
Fuji Mini Dual OD
Dual focus ultra -compact camera

'19995

Aiwa FISJX707

P
c RXDS202
AM/Fkkauto-reverse cassette/CD......'229"

AAUFW worldwide tuner cassette remote $3299*

Auto -locus SLR body

Sony WPAGX90

Canon Eos Rebel Kit

Super Walkman AM/FWcassette rkcorde, $39995

*SLR camera w/ 35-80mm lens

. A.WFWCD/cassette 3 pc remote EC

Car Stereo

Maxell Video Tape

Minolta 5X1

Maxell Audio Tape

Detachable
Faceplate

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

59996

'1 1996
*1 1995

'1 4996
$39996

CALL

J&R Catalogue

I

...et!FEM!P

-

.

TIVF

.

7-,

1.11

If

kl!16:1;

Pioneer DEH680
Car Stereo with CD Player

watts per channel CD player with 1 -bit D/A

8 8X oversampling Detachable face plate
Includes carrying case
Our

" $34995
Sony XR4150
Price

(Pi0 DE H680

JVC KSRX77O

*DIN -size pull-out chassis 22 watts x 2..$22996

Sony XR5550
DIN -see. remoyea.le faceplate, 20 watts 4 $27 9"

JVC KSRG8
DIN -sae. rem,-

-Super fine epitaxial cassette formula provides high dynamic range and low poise .90
minute total tape time Precise she I for stable tape winding

(2'o'sr., $2490 per 10

L°,7ur $ .1749 per 10

Maxell T1 20Gold
-2 high gae,

-

'.

Maxell T1 20XRS
E xtended lengt. '.

silakianelt

.

$39995

'aPe

Pro Mas-e -

.;:tee faceplate -.3W 996

.6 disc CD changer keypad controller

'

Maxell T1 2011)( Pro
S -VHS video tape

Pioneer CDXFM35

-apes

Maxell T12oHGVX
High pre.,

Price

(MAX

9$

,-oplate 25 watts 2

Pioneer KEHM8200
P ecelyer/C0

$s
low-

VHS Video Cassettes

New improved formulation is designed for
repetitive recording and playback Standard
grade formula

Price

$1 79"

pull-out chassis

'NI

II

Mattel! XLII 90
High Bias Audio Cassettes

Maxell T1 2CEX

AM/FM Super Tuner with 24 presets .30

maxtall

\

000

Maxell T160EX
Maxell T180XRS
,-VHS Black Mao -

'

'

3 -Pk

$9'

10 -Pk$ 38"

10- p9$53"
10 P9$ 74"

10-P9$34"
Ea ch$ 1349

(MAX XL1190)

Maxell MC6OUR
.60 minute mic-e,,eve tape.._._..._....3-pe $3"

Maxell MV90
qertex s, 7 e

-

---,I tape ....

Maxell MX90
Maxell MXS90

Maxell XLIIS90

...e

.

High-b4aS We for digit, recording

Maxell XLIIS90
High -bias tape tor dig'

NAME

10-pk$ 19"

Metal 9:,
New metal pad :

Each$ 10"

FREE CATALOGUE
For a FREE catalogue call toll -tree
800-221-8180, or Write:
J&R Music World
Department SR0892
59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

6 -Pk$ 16'9

7-pk$15"
10.pk3 229°

City

STATE

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL:

SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIEP'S CHECK. MASTERCARD VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Intrude Interbank No.
expiration date and signature.) To. JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR0892, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASAO% QUEENS, NY 11378.

Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing Shipping. Handling 8 Insurance Charge 5°0 of Total Order
(except overweight items) with a S4.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15°. Shipping. with a 59.95 minimum charge) For shipments by air.
please double these charges. S25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D..s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.
ORDER SUBJECT TO VERFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100R. GUARANTEED. Copyright 1991 JAR Music World

JAZZ
DUKE ELLINGTON
Nappy Birthday, Duke,'

=

L

LASERLIGHT (five discs)

Porforenance: Fine, vintage Ellington
Recording: Good none remotes

TORI AMOS

MARC MOSS AND TIN ART FARM

Cruelly (ATLANTIC)

(TARGET)

The big news on this EP is a trio of covers: the

Intelligent, extremely well -crafted, and addictively tuneful prog-rock, somewhere between

Stones' Angie, Zeppelin's Thank You, and
Nirvana's Smells Like Teen Spirit, the last

Steely Dan and XTC. Pick hit: Nothing's

notable mainly because you can make out the
words. For me, though, the real value of the
package is in the cover photo, featuring wacky

Perfect, which is sonically gorgeous and has a
chorus hook for the ages ($12 postpaid from
Target Records, 801 Valley Rd., Newark, DE

Tori wearing a necklace of grape hyacinths.

19711).

Just what the world needs: Joni Mitchell with a
Glenn Kenny
pagan streak.

CARL PERKINS
Restless: The
Columbia
Recordings

rew%"0 "IwAre."0.%%4 L AV ERNE
BAKER

Woke Up This
Morning ,),,,QuEs

OLUMBIA/
LEGACY)

3 SWING/DRG)

. Baker, perhaps the
biggest female star

S. S.

These
post -Blue
Suede Shoes rocka-

aroma of Supper Club permeates the proceed-

billy workouts may
not be as epochal as Perkins's Sun stuff, but
they're certainly entertaining. If Columbia
really wants to do the world a favor, however,
it should reissue the album Perkins did with
NRBQ (two tracks from which are included

ings, but signs of life (a nice job with Otis

here), and pronto.

el of rock's first gen-

re

eration,

makes

a

comeback here with an album of jazz. soul,
and pop standards. A perhaps too prominent

S.S.

Redding's Can't Turn You Loose) are occasionally detectable.

S.S.

NICK CAVE AND THE BAD BINDS
Henry's Dream (MUTE/ELEKTRA)
In which our old pal Mr. Death pulls a neat

trick, wedding his grim scenarios to lively
music that often verges on the catchy without

compromising his dour vision. Bracing stuff
that should, but probably won't, help St. Nick
G.K.
out of the alternative -rock ghetto.

PHAROAH SANDERS
Rejoice / Journey to the One
(EVIDENCE)
Recent -vintage Sanders recordings have been

giving the lie to those who once pegged the
visionary tenorman in the "can't play" category. These two sprawling sets showcase him
sounding off with equal amounts of control and
passion, equally satisfying in old ballads and
original world -music excursions.
G.K.

DIM STARS

TOM SCOTT

(CAROLINE)
A post -punk super-

Born Agaio (GRP)

session

featuring

of
Sonic Youth, plus
Robert Quine and
Richard Hell (the
two

members

co-founder of Television). The legendary bluesman Robert John-

more yawn
inducements from
the world's most

tedious jazz/fusion
session hack. And
as they say in The

Texas Chainsaw
S.S.

son might not recognize his Stop Breaking
Down as performed here, but fans of abrasive
noises will find much to enjoy.

TEXAS TWISTED
Psychedelic Microdots of the Sixties,

INCINO MAN

Vol. 2 (sl. NDAzLD)
Newly discovered, and vastly entertaining,

(HOLLYWOOD)
Okay, so it's the dumbest movie of the decade
thus far, but the soundtrack has its moments,

particularly a hilariously over -the -top Smithereens remake of the venerable Woolly Bully.
Party on.
S.S.

LSD band the 13th Floor Elevators, among
others. If Motown in the Sixties was "The
Sound of Young America," then, on the evidence here, Texas acid/garage rock in the
Sixties was "The Sound of Young America
Frying Its Brain Pan.S.S.

"WEIRD AL" YANKOVIC

Last time out, the pop/rock that these Big Star
wannabes made sounded both contrived and a

Off the Deep End (SCOTTI BROS.)
Just as Eve! Knievel wasn't particularly evil,

little wimpy. This time, however, the songs

the trouble with "Weird Al" is that he's not
really that weird-no weirder, say, than the
parodies in Mad. This new album's Nirvana

but jump from the speakers. Imagine that-a
young band actually growing before our ears.
Very, very impressive.
S.S.
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live TV performances by the legendary Austin

MATERIAL ISSUE
Destination Unhorse (MERCURY)

are direct, melodically memorable, and heartfelt, and the performances are so alive they all
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even more recordings were made privately, often
with his blessings. "Happy Birthday, Duke!" is a

collection of mono recordings made by Wally
Heider, a professional audio engineer with a penchant for big bands, during a number of engage-

ments at McElroy's Ballroom in Portland, Oregon, on the Duke's birthday, April 29. Although
this is a legitimate release made by arrangement
with Mercer Ellington, there are no dates given,

but the personnel and presence of the vocalist
Jimmy Grissom suggest that these performances
took place in the early Fifties. The brass section
boasts the trumpeters Willie Cook, Cat Anderson,
and Clark Terry and the trombonists Britt Wood-

man, Quentin Jackson, Juan Tizol, and John
Sanders. The reeds are equally impressive: Russell Procope, Paul Gonsalves. Jimmy Hamilton,
Rick Henderson, and Harry Carney. The violinist

Ray Nance is also present, and the bassist is
Wendell Marshall.
Ranging in total time from 38 to 47 minutes, the
five discs capture a festive atmosphere and provide a wonderful glimpse of Ellington's orchestra
on the road. The program is a pleasant mixture of
familiar Ellington fare, including standards, a few
rarely heard tunes such as Coffee and Kisses and
Cat Anderson's Blue Jean Beguine, and items from

the Ellington dance book like Primpin' for the
Prom and Boodah (these were, after all, ballroom

gigs). There is also some typical verbal kidding
around, and the whole thing is brimming with
good solos.
CA.

DIZZY GILLESPIE
To Dix with Lew
TELARC JA77.

St ill

Massacre. there's no need for that.

nuke Ellington's long career yielded a staggering number of commercial recordings, but

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Good remote
tzzy Gillespie's seventy-fifth birthday is this
Of/October 21, but the celebration started with
the new year. New York City's Blue Note club

devoted a whole month to Gillespie and his
friends, forty-seven sets during which an impres-

sive roster of colleagues dropped by to sit in.
Telarc captured those meetings on tape for a
Diamond Jubilee series, of which this CD is the
first release. Beautifully supported by the pianist
Junior Mance, the bassist Peter Washington, and

the drummer Kenny Washington, Gillespie is
joined by several generations of trumpet players,
from eighty -six -year -old Doc Cheatham to the
bebop ace Red Rodney to the relative newcomers
Jon Faddis and Wynton Marsalis. In pairs, they
ride with Gillespie through five bebop standards
and an Ellington perennial, Mood Indigo-which
features Cheatham and Faddis with two decidedly
different yet eminently compatible approaches.

The results are fine when Marsalis shares the

takeoff. however, is kinda funny, and some of
the other numbers will doubtless make amusS.S.
ing videos.

guest spot in Confirmation with Red Rodney and
in Straight No Chaser with Charlie Sepulveda. I
was less pleased with Billie's Bounce and A Night
in Tunisia featuring Wallace Roney and Claudio
Roditi-the latter's screechy, downright unmusical sounds are the album's only weakness. The
pain was eased somewhat by the veteran trumpeter Lew Soloff's brief, unscheduled apppearance
in Tunisia, which brings the enjoyable celebration
to a rousing finish.
C.A.

JAZZ
ERNIE KRIVDA
Dale Krlade Jazz

The Stereo System Of Tomorrow:

CADENCE

Performance: Shinnies
Recording: Excellent
rnie Krivda has played professionally for close

to thirty years, is a household word in his
home town (Cleveland), has made more albums

The Bose' Acoustic
Wave' music system will
change the way you enjoN

Acoustic Wave' system.
A combination compa,

music.

disc player (or cassette),

there's a new, even better

than many better-known musicians make in a
lifetime, and has worked with some of the top
names at the world's leading jazz festivals, but

Wave' system Was named

Invention of the Year-the

most jazz fans still don't know his name. Perhaps

patented built-in speakers,
it's hardly bigger than a

only stereo system we

briefcase. Yet people tell us

it's like listening to a much
larger, more expensive

musicians in various combinations.
The first two selections feature the accordionist
Pete Selvaggio. Accordionist? Correct, and much
as I loathe that instrument (except when I hear the

know of to receive this
prestigious award. Like
other annual winners in
the fields of medicine.
physics, and genetic
engineering, it was so

fishermen play it on a certain tiny Baltic Sea

advanced, it seemed technkai, w i, sii1e. In

the stereo system of
E n am, call us today. We'll send you ..,111,

island where I grew up). I have to admit that it
sounds super here. In the second track, Iris at

tact, it took engineers 14 years to invent its
revolutionary way of reproducing sound.
1\L)n , after three more years of research,

information. It's free and, like the Act )1
Wave' music system, it's available only k
calling or writing Bose Corporation.

this album, his first in three years, will change
that. It's a marvelous stylistic romp in which the
saxophonist has teamed up with several other

Midnight, Bob Fraser lays down a solid rhythm on

The first Acoustic

AM/FM radio, and

stereo. And it's as easy to
use as a TV.

To find out more about

the acoustic guitar, giving Krivda the kind of
feathery foundation we used to hear from Basic's
rhythm section. This album is a stunning fusion of

sounds, not all of which come from the jazz
tradition, and not a single track is conventional.
Krivda is a true original who does not stoop to
gimmickry. He doesn't have to, because the creativity is there in full force.
C.A.
/1111H14i&P,' 111111111MNIONIUM6,

I kRCUS
,

Call 1-800-282-BOSE Ext. 568 for a FREE booklet!
Name
Street
Zip

Phonc

102

)B RTS

as serval I y alellroacltos

Bose Corporation, The Mountain, Framingham. \ IA 01701-9168 USA Better sand though research

N

HARDBOUND OCTOBER DIRECTORIES

1991 ANNUAL
EQUIPMENT
DIRECTORY
MARCUS ROBERTS

Great Reading!! Great Price!!

As Serenity Approaches
NOV US

Performance: From fire heart
Recording: Deed
M arc us Roberts gets better and better, which
Ullof course means that nowhere is he better
than in his latest album, "As Serenity Approaches." This generous 73 -minute set overflows with
the pianist's talent, starting with a highly unorthodox version of Ray Noble's Cherokee that offers
such stylistic diversity it might be thought of as a
51/2 -minute lesson in jazz history. But it's only the
beginning of a wonderful program that includes
several splendid Roberts originals, a good dose of
Jelly Roll (the classic King Porter Stomp and an
original tribute, Ferdinand LeMenthe), some
lovely Ellington with the trombonist Ronald Wes tray, and a duet with Ellis Marsalis in Fats WaIler's The Jitterbug Waltz. Other duets feature Todd
Williams (on clarinet and tenor) and the trumpeters Scotty Barnhart, Nicholas Payton. and Wynton Marsalis. I cannot praise this release highly

A ready reference for
audio enthusiasts.
A complete compendium of all
equipment, more than 5,400
products listed and over 90,000
basic specs. Years 1990, 1989, 1987
and 1985 also available in limited
quantities. ONLY $15.00 each.
All prices include postage and handling. All orders
postpaid. Check or money order only payable to AUDIO
MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway.
New York, N.V. 10019, attn: Michael Bieber. Or call
212-767-6301 for furtner information.

enough. If you think old-fashioned, two-fisted
piano playing is a thing of the past, Marcus
Roberts has a surprise for you. And if you think
boogie and stride have to be old-fashioned, think
again.
CA.

-HE EQUIPMENT AUTHORITY
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tSabeu Iarsit,ns
STEFA1S

VLADAR

CLASSICAL
....-

.,......-

-.

BEETHOVEN: Diabolli Variations

Discs and tapes

Stefan Vladar

reviewed by Robert Ackart,
Richard Freed, David Hall,

SONY SK 48060

Performance: Gifttery
itemsrding: Bright
Aage twenty, Vienna -born Stefan Vladar won
the 1985 International Beethoven Competition, and in 1990 his recording of the five Beetho-

ven Piano Concertos appeared on the British
Naxos label. Even so, it's a bit startling that for
his first solo Beethoven release Sony Classical
should trot out the composer's formidable Thirty -

Three Variations on a Waltz by Diabelli-a work
that encompasses the whole range of Beethoven's

keyboard composing technique and a whole
range of musical expression, from the comic to the

profoundly introspective.

toGeorge Jellinek,
Eric Salzman, and
David Patrick Stearns
terms. These early works were more than mere
warm-ups for Op. Ill, after all.
The recording is close up, giving a power boost
here and there that Pollini hardly needed, but it is
very lifelike for all that, and the program overall
should be a tonic for jaded listeners.

The very opening sets the tone. Vladar is

IVES: Symphony No.1
BARBER: Three Essays for Orchestra
inplu,n) , Jan.!
CHANDOS CHAN 9053

Performance: Mostly geed
Recording: Somewhat diffuse

Nice= Jarvi and his Detroit Symphony capture nicely the predominantly idyllic tone of
the first movement of the Ives First Symphony
(completed in 1898), but they make rather slow
going of the adagio. Fortunately, the pace picks up
in the Mendelssohnian scherzo and in the blustering finale.

The Barber performances, like the Three Essays themselves, are a mixed bag. The First Essay

(from 1937) is a tautly constructed minor master-

piece. Jarvi sets forth the opening pages in an
overly lugubrious fashion, however, and the sub-

!BERT: Divertissement; Concertino da
Camera. POULENC: Sinfonietta

sequent fast section is also rather slack. The

San Diego Chamber Orchestra, Barra
KOCH INTERNATIONAL CLASSICS 3-7094-2

works, eloquent and superbly built up from its
germinal elements, gets the best performance
coloristic devices, is a somewhat bitter pill, expressively speaking, and neither Jarvi. Slatkin

Portenommos Nitride.

Regerdiess Attractive
Oben should have been the seventh member of
Les Six. He outdoes the original members of
that famous group of French composers in pure
sass and boisterousness. The Divertissement is
fairly outrageous: alternating rooty-toot, a commercial sound, chase music, Stravinsky imitations, nose -thumbing, quotations, sentimentality,
cheap shots, a bit of rueful lyricism, and what
Poulenc used to call "that adorably terrible music." The Concertino da Camera for alto saxophone and eleven instruments is a more serious
Neoclassical effort and consequently less amusing-without too many compensations.
Speaking of Poulenc. one of his major efforts,
possibly his instrumental magnum opus, is offered here almost as an afterthought. His Sinfon-

Recordings Close op

ietta, written in 1947, is a 30 -minute piece in four

AA aurizio Pollini's approach to the late Bee-

traditional movements-by any other name, a
full-fledged symphony. An affecting work of in-

aggressive and steely -fingered, and the predomi-

nantly bright sound is accentuated by the spacious hardness of Vienna's Musikvereinsaal.
While virtuosity is much in evidence throughout
Vladar is also capable of great delicacy, as in Variation No. 24, with
its echoes of Bach's Well -Tempered Clavier. and in

his handling of the elaborate ornamentation in

Variation No. 31. He turns the following big
double -fugue into a tremendous showpiece, climaxed by the demonic closing cadenza, but he
also captures convincingly the transcendent qual-

ity of the final pages. Nevertheless, I am not
prepared to retire my predigital recordings of the
work by such old masters as Rudolf Serkin (CBS)
and Artur Schnabel (Pearl).
D.H.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Nos. 13, 14

("Moonlight"), and 15 ("Pastoral")
Maurizio Pollini
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 427 770-2

thoven sonatas worked especially well for
me. and his patrician style, perhaps surprisingly,

is just as persuasive in these early ones. The
playing is direct, a little analytical rather than

here. The late Third Essay (1978), for all its

articulated. There is not the slightest hint of

of banality and sentimentality but never quite

condescension toward either the music or the
audience. This is serious musicmaking, but it's

falls over; in this it resembles and anticipates his
great opera, The Dialogues of the Carmelites. It is
certainly the most notable work on this CD, and it
is surprising that it is not featured more prominently.
Michael Whitcombe is the talented saxophone

quality that used to be the norm in the Sonata No.

14 in particular, but they will find something
better here, something that will encourage them

to forget about the "Moonlight" (a sobriquet
Beethoven did not devise and did nothing to
encourage), to forget about comfortable old no-

tions, and to open up to the music on its own
78
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equally fine Ives reading on Sony, which has
much better sonic presence than Jarvis. For the
Barber First Essay, go for Andrew Schenck on
Stradivari, and for the Second, do not pass up the
remarkable Vanguard Classics CD transfer of the
fine 1960 performance by Vladimir Golschmann
and the Symphony of the Air (the erstwhile NBC
Symphony).
D.H.

1111111111M
MAHLER
DAS LIED VON DER !

WALTRAMMIIHR
SIEGFRI ED JERUSALEM

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

DANIEL BARENBOI -

ally without the bite and campy wit that we
usually associate with Poulenc. It constantly flirts
with commonplace sentiment along the thin edge

never heartless, and it is refreshing from first note

(RCA), nor Mehta (New World) has made a
convincing case for it on disc.
I would recommend Michael Tilson Thomas's

tense lyricism, until the amusing finale it is virtu-

dramatic in a conventional sense, and spendidly

to last. Casual listeners may be disappointed to
find so little in the way of the cozy old "pictorial"

Second Essay (1942). for me one of Barber's best

soloist in the Ibert Concertino. The San Diego
Chamber Orchestra under Donald Barra gives
solid, workmanlike performances, and the recording, made at the department of music of the
local branch of the University of California, is
attractive.
E.S.

MAHLER: Das Lied von der bd.
Meier, Jerusalem; Chicago Symphony,
Barenboim
ERATO 45624-2

Performassess Mostly very geed
Regardless Meetly very seed

I n this 1991 concert recording, Daniel BarenM boim follows the example of Herbert von Karajan's 1975 recording of Das Lied and emphasizes

the music's delicate textures and varied instru-

Holy Mozart!

mental coloration, in contrast to the Angst -ridden
treatment made standard by Bruno Walter, who
conducted the work's premiere. The result is one
of the better digitally recorded versions.
The tenor Siegfried Jerusalem takes the fearsome hurdles of The Drinking Song of Earthly Woe

in stride, though his "Dark is life; dark is death"
refrain seems a bit uninflected (Barenboim's rapid pacing may have something to do with that).
The opening of The Lonely One in Autumn is more

notable for the exquisite oboe descant over soft

strings than for the mezzo-soprano Waltraud
Meier's delivery of the text, but she redeems
matters with a truly piercing eloquence in its
closing lines. Jerusalem's tonal buoyancy is a
delight in the picturesque Of Youth, and though Of
Beauty has some wicked bits where the mezzo's
low register is set against most of the orchestra.
Barenboim controls the balance. Jerusalem's finest moments are in The Drunkard in Spring, where
his coloration of the bird episode is elegant.

Der Abschied (The Farewell), the final move-

ment of the cycle and as long as all the rest
combined, is one of the great tests for any singer.
If Meier does not quite measure up to the exalted
standards of such predecessors as Janet Baker,

Kerstin Thorborg, Kathleen Ferrier, and Brigitte
Fassbaender, she does come within striking distance. especially in the final pages.

My one serious complaint about Barenboim's
interpretation is that in the great orchestral interlude he seems to let the basic pulse slip away from

him. Except for some overemphasized details,
the sonics are remarkably fine throughout, and
the orchestral execution is impeccable.

MEDTNER

D. H.

=13

l'aano Comet 10 No. I Op. )3

Saw, -Ballade t)p. v
GEOFFREY TOLER
The Landon Philharrrawm
NEI MF !ARV?

MRDTNER:
Piano Coo:cartes Nos. 1, 2, and 3;

Soaata.Rallade
Tozer; London Philh.rrnunu,, Jarvi
CHANDOS CHAN 9040 (two discs)

Performance: Cool and serious
Recording: Crisp
Medtner's piano concertos. written
NM between 1918 and 1943, signify the three
periods of his life: his younger years in Russia, the
middle years in which he attempted to pursue an

international performing career similar to that of
his friend and countryman Rachmaninoff, and his
final years of neglect in London. Although the

three concertos are clearly the product of the
same distinctive personality-all so lush and
sumptuous that you find yourself exclaiming in

Andrew Parrott and the Boston Early Music Festival
Leonard Bernstein was not
known as a Mozart conductor, one of
his last performances was of the C Minor
Mass in Munich, and Deutsche
Grammophon has now released the
recording. It goes totally against the
current trend toward small-scale Mozart
performances, but the grandeur of
ATHOUGH

Bernstein's conception-with dramatic
outbursts, rubatos, and a lineup of star
soloists (including Arleen Auger and
Frederica von Stade)-can be awe
inspiring. For those who love Bernstein,
this CD is a must, even if it doesn't have
much to do with Mozart.
Two other recent recordings of the
Mass illustrate how radically different
"authentic" performances can be.
Philippe Herreweghe's recording on
Harmonia Mundi has all of the
intelligence, musicality, and polish you
would expect from him, though it's not
one of his more individual interpretations.
Aside from the sound of the instruments,
the performance isn't very different from
the sort of middle-of-the-road reading
you'd get from, say, Neville Marriner.
Herreweghe doesn't do anything with the
piece that anyone else hasn't done, but he
does it a bit better.

Andrew Parrott's recording on Denon
continues the effort, evident in his earlier
recording of the Requiem, to divorce
Mozart's music from the romanticization
that even the most conscientious modern
performers usually can't help imposing on
it. No, Parrott seems to be saying, the
music is not autobiographical or symbolic
of Mozart's ambivalence toward his
religion, his father, or the world at large;
it's simply great music.
The C Minor Mass in particular has
never seemed greater than it does in
Parrott's live recording. The playing isn't
quite as polished or the vocal soloists as
suave as in Herreweghe's (or as famous as
in Bernstein's), but the music blooms with
Parrott's fast tempos (his Kyrie, for
instance, is about 2 minutes shorter than
Herreweghe's and almost 3 minutes
shorter than Bernstein's). The Handel and
Haydn Society Chorus produces a
remarkable, vibrato -free sound that's
almost mesmerizing in its clarity, and they
glide effortlessly, fluidly through ornate
runs. This is one of those original
recordings that may forever change the
way you hear a great work.
David Patrick Stearns

MOZART: Mass In C Minor; losultate
Jubilate; Ave Yemen Corpus
Auger, Von Stade, Lopardo, Hauptmann;
Bavarian Radio Chorus and Orchestra,
Bernstein
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 441 791-2

MOZART: Mess in C Miser;
Moistormousik, K. 477
Oelze, Larmore, Weir, Kooy; Collegium
Vocale; La Chapelle Royale; Orchest re des
Champs-Elysees, Herreweghe
HARMONIA MUNDI HMC 901595

MOZART: Mass he C Minor; Church

intoxication and bewilderment, "Too many notes,
Medtner!"-the first seems to have been written
under the spell of Tchaikovsky. the second has a
thematic clarity suggesting a desire to communi-

Sonatas, K. 67 and 329

cate with a wider audience, and the third is so
concentrated and introverted it suggests what

DEMON CO -79573-2

Armstrong, Labelle, Thomas, Morrison;
Handel and Haydn Society Chorus; Boston
Early Music Festival Orchestra. Parrott
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JBL
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3 Way Monitor
Speaker

1.1

1' titanium

11

10' woofer
List pr
5109800

1.1

List

SALE $499,1?

SALE $45900

5750 00

TEAC V2$SCHX

11

List

Dolby' BIC HX Pro

1.1

JBL PRO PERF+

List

3 oc Sub SAT Syst

43900

11

JBL 2500

2 way bookshelf
speaker

List pr
198 00

SALE532900

14595

TEAC WS2OR
Dubbing A'R
Dolby' B &C

SALE$99(?,

List

29900 SALE$140%
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List

tweeter

1

17000 SA1141191
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9 OHM. Er 3 way18700 SALE$991,
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CALL FOR PRICE
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BiCNR
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Dolby Pro -logic

TEAC V 9000

JVC RX-905V
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110000 SALE554995
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11
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11
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SALE$189"
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adapt incl
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AM,FM CD Removable chassis 155 4 AMP
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SALE $27995

JBL T90011602
9 or 6/s

List Pr

9995

SALE $

66°P,

SHERWOOD
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XM-7000

Remote CD changer.

1.1

6 disc capacity

random play. 30 track

programmability

List

70000 SALES399$

1.1

-

SHERWOOD
XAT-300Q
300 wan 6 5 4 3 2
channel

19995 SALE$129"
list
.

SONY
MD/14166
Music Monitor

2000

sue299"

sALF$7200
SALE$599$

ALES 995

sSONY

SONY MDR 1F5K

Il

Cordless

list
95

54995 SALES

TECHNICS SL -611)33

SONY MDP-333
Remote Multi -disc
CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS SL 1200 II
Quartz -locked direct
drive manual turntable
with tone arm

AUDIO SOURCE
With Dolby'

List

..400.00

SALE521995

SHURE
M-111HE

JVC HRS 4700
Super DA -4 HIFI VHS- List
Stereo
70905

Multi -disc player
w auto rev remote

CALL FOR PRICE

CARTRIDGES

SS -3

.40 9'

sails57x

299 95

sALts119"

1211

1.1

11
11
Il
1.1

1.1

AUDIO TEC

SALE $ 519"

1.1

CALL FOR PRICE

1'01

E. Delaware PI., Chicago 60611

Remote mini comp system Al Jog dial
larooke" 25 watt/ch 19 -band spectrum
analyzer Dbl AIR deck wiDolby

sive inventory Please call for quotes on additional items or to request a free price list
RETURN POLICY: Equipment received within the first

typographical errors

through them and not through us so please ask
when making your purchase. All cancellations
am subject to a service charge
'Does not Include shipping lees

14 days tram date of shipment may be returned to

CO player 3 -way bookshelf speakers

570005

us for repair or replacement at no additionoi

SONY MHC-1600

tutees resonsibility to repair or replace an darn

501431,

charge' Alter the 14 day period it is the manutac-

through their US warranty NOTE Certain manufac.
Curers require all returns to be processed directly

I

PANASONIC SOCHS5

NOTE: This is lust a partial listing of our exten-

Prices in this ad ore for
marl -order only Freight
charges not included in
prices. All merchandise
shipped brand new, factory fresh with full war-

subject to change.

Quartz Direct Drive
Turntable
Automatic dual motor system
Gimbal suspension tone arm

CALL FOR PRICE

Player

1.1

1.1

339"

SONY SL11-595 HF
Remote control. VHS
HIFI, VCR Plus.'

11
11

rh

ie

co

SALE 599"

48000 tut $279"

1.1

SONY MDP-605

Prices and ow:111°13110y
540 00

Us.

4 HD-HiFi

Pro -Logic
94"45

ranty Not responsible for
List

511995

monilOr

used cup design

eadphones

AUTO

CALL FOR PRICE
List

SALE $396°°

JVC HRD 910

PV -4164
List
S.VHS. shuttle control .529.95 SALE536995

.

CALL FOR PRICE

-

PANASONIC

MCD-CD30 21'9sI95

SL-SSOSC

6

,

Mufti Law Disc

MOO 00

1,1
1.1

bit. Mosh. front

TURNTABLES

10 t, 819"

SALE $7995

.

21995 SALE515995

SL -10171127

01,

250

.

List

Digital outputs

SENNHEISER HD

AK° K240M

Dual cossette. Remote 47995 SALE$289.

Car cord & bass

1.1

SALE513995

JVC PCX-TS

twin CD Digital tuning.
Dolby a NM.

SONY MDR-CD6
Digital Stereo
Headphones

SONY CFD-S0

115x 1.1

JVC412-611

List

1.1

JVC XLM-507

Remote Loser Disc ,CD player Shur,.
control Loser format S -Video ours-

'19"

SALE

TECHNICS
loading remote

101.49"

HEADPHONES
List

AMTMCDCAss.
w mic

1.1

CD changer 5 Disc,
Mash
CALL FOR PRICE

PANASONIC LX -101

1010,821"

SALE $4995

SONY D1102
car cord & toss
adaptor

19000

1 bit DAC remote

10t,

TDK MA -110
584 95

List

TECHNICS
SLPC.505

for $2199

569

High Bias

Casette player

1.1

1.1

85 oversomplIng 3
beam loser pickup

VIDEO

DA T

Metal Bias

SONY WM-FX33

CALL FOR PRICE

Dual 18 bit, DAC

MAXELL MX -90

1.1

JVC XLV 151

1

MAXELL XLII-100 10

1.1
1.1

Mash digital lo
molog converter

CALL FOR PRICE

Dolby Pro -Logic.
Digital Sound Processing

AUDIO TAPE

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS
SLPG100

CALL FOR PRICE

twin auto reverse. Dolby HX-Pro
BiC NR Pitch control
CALL FOR PRICE

MAXELL R-60 DM

111

bit DAC
80s Oversarnpling

PHILIPS FR SO
40 wattich 30 presets List
remote
29995 SALE514995

JVC TD -W307

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLZ-451

SALE

High Bias

11

SL-PS700
bit Mash

27000 SALE $ 179"

11
1.1

TECHNICS

List

40 wan ch. A V
remote control

List

37000

SPECIAL PURCHASE

11
11

60000 SALE 5388°°
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Dual deck wabl

24995 SALE$168C4

4 yr laser warranty

List

/9995 SALF$ 149"

3 HD Deck

1.1

1.1
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Dolby'

1.1

PHILIPS CD 40
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11
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SALE 515905

269 00
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DolbrISIC/HX Pro
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A new generation of CD player using the
MASH DigitamoAnalog converter
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SALE $288°°

TECHNICS
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Pro -Logic Surround

Auto rev

ALLISON AL110
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List
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SALE $8995
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high frequency
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Classical Music
LENINGRAD
LEGACY

Ferrucio Busoni might have written had he lived
another ten years.

There are three Medtner concerto cycles on
disc or under way, and in many ways this Chandos
set is the most desirable. Without ever seeming to

Two
Things
Happen

apologize for the overwritten music, Geoffrey
Tozer takes a fairly cool view of it, with tempos
more brisk than in the other recordings and a
leaner, more transparent approach to the dense
piano textures. This might seem to go against the

grain of the music, but Medtner's Romantic
stance was only skin deep. Tozer reveals that
behind the music's surface extravagance lies a
highly concentrated composing style with constant thematic transformations.
The collaboration between Tozer and the con-

40S
Hours

ductor, Neeme Jarvi, is a strong one, and the
engineering treats piano and orchestra as a single

entity, particularly important in the remarkable

Third Concerto. That dark, introverted work

Evgeny Mravinsky
RATO has released a remarkable

&clutch of 1980's recordings by the
Leningrad Philharmonic under the
legendary Evgeny Mravinsky (19031988), including Tchaikovsky's Fifth
and Sixth Symphonies, Beethoven's
Symphonies Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7,
Mozart's Nos. 33 and 39,
Shostakovich's Nos. 5, 10, and 12, and
orchestral excerpts from Wagner
operas. Those collectors familiar with
the Leningrad orchestra's 1956 Vienna
recordings (released in stereo on
London in 1960) will have some idea of
Mravinsky's remarkable musicianship
and conductorial prowess.

z

0

The Tchaikovsky Fifth on Erato
45755-2, recorded live in Leningrad in
1983, is an absolute stunner. The
reading is tauter than in 1956, and that
is all to the good, especially in the
opening pages. Not one detail of
rhythmic stress, dynamics, or phrasing
is left to chance, yet the result sounds
utterly spontaneous, as if it were the
finest imaginable chamber music.
The many high points of the
performance include the plaintive
clarinet solo that leads to the first
climax of the slow movement, and also
its marvelously hushed closing pages.
Mravinsky placed the strings in the
Classical European manner, violins at
left and right, and it worked superbly
in Tchaikovsky. His fierce lead-in to
the finale simply lifts you right out of
your chair, and from there to the end
the tension and excitement are
relentless. The recorded sound has
immense power and presence. Even
without a coupler work (playing time is
a mere 43 minutes), this CD offers a
listening experience to be remembered.
David Hall

almost completely forgoes the usual competitive
relationship between concerto soloist and orchestra. I wish these performances sounded as if the
interpreters had lived with the music longer, but
such versions may exist only in the vaults of EMI,
which recorded Medtner himself playing these
D.P.S.
works in the 1940's.

Our
Fork Lift
Batteries
Get
Recharged

MOZART: Violin Concerto No. 1; Adagio
in E Major, K. 261; Sinfonia Concertante
Mutter; Giuranna; Academy of St. Martin
in the Fields, Martinet
EMI CDC 54302-2

Performance: Elltropolishod
Recording: Sumptuous
Anne -Sophie Mutter first came to the attention

of the world through her recordings of Mozart violin concertos with Herbert von Karajan.
Now, roughly fifteen years later, Mutter has completed her recorded output of Mozart concertos
with this convenient collection. While her playing
has inevitably lost some of the warmth and naturalness of her earlier years, she now has a deeper
comprehension of the music as well as a gleaming,
immediately identifiable tone quality.
She makes no special case for the early Violin
Concerto No. I (K. 207), allowing it to seem bland

Your Order
From

and tentative, springing to life only in the slow
movement, which is the only place her performance rises above a polished professionalism.

The Sinfonia Concertante is a different story.
Mutter and the violist Bruno Giuranna have often

played with Mstislav Rostropovich in a string
trio, and their rapport is particularly apparent in
the easy playfulness of the first movement and
their emotional unanimity in the slow movement,
where Mutter is again outstanding. On all levels,
and particularly in Neville Martinet's interpretation of the orchestral part, the performance is
incredibly alert and rhythmically alive. The only
drawback is that expressive points occasionally
seem contrived or synthetic. While this isn't a
must -hear disc, it's a worthwhile one, especially
D.P.S.
with the bonus of the rare Adagio in E.

Is

PUCCINI: Ls Fanciulla del West

Shipped

Zampieri, Domingo, Pons; Chorus and
Orchestra of La Scala, Maazel
SONY 52K 47183 (two discs)
Pecierusances a+
Oposeellegs Stagy

Puccini saw David Belasco's play The Girl of
the Golden West at the old Belasco Theater in
New York City. He fell in love with it and turned it
into La Fanciulla del West. It is a great irony that
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10' Woofer 5' Midrange
1' Titanium Dome Tweeter
Handles 200 Watts

ONKYO TX -906174 Watt AudioNideo Receiver
40 AM/FM Station Presets
Memory Scan Remote Control
CARVER HR 732'
CARVER HR 742'
CARVER HR 772'
DENON DRA-345R'
DENON DRA-545R'
DENON DRA-635R
DENON DRA-835R'

NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 2' 486
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 1' 686
ONKYO TX -904'
276
ONKYO TX -906'
366
ONKYO TX-SV7OPRO'
596

546

SANSUI RZ9500AV
646
SONY STR-D990
Full Line
SONY STR-D1090
In Slock
SONY STR-D3070
CALL For
SONY STRGX69ES' Best Price
TECHNICS SA-GX730
CALL
TECHNICS SA-GX910
656

DRA-1035R

V96

ALL PRICES PER

346
446
576
206
256
376

696
DENON AVR-610'
456
DENON AVR-810'
566
DENON AVR-1010*
726
JVC RX-5071/114
256
JVC RX-707VTN
326
JVC FIX-807VIN
396
JVC RX-905VTN
656
NAD 7240PE'
326
NAD 7000'
446
HAD 7100X'
566
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 3' 296
DENON

LX -55

3 Way Speaker

ONKYO TX-SV909PRO CALL

YAMAHA RX-460'
YAMAHA RX-750'
YAMAHA RX-950'
YAMAHA RX-V660'
YAMAHA RX-V850'
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256
386
686
496

636
926

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH M1

INFINITY
INANITY
INFINITY
INFINITY

186

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH M5 656
ADVENT BABY ll ...TOP RATED!
ADVENT LEGACY II
299
ADVENT HERITAGE
CALL
ADVENT NEW VISION. SERIES
ALLISON AL115 Top Rated 326
ALLISON AL120 Top Rated 446

156

299
246
846

BOSE 4.2
BOSE 10.2 SII
BOSE 901 CLASSIC VI

Auto Rec Mute Dolby B&C
One Touch Dubbing Search

186

306
376
226
226

376
246

NAD 6340'

296
NAKAMICHI CASS DECK2' 316
NAKAMICHI CASS DECK1 5' 536
NAKAMICHI CASS DECK1' 636

436
576
746
826
1266
1666
2596
526

ORDER

146

WLAIL ORD

NR$336
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ONKYO TARW-404'
226
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546
SONY TCX-690
CALL
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226
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176
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286
546

JVC XDZ-507TN

646

likr

DENON DTR-80P'
696
SONY OTC-75ES'
Bell DAT
SONY TCD-D3
Portable DAT

ADS C-300IS

PINNACLE PN5+
PINNACLE PN-60
PINNACLE PN8+

1398

........

226
296

THIEL
CALL
VELODYNE
CALL
WHARFEDALE Diamond IV CALL

LINE
IN STOCK!!
NHT FULL

236

INFINITY ERS-600*

ADS C -4001S . ...........
346
ADVENT WALLEY .....IN WALL

INANITY ERS-800'

236
376

JBL S3
216
JBL S4
266
KEF CR-200'
316
KEF CR-250' ...................CALL

BOSTON ACOUSTICS 350" 216
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 360' 256
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 380 346
INFINITY ERS-500'
176

NILES

BBE

1002

CARVER DPL-33'

296
676
666
526
686

IN STOCK
336

CARVER CM -1090'
CARVER TFM-25'

396
496

$446

CARVER CT -17'

596

CARVER TFM-55'
DENON
TU-460'
PMA-860'
DENON

CAL

TANDBERG TPA -3016

1996
526
156
1296

YAMAHA MX -830'
YAMAHA TX -350'
YAMAHA DSP-A1000'

196

296

YAMAHA DSP F-

Prr.W.4*-FF/AEF
AOLLatlicerlza,c1

PIONEER).1
,Full Line of AudioNideo/Car

800 39

FOR INFORMATION
e

BOSTON ACOUSTICS
Sub Sat Six-3 Piece Satellite System
Compact Subwoofer
Handles 150 Watts

NAKAMICHI

ADCOM GFA-545MKIIADCOM GFA-535MKII'
ADCOM GFA-555MKII
ADCOM GFA-565'
ADCOM GTP-500MKII
ADCOM GFP-565'

MON THRU SAT LOAM -7

FULL LINE IN STOCK

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 100.296 BOSTON ACOUSTICS T6" 596
BOSE AM -3 Series II
DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -3 .296
449
BOSE AM -5 Series II
JBL PRO III PLUS
749
496
INEINOY INFINITESIMAL FOUR AND SERVO SUBWOOFER
736

100 Watts Per Channel
Power Amplifier
Low Negative Feedback Design

1.201.4

Now Hear This,

$396

ADCOM

24 HOU

KLIPSCH KG 4.2'
KLIPSCH KG -5.2'
646
OHM
Full UM le Meek

KXVV-362-

Double Cassette Deck

246
296
286

NEW "I.' SERIES

KEF 103.4'
KEF 104.2'
KEF 105.3'

DESIGN ACOUSTICS PSCV Call
INFINITY REFERENCE 1' .136
INFINITY REFERENCE 2' .236
INFINITY REFERENCE 4' .386
INFINITY REFERENCE 5' .496

AIWA ADW-X888
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CARVER TDR 1200'
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DENON DRW-660'
DENON DRR-730'
DENON DRW-850'
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116

KEF 0-90
KEF 1022'

CELSTION DL4 Series II ....196
CELESTION 3-5-7-9-11 ...CALL
CELESTION S1-69 Top Rated!

YAMAHA

956
396
496
256
386
246
326

KEF 0-80' ......... ........

101

BOSE ROOMMATE II

SM-82*. .......

JBL 2500
JBL 2800
JBL 4800
JBL L7
KEF 0-60'

B. ACOUSTICS T -1030S11' 'Call

BOSE 2.2

SM-112'
SM-122'

JBL LX -44

B. ACOUSTICS HD -5"
126
B. ACOUSTICS HD -7"
166
B. ACOUSTICS HD -8"
226
B. ACOUSTICS HD -10"
346
B. ACOUSTICS T -830S11" 396
B. ACOUSTICS T-930SII" 566
BOSE

KAPPA 7.

itOmmuimm-n

PANASONIC Lx-rnu
Combi CD/Laser Disc Player
1 Bit D/A Converter

Programmable Remote
DE NON LA -2000'
396
DENON LA -3000'
646
PHILIPS CDV305 Best Buy 496
PHILIPS CDV600
796

ARISTON 0 DECK NKR
DENON DP -47F.
DUAL CS -431

DUAL CS -750

I

$396

PIONEER CL -D1/720
KARAOKE
PIONEER CL-DV820 ..KARAOKE
TOSHIBA XR-W70A . ..... 696
.

SONY MDP-333 ....Jog Shuttle

296
346

TECHNICS SL-1200MKII . .376
TECHNICS SL-1210MXII
396

196
3 SPEED

THORENS TD -180
3 SPEED
THORENS TD-280MKII
276

NEXT DAY SERVICE'
Available Call For Prices Se liable Espaiiol

We Welcome Visa, Mastercard,
American Express & Discover

ASK ABOUT 6T" AVE'S
30 -DAY SPEAKER TRIAL

PRODUCT NOT AUTHORIZED & COME WITH 1 -YEAR 6'" AVENUE ELECTRONICS WARRANTY ** 6'" AVE ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN
AUTHORIZED DEALER OF BOSTON ACOUSTICS MERCHANDISE AND THE MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY

$646

BLAUPUNKT MALIBU
196
BLAUPUNKT DAYTONA ...CALL
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Returns accepted within 10 days (must be called in for prior
authorization). Products must be in original condition. Returns
subject to restocking fee, shipping and handling not refundable.
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Classical Music
his greatest score, and one of the last major operas

L2,, Li_ L

in the Italian tradition, is a spaghetti western, a
horse -opera opera! Here it is conducted by an

L

American at La Scala-part of Lorin Maazel's
ongoing Puccini series begun at CBS Master-

B ACH: Oeldbers Variations. Maggie

works and now continuing on Sony Classical.

Cole (VIRGIN 91444-2).

Like the others in the series, this is a live

Maggie Cole's interpretation is intelligent, enlightened, learned, and highly musical, but she

recording, and although that's not without an up
side, there are quite a few minuses, too: boxy,
stagy sound, intrusive applause, ensemble imbalances, occasional orchestral roughness, unevenness in interpretation. Placido Domingo is superb

seems to lack a deep identification with the
music. Her reticent performance, on harpsichord, doesn't bring out the individual character of each variation.
D. P.S.

B ARBER: The School for Scandal,

Overture; Knoxville-Summer of 1915;
Two Essays for Orchestra; Adagio for
Strings; Medea's Dance of Vengeance.
McNair; Atlanta Symphony, Levi (TELARC
CD -80250).

There is nothing but pleasure in the consistent-

ly crisp, clear orchestral playing here and in
the rich brilliance with which it is reproduced.
Every phrase is shaped with real conviction.
Yoel Levi finds and sustains a fine natural
momentum, and the soprano soloist in Knoxville, Sylvia McNair, is first-rate.

R.F.

as Dick Johnson and deserves the applause he gets

Nouse of the Dead, Overture. Tetzlaff;
Philharmonia Orchestra, Petek (VIRGIN
91506-2).

The one -movement Violin Concerto, only recently fished out of Janadek's sketchbooks, is

a strange work that's not very convincing in
the heavyhanded "realization" here. But it's
well played by the soloist, Christian Tetzlaff,
with the fine Czech conductor Libor Petek,
and my doubts about it barely dampen my
enthusiasm for the rest of the disc. The wonderful Sinfonietta gets a particularly dynamic,
intense performance.
E.S.

(but it still ruins the continuity of the musical
action). Mara Zampieri is a fresh -voiced Minnie,

but some of her high notes sound shrill and she
lacks the force of character-the gumption, as it
were-that makes the Belasco/Puccini Minnie so
striking. Juan Pons is an okay Jack Rance; the
trouble is, there is no depth to what is potentially
the most interesting and complex character of the
triangle.
This is not really a bad performance, but a runof-the-mill Fanciulla is not what the world is

crying for just now. As an evening in the opera
house, I'm sure it was reasonably rewarding, but
as a recording for repeated home listening, it's a
B + at best.

E.S.

SHOSTAKOVICK: Symphony No. 7

("Leningrad"). Dallas Symphony, Mata
(DORIAN DOR-90161).

An A for effort to the conductor Eduardo Mata
and his Dallas players, but his predominantly
low -voltage reading is clearly outclassed by

those from the likes of Bernstein, Janssons,
Jarvi, Rozhdestvensky, and Rostropovich.
The recording level is on the low side, and an
B ARTOK: The Miraculous Maaderhs.

WEINER: Nungarime folkdalic Suite.

overly distant microphone pickup dilutes presence and tonal body.
D.H.

London Voices; Philharmonia Orchestra,
Jarvi (CHANDOS CHAN 9029).

TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on a

This CD offers the complete score for Bartok 's
weird sex -and -violence ballet in a performance and recording that do justice to its dark,
exotic drive and dissonant color. The substantial encore by a lesser -known Hungarian composer, Leo Weiner, is charming and decidedly
unweird.
E.S.

Rococo Them.; Pezzo Capriccioso; and
six others. Harnoy; London Philharmonic,
Macke i id, RCA VICTOR 60758-2).
I

The appeal of this package, which consists
mostly of arrangements, must rest primarily
with the Rococo Variations, in which the
cellist Ofra Harnoy displays an attractive
sound and a high level of competency but little

B ERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique.
WIRIER (arr. Berlioz): L'Invitation a la
Raise. Cleveland Orchestra, Dohnanyi

beyond that. I miss the poetry, the flair, the
charm that can make the difference between a
compelling listening experience and pleasant

(LONDON 430 201-2).

background music.

Christoph von Dohninyi's reading of the Symphonie Fantastique is refined and scrupulous
to the last degree. There is gripping drama and

the requisite Classical line, but the element
of hysteria is rather downplayed. The recording is crystal clear.

R.F.

n.
WAGNER
P INC INS MBE

01K/M,

ORCIIMRA.

DANIEL BARENDONA

D.H.

HANDEL: Clori, Tirsi Filen*. Soloists;
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, McGegan
(HARMONIA MUNDI 907045).

Nicholas McGegan leads a polished performance of one of the longest and best cantatas
of Handel's Rome period. The extraordinary
effects come off even with small-scale performing forces, including the graceful flute
writing, the hair-trigger vocal exchanges, and
the piquant exchanges between the soprano
and lute soloists.

D.P.S.

JANACEK: Violin Concerto;
Sinfonietta; Taros Bulba; From the
84

STEREO REVIEW AUGUST 1992

WAGNER: The Rhea of Me /libel:mg,
excerpts. Chicago Symphony, Barenboim
(ERATO 45786-2).

These are spacious, richly detailed performances that underplay the drama and stress
poetic expressiveness and textural transparency. Orchestral virtuosity is captured in
somewhat bass -shy sonics. In Briinnhilde's
Immolation Scene the soprano Deborah Polaski measures up to today's modest Wagnerian standards.

RACHMANINOFF:
Piano Concertos Nos. 2 and 3
Brontinan, Plulharmunia Ordiestra, Sakmen
SONY SK 47181

Performance: Expansive
Recording: All right
Among recent digital recordings of Rachmaninoff's two most popular concertos, they are
similarly coupled in performances by Horacio
Gutierrez with the Pittsburgh Symphony under
Lorin Maazel on Telarc. Yefim Bronfman is decidedly more expansive in the outer movements
of both works, emphasizing lyricism and poetry
in contrast to Gutierrez's more driving "powerhouse" approach. Not that Bronfman is wanting
in drive, or Gutierrez in expressiveness, but the
basic contrast in their approaches is underscored
by the similar contrasts between the crisp focus of
Telarc's recording and the somewhat more diffuse

one of Sony's and between the relatively amorphous character of the Philharmonia under Esa-

Zampieri, Domingo in Fandvila

1.8.0 542
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Classical Music
or near its awesome peak, and that kind of playing

What is PARA?

is vastly enjoyable in its own right in such showpiece works. His scrupulous but subtle attention
to detail throughout these performances insures
that every one of Ravel's imaginative effects is

PARA stands for Professional Audio/Video
Retailers Association. We are a nationwide
organization of independent specialty audio/
video stores dedicated to providing our
customers with expert advice, quality
products, and world class customer service.
Our members foster the highest standards of
business ethics and professionalism for the
protection of the consuming public.

We Help You Find
What's Right For You!
In today's competitive market, it's easy to
get so confused you don't know what to buy.
The superstores tout low prices, but there's
never anyone who can answer your
questions or help you choose a component
that will be compatible with what you
already own. Because all PARA members
specialize in selling music and home video
systems, we are committed to educating our
employees to understand today's newest
products and technologies so they can
explain them to you in language that is clear
and easy to understand. We are dedicated
professionals who love music and want to
help you purchase the best sound your
money can buy.

We Believe in the

Personal Touch!
The hallmark of a PARA audio/video store is
our total dedication to customer service and
a true concern for the well-being of our
customers. PARA-member stores are more
concerned with your lifetime patronage than
any single sale. Our stores are designed to
help you see and hear the difference between
components, and to make your shopping
experience easy and enjoyable. By
consistently going that extra mile to make
sure your needs are satisfied, we hope to
provide you and your family with the best in
home entertainment systems today and for
years to come.

fully realized without in any way impeding the
wonderful momentum. There is ample poetry in
both La Valse and the Daphnis suite (in which the
chorus is used). The two other works, however,

have little more than efficiency to recommend
them-though a very high level of efficiency!
Simon Rattle has developed his allegedly provincial orchestra into a remarkable ensemble in
many respects, one of them being-as his complete Daphnis (also, of course, with chorus) re-

Pekka Salonen compared with Maazel's more
alert and robust -sounding Pittsburghers.
To reduce it all to the simplest and most subjec-

tive terms, Gutierrez and Maazel are more animated and enlivening, Bronfman and Salonen
more dreamy and rhapsodic. Both approaches
can give pleasure, but listeners with strong ideas

EMI
(LAS1

or the other. Bronfman, by the way, opts for
Rachmaninoff's alternative extended cadenza in
the first movement of the Third Concerto; Gutierrez plays the more concise original one.
R.F.

RACHMANINOFF:
Symphony No. 3; Symphonic Dances
Philadelphia Orchestra, Dutoit
LONDON 411 181-2

Performance: Low -voltage
Recording: Handsome
Charles Dutoit leads the Philadelphia Orchestra here in what appears to be its debut on
London. The big, luxuriant sound from Fairmont
Park's Memorial Hall has a slight tilt toward the
lower end of the frequency spectrum, along with a

nice sense of space. The orchestral playing is
polished to the nines, but I miss the Romantic
surge that is part and parcel of the composer's
musical language. A rationalist Gallic (or Swiss Gallic, if you will) approach just doesn't work in
this music. Dutoit does best in the finale of the
symphony, where he lets the Philadelphians have
their head in the brilliant fugato episode, yet the

here and there; it lacks the sweep, the instinctive
dramatic impulse, and the voluptuousness that
make the Dutoit and Monteux versions (both on
London) so irresistible. Rattle's Bolero, however,
far from being a mere filler, is outstanding in every
respect. It's one of the most refreshing and alto-

gether compelling realizations of this overexposed piece one is likely to hear, with virtuosity to
burn and a quite unexpected sense of fantasy. R.F.

SCHUBERT (arr. Mahler):
String Quartet No. 14

later pages are wanting in the expectant atmosphere that can make the end truly convincing.

("Death and the Maiden")

The Symphonic Dances lack the savagery
called for in the opening movement, and the

BEETHOVEN (arr. Mahler):
String Quartet No. 11

central waltz comes off as merely a pretty ballet
piece rather than a poignant study in nostalgia.
The final Totentanz is good but doesn't equal the
Ashkenazy or Maazel versions in impact. D.H.

Moscow Soloists, Bashmet
RCA VICTOR 60988-2
Perferesaume: Rrllliaat

Recerding: Likewise

I t was a reasonable enough idea to couple
RAVEL:

Daphnis et Chloe (complete); Bolero

Mahler's string -orchestra expansions of these
two quartets on a single disc, and Yuri Bashmet
conducts performances that lack absolutely nothing in the way of brilliance. But something seems
to be missing. The Beethoven is unconvincing
because it is a work that arose out of the nature of
the specific performing medium for which it was
created, while the Schubert is an expressive work
that happened to be cast in the form of a string
quartet. This impression, though, may have less

City of Birmingham Symphony, Rattle

to do with the success of Mahler's respective

EMI CDC -51101-2

transcriptions (in which he made no real changes

Performance: Stunning Bolero
Recording: Good
Christoph von Dohnanyi perhaps brings more
power than poetry to Ravel, and his Teldec
disc is not very generously filled (barely more

beyond expanding the number of players and
reinforcing the cellos with double basses) than

Alborada del Gracioso; La Valse;
Daphnis et Chloe, Suite No. 2; Bolero

/0 le

TELDEC .14945-2

Performance: Powerful
Recording: Very good

RAVEL:

Rediscover the Joy of Music!
To locate a PARA dealer near
you, call: (816) 444-3500

more than a few impressive details, the performance as a whole fails to achieve the level of
conviction required to sustain its length. It is a
little too obviously painstaking, a little plodding

about these works who want them coupled on the
same CD should have no difficulty choosing one

Cleveland Orchestra, Dohnanyi

Professional
AudioVideo
Retailers
Association

minds us-its ability and willingness to play a
real pianissimo when called for. But in spite of

than 50 minutes), but he has his great orchestra at
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with the success of these particular performances
in capturing the spirit of either work.

In a recent Quintana recording, Janos Rolla
conducts the Liszt Chamber Orchestra in a per -

Classical Music
SC/1418LRT NITHOvFN
- MAHLER

Sarin Quairtets Stnekhoucrtette

cuts frequently made for staged performances
damage the musical continuity; thus, retaining
every note, as this version does, is beneficial.

1(IRI li.S111111
1st,

Lovers of the opera, therefore, will need no

Reader

further recommendation. Even apart from com-

Simko No.

Muupy
r
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pleteness, this new version has a lot to offer, above

all the stunning control, precision, and vitality of
its dedicated conductor and the virtuosity of the
Vienna Philharmonic. The vocal contributions
also merit high praise considering the uncommon
challenges facing the singers.
Surely no other Emperor on records sounds as
full and glorious as Placido Domingo. despite his

less than idiomatic German-not unfit for an
Oriental ruler of indistinct origins. Though Julia
Varady may lack the dramatic thrust of Leonie

formance of the Schubert that goes far more
deeply and directly to the music's essence. If that
group is somewhat less brilliant than Bashmet's
Moscow Soloists, it more than compensates with

a warmth and expansiveness that are as indispensable as dramatic tension to a full realization
of this work, and that is more to the point than the

convenience of having Mahler's two quartet arrangements in a single package.

R.F.

SCHUBERT:

Violin Sonata; Rondo for Violin and
Piano; Fantasia for Violin and Piano
Kremer; Afanassiev
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 431 654-2

Portonnanan RISk aid movies
Sosordlog: Oxsolloot
11. he violinist Gidon Kremer is considered by
some the ultimate modernist of the violin, a
performer whose often -revelatory interpretations
can border on the perverse. In this all -Schubert

disc, however, he maintains his usual sense of
earnest intensity but is so yielding that the performances border on the genial. Everything about
them-the roundness of the phrases, the flexibility of the tempos, the general sense of warmth and

intimacy-suggests that Kremer has had a long.

Rysanek, she copes admirably with the Empress's
soaring music, and her third -act spoken melodra-

ma is thrilling. The music of Barak lies a bit high
for Jose van Dam's bass -baritone, but he gives it

his all, creating a character of human dignity
ennobled by his customary flowing legato. Hildegard Behrens, taunting and bitter in her opening
scenes as the Dyer's Wife, remains a vivid dramatic presence, but vocally she is uneven.
As the Nurse. a role that is enormously expanded when the opera is given uncut, Reinhild Runkel
offers a powerful portrayal but squally vocalism.

Sumi Jo (the Falcon) and Robert Gambill (the
Young Man) stand out in the overpopulated sup-

porting cast-there are other worthy efforts engulfed in the Straussian orchestral torrents. The
wide dynamic range of the recorded sound is
frequently stunning, and I doubt very much that
Strauss himself hoped to attain more clarity and
comprehensibility from the noisy ensembles he

short of perfection, in most respects this recording sets an exemplary standard.
G.J.

ALESSANDRA MARC

the Fantasia in C Major, and even the slight, littleknown Rondo in B Minor sounds major here.

New Zealand Symphony, Wallberg

Animism' Diva

Reseeding: Rich and spacious
Whe sopiano Alessandra Marc has been recognized as a major operatic talent by insiders for
at least a decade. Let us hope that this auspicious

each other shows, not only in the short pieces but

recital debut, in which she sings ten arias by

in the Duo -Sonata in A Major. This is easily

Verdi, Catalani, Cilia, Puccini, Charpentier, and
Wagner, will lead to further exposure on record.

Behrens, Domingo, Van Dam, Varady, others,
Vienna Philharmonic, Solti
LONDON 436 243-2 (three discs)

Performance: Excollont, but .
Recording: Excellent

.

.

With its orchestral splendors. dazzling scenic spectacle, and enormous cast, Die Frau

ohne Schatten is an overwhelming theatrical experience, and this recording captures more of its
thrills than any of its predecessors. And yet, for all
the efforts of Georg Solti, the magnificent orchestra, and the outstanding cast, total success remains beyond their grasp. The performance may
dazzle you, but it cannot hide that the opera itself
is noisy, pretentious, and overwritten.
Curiously, however long Die Frau may be, the
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pianist Valery Afanassiev, whose live recording
of Schubert's Piano Sonata in B Major on ECM
several years back showed a total sympathy for
the composer's idiom. He's been Kremer's recital
partner for a long time, and their attunement to
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-- BMG CD Club
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ularly wonderful are the jewel-like variations in

among the best chamber -music recordings I've
heard so far this year.
D.P.S.
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contrived for the opera's second act. If it falls

affectionate relationship with these works. Partic-

I suspect that much of the credit is due the
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Polk Audio
PolyGram Records

Hers is a genuine soprano voice, warm and
vibrant, with plenty of thrusting power and a
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6th Avenue Electronics
Sound City

satisfying evenness throughout the range. And
she uses her instrument wisely-she knows how
to lead up to the big climaxes in the Aida and La
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81, 82-83
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Technics-DCC
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Wally arias and how to avoid stridency in the high
reaches of Turandot's "In questa reggia." But she
also knows how to shade and modulate her tones
to achieve expressive and dynamic variety.
Every one of the arias receives big-time treat-

-

Victory Music/Poly Gram

73

ment from this highly talented vocalist, whose
dramatic abilities on stage are not yet known to
me. If this impressive sequence-a studio prod-

- Yamaha

20-21

uct, very well recorded-unavoidably lacks a
certain theatrical urgency, that lack is compound-

ed by the conductor Heinz Wallberg's broad
tempos, which reach a degree of somnolence in
"0 patria mia," though the orchestral execution is
always above reproach.
G.J.
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BY WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE

Jose Carreras
ing of love. "The thousands of
letters I received from people I
didn't know touched me deeply
and were fundamental to my
recovery." Since his dramatic

SOLDIERS, sailors, painters,

poets, peasants, an Egyptian warrior, a Biblical
strongman,
and
even

Columbussuch are the roles played
Christopher

cure, he has established the

on the operatic stage by the

Jose Carreras International
Foundation Against Leukemia,
in which he is quite active. His
illness also led him to write an
autobiography, Singing from
the Soul ($27.95 from Y.C.P.

Spanish tenor Jose Carreras. In
private life he is also the head of
a medical foundation and a cultural ambassador for Spain.
The many activities honoring
the five -hundredth anniversary

Publications in Los Angeles;
toll -free telephone, 800 247-

of Columbus's first voyage to
the Western Hemisphere have
made 1992 the Year of Spain.
Not everyone sees the Spanish
colonial era as one of gold and

6553). It has sold 650,000 copies
in nine languages.

On home video his trium-

phant return to the concert

glory, however, because for the

stage, documented in "Jose

original inhabitants of North

Carreras: Comeback Recital in
Spain" (Kultur 1218), demonstrates that his voice survived
his illness. In July 1990 he sang

and South America Columbus's

voyages opened the door to
poverty, slavery, and genocide.
In New York earlier this year

on a good -will tour, Carreras
was tactful in commenting on
opposition to the quincentennial celebrations. "Even in Spain there are some

people who think this anniversary is
not an occasion to celebrate," he said.
"Considering that there were tragic
consequences to the so-called Age of
Discovery, perhaps instead of `celebrate' we should use a word like `observe.' Although we should not try to

opening and closing ceremonies of this

year's Olympic Games being held in
Barcelona from July 25 to August 9.
"When the athletes enter the arena,

instead of the traditional marches,
they will come in to a special arrange-

ment of Spanish music," he said.
"And we have planned a medley of

operatic music-not too long-in

hide the dark side of our history, I hope
the anniversary will permit us to show
the world the best of Spanish culture."

which I will participate with Giacomo
Aragall, Teresa Berganza, Montserrat
Caballe, Placido Domingo, and Juan

Jose Carreras is among the opera

Pons. This will be carried on TV worldwide and will also be issued by RCA."

singers who are conspicuous Spanish
cultural treasures. In 1989 he sang the
title role in Leonardo Balada's Columbus opera, Cristobal Colon, which was
written specifically for him. Last year
he joined a group of his most distinguished Spanish colleagues in the gala
opening of a new opera house in Seville, completed in time for this year's

world's fair, Expo '92, in that city.
BMG Classics recorded that performance and has released it on the RCA

Victor label on CD, cassette, videodisc, and VHS tape as "Gala Lfrica."
Carreras is the music director of the
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Today, Spain is a mature country
and a democracy, he said, where life is

very different from the way it was
twenty years ago when he made his

American debut. First at the New
York City Opera Company and later at
the Metropolitan he sang such operas
as La Traviata, La Boheme , Lucia, and
Tosca, winning the affection of fans as
well as their admiration.
When it was announced in 1987 that

he was undergoing dangerous and
painful treatment for leukemia, his
fans responded with a great outpour-

in a phenomenally successful
outdoor concert in Rome with
Domingo and Luciano Pavarotti, usually called "The Three Tenors." The London recording of it is
probably the best-selling classical album in history. "I think popular
events like this help classical music by
attracting new audiences." he said.
Although he has recorded a good bit
of popular music, he continues to add

to his operatic portrayals with such
works as La Juive and Samson et Dalila (both on Philips). And when

pressed to cite his best recordings, he
said, "For vocal work Simon Boccanegra with Abbado and Lucia di Lammermoor with Caballe and Lopez-Cobos, but for interpretation I am really,
really proud of I would choose Manon
Lescaut with Chailly and Carmen with
Agnes Baltsa and Von Karajan."
Although he intended to maintain a
lighter schedule after his illness, engagements are piling up, including a
possible return to the Metropolitan in
the season of 1993-1994 and a possible

repeat of the Three Tenors recital in
Japan in 1994. "Since I am now well,"
he said, "it would be hard not to work
as before and lead a normal life."
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LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, NAKAMICHI, CARVER, HAFLER, ADS, B&K, ONKYO, ADCOM, POLK

& OTHERS!! SOUND ADVICE: (414) 836-2942.
OPEN SUNDAYS!!!

FOR SALE

OVER 15000 USED CD's. $3.90 TO $9.99. BIN/Sell. 8th Year, Viso/

REPLICA WATCHES & ORIGINALS PREOWNED: Lowest Prices

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS

Nationwide! Exact Weight & Color! 18K Goldplated!

RowYou Can Save Money on Cable Rental Fees

Moneybock Guoranteed (404) 963-3872.
LOW PRICES HIGH END EQUIPMENT Carver. Nokamichi Haft
Luxman. ADS B&K. Onkyo. Grado & much more! AUDIO ELITE

Jerrold, Pioneer, Scientific Atlanta

HARD TO FIND DBX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. ALSO BUY DBX
EQUIPMENT. CALL/WRITE RES 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE. FREMONT CA 94538. (510) 490-1622. FAX (510) 656-8878

US Cable TV Inc. Dept. KSR892

ABC 1-800-354-1324

FANTASTIC IWO FOR ONE OFFER! New Cassettes and CM

Lowest Prices! Al Labels. Bonus Gifts including Tropical

Wholesale Connection
To order -Call: (71 6) 997-6644

Information Ca111-908-721-5263
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INVENTIONS WANTED
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CM

INVENTIONS / NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED. Call TLC' for
tree information & Inventors Newsletter. 1-800-46824

Cad

Call

hours/dgy--USA/CANADA
INVENTORS! Your first step is important. For FREE advice, call

RUM*.

Cal
Cal
Cal

65007

CY

PROTECT AND MARKET YOUR PRODUCT IDEAS CALL THE IDEA
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MO 1506.1.
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RADAR DETECTOR

PRESENTATION. FOR FREE INFORMATION 24 HOURS CALL
1 800 -8 -INVENT

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS
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EXCHANGE- FAST. PROFESSIONAL CONFIDENTIAL: U.SA.
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'CO STABILIZER' the only (motorized) electronic device that
restores clarity, detail and overall sound quality bock to the
compact disc. No CD collection should be without this new
technology $29.95 ckimo visalmc send to JCB Inc. 7239
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I I CD PLAYERS

PURCHASE 10 OR MORE CDs. NO SHIPPING CHARGE. Over
300.000 CDs! Ship same or next day $12.49/$11.99/$10.99 or
less. Jazz. Blues. Rock & Classical. Want list to MUSIC TO GO,

317-783-6183. Catalogs $4 (Refundable with order).

Many Makes And Models Priced To Low To Print, Call Us
I

(801) 571-9767.

4850A South Emerson. Indianapolis, IN 46203. Fax:

4100 N. Powerkne Rd.. Bldg. F-4 Pompano Beads, NY 33073

CALL STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE FOR THE BEST DEALS IN AUDIO.
SUMMER SPECLALS BEGIN JULY. CALL 1-800-752-4018.

Too many mode/s7 We can He/p

SELL YOUR UNWANTED CD's; $7.00 FOR SOME. Free details.

Compact Music -SR 1105 Webster, Sandy. Utah 84094-3151.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee/Best Prices

FREE 20 page Catalog:1-800-772-6244

(414) 725-4431

MC. Send $2 (Refundable) for 28 page catalog. AUDIO HOUSE
43048 &cyan. Swartz Creek. Michigan 48473 (313) 655-8639.

SHOOT GREAT VIDEO} AMAZING Collection of 101 tried and

proven Camcorder Tips and Hints! Professionally produced
VHS Tape shows common errrors and corrections. lighting.
audio. etc. Only $19.95 plus ($3.00 Stal) VSCLI. 156
Ronkonkoma Ave.. DepfSR8, Lake Ronkonkoma, NY 11779..
MC/VISA. 15161 981-2233.

BLANK TAPES

SEC. Sony Pona.no 5 Csn.

Boll, Wale., Um.. 1 Cobra

Yamaha.

SINGERS!
REMOVE VOCALS

)111--/'FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

CALL FOR PRICES on Models and Brands Net Listed
HRS: Mon -Sat 9 AM-11PM EST Prices =Aspect to droege. Pion include oho

OAT 130

4140

014130.
MYR 10/

ono it handing Not responsible, for typographocal errors. MasterCard. Visa.
American Express and C 0 0 accepted. Products cane yeti W C Warranty

ma.

Wholesale Connection 63 -48108th St. Forest Molls, NY 11375
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MSC VISA BC

BANG & OLUFSEN, B&W, CARVER, REVOX,
NAKAMICHI, ADCOM, DENON, H/K YAMAHA,
CELESTION, KEF, ADS, POLK, INFINITY, JBL,
KLIPSCH, ETC. MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTIES. AUTOMATED PRICING 24 HRS, LIVE
ASSISTANCE 10-6 ET. AMERISOUND SALES,

NOES -IRA
CHARGE

0
PAYING RETAIL! BASF CHROME HI -BIAS CASSETTES FROM
41C MAXELL DAT 120 (USED IX LIKE NEW) $699 MONEYBACK

;UARANTIE! MCMSA 800-321-5738.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

INC. (904) 262-4000.
COMPACT DISCS

Sell all kinds of electronic equipment. Low, low
prices! Best selection. For more information call

now. 1-703-745-2223.
LOUDSPEAKERS

Unlimited Backgrounds'"

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS Replace ruined SPEAKER SUR-

ROUNDS YOURSELF with SAT SURROUNDS. $27.95 pair

An Unlimited source of Inexpensive, Instantly Available

Background Music from Standard Stereo Records &
CD's with the Thompson Vocal Eliminator'". Record
with your voice or perform live with the backgrounds.
Used in Professional performance yet connects easily
to a home component stereo. This unique product is
manufactured in the USA exclusively by LT Sound.

800-747-3692 MCMSA STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES. Box 1088.

Flat Rock NC 28731
SPEAKER REFOAMING SINCE 1977. PROFESSIONAL WORK ON
ALL BRANDS 4 1/2" 15" FIVE YEAR WARRANITY LOW PRICES,
FAST SERVICE! SPEAKERWORLD (813) 544.3511, 800359-0366.

Call or write for our Free Demo Record and Catalog on

MCMSA/AMEX.

the Vocal Eliminator'" as well as almost every other

item a singer could possibly want!
Singer's Supply, Dept. SR -3, 7985 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058
Phone: (404)482-4189 Ext 553
24 Hour Demo Info Request Line (404)482.2485 -EA 553

PR, ,1

LOUISVILLE. KY 40204

SPEAKER RECONING, Refoaming Kits. Crossover Kits & Mods
STORADISC

BEST $1000 LOUDSPEAKER GUARANTEED PLUS B&W BANG &

OLUFSEN VMPS NAKAMICHI DENON ONKYO - REVOX
TRIAD TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080

61, ,NAL FOAM REPLACEMENT. ENE YEAR WARRANTY

DEAL I RS WELCOMED. NEVISONICS, 650-E BAXTER AVE..

See why CD Review picked our LiDfOr y Series as

their "op choice." Fine -furniture quality in a valet y of finishes
and sizes. Coll or write Davidson Whitehall, 555 Whitehall St..
Atlanta. GA 30303 1-800.8489811

By 'Vans Evers": Grills Mode To Specs; Diaphragms. Mids &

Tweets; New Speaker Test Lab Using LEAP -LMS THE
SPEAKER EXCHANGE. 1242 E Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa.
Florida 33604. (813) 237-4600.

LASER VIDEO

CAR STEREO

USED LASER DISC CLEARANCE. WE BUY SELL & TRADE. FREE
CATALOG. VDV.J. 5339 PROSPECT #221. SAN JOSE, CA 95129

(800) 736-5533

K.

firroTTC*10111911*1!)
NIEW TOItli 1111111.F.S.11.1'.'

MISCELLANEOUS
TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306 -page
rush--$200.Research. 11322 Idaho, # 206SX Los Angeles. 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222. (California:

catalog

2 PARK AVENUE, DE PT. 15, NY, NY 10016

212 684-6363

212 684-8046

FAX:

(310) 477-8226.
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paste your
color logo
here.

Water -

IMAGE WATCH*

Case

SEND US YOUR
COLOR LOGO
(Any size letterhead, business card or finished logo design
which need not be returned.)

along with $14.50* each
(Special 'h Pnce Introductory Offer)

and we'll rush you a personalized working
quartz watch sample as our convincer!
deluxe, water-resistant wristwatch. 18K Goldplated
case, water-resistant leather strap, battery powered
quartz movement with a 3 -year limited warranty.
Other models as low as $10 per watch.
Tax and shoping included OM 2sampesper company te $14 50 eacM

IMAGE WATCHES,' INC.
Attn Mr. Homan

(213) 726-8050 (800) 344-8050
LOGO WATCH LEADER FOR OVER 10 YEARS
MOE

WANTED TO BUY

Aulaonts Reserve,

Unconditional Money Back Guarantee stek

LP's a CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Audiophile, Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St.
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE

Madsen Design: (415) 928-4509. PO. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

CABLE TV

CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS.
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Ham-

lin, Zenith-many others! Lowest dealer
prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours!
MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. accepted. For Free

CD STORAGE -F

catalog, orders and information, call (800)
345-8927. Pacific Cable Co., Inc., 7325 1/2

Store 300 CD's behind

Reseda Blvd., Dept. 1385, Reseda, CA 91335.

glass doors. Five adjustable
shelves with brass bookends

Cable IV Descramblers, Converters. Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY

hold single & multiple CD's,
Videos and Cassettes - in any
combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.
Can stack or wall mount.

COMPANY. (800) 234-1006 tor FREE 16 -page color catabg.

FREE Literature and Prices:

Call 1.800-432-8005
FAX 1.201-748.2592

0E65200
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01020
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149

T18
SLAVES

209
239
279
199
Cal

SOUNDSTREAM
06011
020011

149

010011

369

TC306

249
389

FACTORY WARRANTY
NY WHOLESALE WARRANTY

CALL FOR PRICES ON HOME STEREOS

Your company logo in full color on the dial of a

9095 Telstar Ave., El Monte, CA 91731-2809

able, portable oak units hold all recording formats. FREE
Mailorder Brochure (please mention Stereo Review). Per

399 FIINA75
239 KE HM6200

096157

Resistant

is a registered trademark

-A.

THE BEST DISC AND TAPE STORAGE SYSTEM IN AMERICA Stack

C005180

299 COXFM35

DE H880

KEHM7200

79
79

6045CX

CDXM30
DE H680

279
219
189

479
189

CDXA55RF

CDXU300
CDX4040

Watches,

Dealer

629
389
329

299
299
249
339

CDXA55

idea we have
in Image
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569 Beta IV
140 R/4

79
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359

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS
SONY

of what a great
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559
119 pr. TFM25
879
225... TEM 45
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6397AX

OR EVEN BETTER.. .

199

--,

3527
3555
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To get a good idea

PIONEER

ALPINE
349 5957S
389 7914
419 7980
439 7524
469 7516
279 7392S
239 7190
139 3547
219 3549
219 3553
359 3566
99 3331
89 6367CX

5952Z
7915
78035
7525
7618
7292S
7290

3522
3548

6450

6296 pr CT -6

CS 100
1.1 12

Aulhonzrel
Dealer

399 AVX 1050

POLK'

6279 IA 10
M3

VS on
Pre on

658 pr
249 pr

479 851050

Cd RTA11TL
Cd RM 3000

AUDIO SRC
TUNER 1

529 pe

6319 9X707

PN Sib

Autionzad

6429 pr
239 p.

Srn 112

JVC

1600

5649 PN8.
989 P145.
1199 P62.

CELEST ION

SS 3

INFINITY'

PINNACLE

YAMAHA'

Model 3
Model 7
SL 6 SI

79

459 SM 62

9.11 ....... ...... . 535 pr. 2400 THX
349 pi 5000
5.11
3119 p. 7240PE
7.11
636 pr 2100X
11.1
160 pc. 7225PE
Titan

DSPA 1000

89..

NAD*

PARADIGM'

RXV 850
RXV 1050

KICKER*
cis
$110..

1245 R.15
350 R.16

325 C/PT1000R

SAVE-SAV(E).

189
189

849 912

765 HCA.2200
685 P/F1-90011

STOP OVERPAYING! Lowest prices. any magazine subscription.
Business/ProtessionaVStudent discounts. Free quote/list. 1-830-

1239

Epcnair

PARASOUND*

NAKAMICHI*

CASS 2

AUDIO CTRL'
Eqx

C12
CIO

RADARS

109...

4200 AM

239 EqL

X LIAG500 .......

190
115.

2150AM

leo ...

JVC

379 KSRG4

ORION'

CD 2
CD 3
REC 1
CASS 1

165 pr
175 pr

6275
375
489
410

2050 AM
2075 AM

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE.. Nationwide link
between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE. Box 31. Pel
ham. W 10803 (800) 233-CMLS.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISERS:
You can reach millions of
prime prospects for your mail
order products or services
through low-cost Marketplace
Classified advertising in this
or other titles of the

HACHETTE
MAGAZINES
INC.
CLASSIFIED
MAGNET

Lowest prices on cable IV descramblers, converters, mess-

to place an ad, or further
information including rates,

Name brands. Great service. Immediate delivery.
Call Prime Time Cable: (800) 777-7731 for information and
color catalog.

ad styles, sizes and multi -title
discounts, call Toll -Free

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG

(800) 445-6066

SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 450
SHAGBARK, ALGONQUIN, IL 60102 OR CALL
(800) 232-5017. VISA/MC/COD. NO ILLINOIS

(In Canada: 212-767-5750)

SOrille.

ORDERS.

9am-5pm EST

Stereo Review

RETAIL MART
,,,,,..

VP.MfbA .G.V2. aLl

.tCOLiDA2 MRAGA[2.'2
HOT SYSTEM 1

HOT AUDIO/VIDEO

CITY, INC

DENON DRA 345

JVC RX 1050

212.691 5823

CD Changer

Authorized Dealers For AIRTIGHT

Dolby Prologic Receiver BOSE AM -511

Receiver

DENON DCM 320 Triad System Six with
powered Sub woofer for front

BIC

TANNOY 603

2

Speakers

CHARIO, CAMBRIDGE, TRIAD ,

V52S 3 Soeakers

- front,

1

- center channel.

Reg. $899

TARALAB , DENOO N, HARMAN
KARDON , AUDI
ALCHEMY,

Now Hot Price of All these for only

ACROTEC, AUDIO STATIC, A/D/S,

only

COUNTERPOINT, MUSEATEX,
DAHLQUIST, AUDIOLAB & MORE.

Straight Talk....
For

32

years we have provided

quality, selection, and advice to music lovers throughou
the U.S. at competitive prices!
high

106 Brands Available!
Acurus-Adcom-ADS-Alpine
Audio Prism - Audio Quest
Audio Control - B&W
Chicago Spk
CWD
Denon Kef
Esoteric Audio - Fineline
Forte - Kimber Kable
Klipsch - Martin -Logan
Mitsubishi - Monster
NAD-Nakamichi-Niles
Onkyo Paradigm
JVC-Phase Technology
SME - Phillips - Revox
Sanus

Sennheiser

Shure - Signet - Snell
Sony - Sony ES - Sumiko
Stax - Tara Labs - Target
Threshold Velodyne
Yamaha
& 61 More
CALL ABOUT ANY

KIEV'S
BRANDS NOT LISTED

4C-30 ZNTIE1=30V_"..C>
913-842-1811
Lawrence, KS 66046
Mon-Thur 10-8
Fri -Sat 10-6
Ext-3

A/D/S Sub Sat.II
Your Choice $559

MINI SYSTEM
JVC UX-3 CALL!

ETI, KUPSCH, ENERGY, TANNOY,
EAD, JVC SUPERDIGIFINE, CARY,

,

BACK TO
SCHOOL

Reg. $2600.

$699 : $1899

DENON D-60 CALL!
DCP-30 Portable

CD Player CALL!

Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.
Be well informed before you make a major purchase.

Our staff of knowledgeable professionals will guide you
through today's maze of state-of-the-art components,
as we help you design a system that is perfect for your
environment and lifestyle.
We feature the latest in audio and video technology at

affordable prices. We offer fast, convenient shipping and
provide unparalleled service after the sale to make your
investment a sound one.

I
REFERENCE
AUDIO. VIDL0

MEMBER

BETTER
BUSINESS

310 517-1700 BUREAU
FAX 310 517-17 3 2
TON AVENUE, DEPT S, (,ARDI \ A, ( A 9024818214 DAL
DA TON

AKG APEX AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AUDIO.ALCHEMY AUDIO CONTROL BEYER
DYNAMIC BOSE CAL AUDIO LABS CELESTION COUNTERPOINT CWD DAH UIST DCM
FOSGATE HAFLER GRADO SIGNATURE HARMON KARDON HUGHES AMO BL
S ENGINEERING LEXICON MAGNUM/DYNALAB MEWS MFA MOD UAD McCORMACK
NAD NESTOROVIC NHT NILES OHM ONKYO PARASOUND PHILIPS PIONEER PROTON
PROAC PS AUDIO ROOMTUNE RYAN REVOX SONANCE SONY STAX TARGET TDK
THORENS TICE VELODYNE VPI AND MANY MORE!

01PRESck

°Ifiv .Sotirld tieller
For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

At

1-1100-458-99on
Canton Car Hi-Fi

Panasonic PV4260 VCR

Surface mount or "drop -in" sets

stereo S -VHS playback Remote

Canton BMW5/7 CALI. JVC XLMG700RF CALL
6299
LOW JVC XLG3500
CantonVW Golf
Canton Set 2000 PRICE Panansonic CQDP35 *299

JVC HRD910U
JVC HRS4700U
JVC HRDX20

Automotive electronics, speakers - CALL 4 -head video system VHS I li H $379

0

SPEAKERS
Rock Solids

6389 GE VG7910

CALL

Philips VR6705

$239 Toshiba M222

5259
$549
5229

Power handling 150W
peak Magnetically

Atlantic Technology
Apature
CWD
STAX

Component Guard Sony
2808 Cahill Road
P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143
1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

.

JVC PCX100J Portable CD
AM/FM dual cassette CD system w/ $ ir

CALL
CALL

Pinnacle PN50

LOW

Pinnacle PN5+

Panasonic RXFS460
Panasonic RXDT680

PRICE

Pinnacle PN8+

Panasonic RXDT55

Advent Graduate

NAD
Onkyo
Harmon Kardon
Lexicon
PROAC
Dahlquist
Target
Velodyne
Grado

Audio Concepts, Inc. has been selling Sound that
factory direct for more than 15 years.
Satisfies .

shielded for video Auto
overload protection In
door/outdoor

Advent Herildge
Advent Baby II

Acoustat
Audio Control
M&K
Nitty Gritty
Celestion
Carver
Kinergetics
Monster Cable
Nakamichi
Niles
Fried
Thorens
Proton

Hyper Bass, detatch speakers & more

.1.

stops JVC RCB1

CALL

JVC RCX250

$279 JVC PCXT3

NEW

'69"

'229

HEADPHONES
JVC GRAX2

Nady 49LT

1 -Lux low -light sensitivity. Full range AF w/ auto

Wireless

microphone

macro Auto head

system

cleaner 6X power zoom
Multi -speed shutter

NOW ON
SALE

$629
LOW

JVC GRAX5
Panasonic PV42
Minolta 8-418

---

NEW

CALL
Canon 11C1

Philips CPL915

'699 JVC GRAX10

'699
'699
CALL

Sony MDRV6
AKG K260
JVC HAD990

Mary Drurko, V.P. Audio Concept., Inc. with G3 speakers

$66 Signet EP350
'34
8139 Senheiser H05205199
*99 Grado SR100 CALL

01111MiuldQii.0
Panasonic

al

Folding portable cordless

phone two interchange-

JVC MX44 Mini System

able batteries & spphone

25W/ch compact AM/FM system Arms
w/remote, dual cass, CD & spkrs 160

CALL

Panasonic KXT3710 '89 Panasonic KXT3980 NEW

$369

Panasonic KXT3730 $129 Panasonic KXT4200 CALL
Panasonic KXT 2365 '69 Panasonic KXT4300 LOW

LOW

EXPRESSAVERS
Camber 0.7t 2 -Way bookshelf sii,
Terk AF9925 AM/FM pwered antenna
Terk FM8500 Powered FM antenna
Parsec M2000 amplif AM/FM antenna
Aiwa HSTI I OA portble AM/FM cass
Jensen JFX125 5-1/4" car speakers
Memorex AV8 universal remote
Olympus S930 Micro -recorder
Target BTI Tilt & swivel speakr bracket
Olympus L100 Micro -recorder
Audio Source EQ10 10 band EQ

Audio Concepts, Inc.
901 S. 4th St., La Crosse, WI 54601

KXT4000

....
,,.......

Panasonic SCCH55 LOW JVC MX77M
8599 JVC UXA3
Optonica CDX17
JVC MX55M
NEW JVC UXAS

You can't buy a better pair of speakers for your
money. I guarantee it or your money back. For an
even better value assemble them yourself.
Call 1-800-346-9183 today fora free catalog on our
superior quality high -end speakers.

$29"
$139 Ambico V0758 8mm tape rewinder
CALL Audio Source 3001 ProLogic Surround CALL
$2995
55995
$3995
$3995
S599S
S5995

'28

$5959

5279

Audio Source VS Two Center ch. speaker 599
Hughes AK100 SRS sound processor CALL

Snooper D4000 X,K band radar detector $119
SharpVision XV101 Projection system CALL
Cobra 19+ 40 channel CB
'47
Gemini AD6000 Cable converter
$79
579
Jensen JTX3469 6x9 triax car speaker
Proton D940 AM/FM 40W/ch receiver $259
Royal TQ720 Electronic typewriter
5169

56 MAIN STREET BLOOMINGDALE, N.J. 07405
O'Day Defective Exchange From Date Of Receipt All Returns Must Nave Prior Return Authorization And Are Subject To A 11% Restocking Fee All
Products Returned Must Be In Original Packaging And Condition Nat Responsible For Typographical Errors Some Pictures For Illustration Purposes
Rely Exckaage Defy on Video Eqeipment aid Car Armee Products For Detectives, Replaced Or Repaired At Our Discretion *Fell Illamitaciarers Warraide

FOR INFORMATION CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL 201.838.9461

1)1GITAIt1)10 TAPE kE(OERS ft,

SALES- RENTALS-REPAIRS
R-DATS ON SALE FROM $399 3 HOUR DAT TAPE

COMPUTER -GRADE 4mm DATA CARTRIDGES
WRITE -ONCE RECORDABLE COMPACT DISCS

IN STOCK NOW

0.!Compact

Disc Recorders

SONY Diital Micro Recorders

[IAN'S n WUI-11,
II.ENJ
Monda -Frida: 9-6 Saturd8
THE DAT STORE

2624 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
310,828,6487 FAX 310.828,8757

SOUND

ALL TAPES SOLD BY THE BOX (10) ONLY

APPROACH
FOR:
DEALERS

AUTHORIZED

KENWOOD
JVC
NHT
NILES
ONKYO
PIONEER
POLK
SONANCE
MANY MORE

ADS

ALPHASONIK
BAZOOKA
BOSE

CARVER
DENON
HAFLER
INFINITY
KICKER

APPROACH
11725
MACK, NY
THE SOUND
TPKE , COM
RvICHO
606,470,1E

IP°°°cIsl

800.3684344

This publication
is available in
microform
from UMI.
\1

UDIONIDECI

5 YEAR WTY'S AVAILABLE

TIIKE THE

.

BJAe
iraos.4

me

Y..

14110-.
IN

\log

I

800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

MAXELL

SONY
earn 30 min
8mm 60 min
8mm 90 min
larnm 120 min
enm 30 min 11Grede

3 19.1
3 69.1
1 19.1
1.39.1

T129 HIGracle
T120 HiFi

319.1

Brun 60 min //Grade 1 19e4
8mm 90 min //Grade 179.1
8mm 120 min HIGrade 51984
8mm 60 min 1-13

629..

liennt 120 1118

6 99ea

8mm 60 min 115 Eva; 9.19.1
8enro 120 min 018 Eviip12 69ea
8mm 120 min. 01AE PR017 29.1
1120 V Tape
2.99.1
1120 HIFI
1 59ea
6 16.1
7120 Pro w cs
7120 S.VISS

7 eke

7120 SANS Y'

6.991.

L500 ES

2 89ea

L500 Pro,
L500 E.3 Bela

5 39ea
15 9914

L750 ES

2 89ea

L750 ES HiGrade
L830 ES

3 59ea
1.19e4

TDK

1120 litx Pro Grade
T120114Pro w case

5.79ea

PVS 62

1120 BO Pro w case

6.15ea

1160 EX

319ea

PV 32
PV 18

T160 //Grade

1.19ea

1120 SAMOS

7.29ea

1120 SNHS Black

71911

1120 5.1/11S PROW cs 7 99ea
T160 &VHS
8 99ea

7180 S.VISS 9 Is

799ea

TC205 S -VHS -C

5.99ea

8mm 60 min
3 69ea
8mm 90 min
1 19ea
8mm 120 min
1 39ea
8mm 30 min 111Grade 3 19ea
8mm 60 min wGrade 1 09ea
8mm 90 mm /*Grade 1 69ea
8mm 120 min H1Gtade 5.39ea
8mm 30 min H18

1.59ea

8mm 60 min H18

5.19ea

8mm 90 mm HIS

5 89ea

8mm 120 non H19

6 99ea

9am to 5pm est
or
(212) 767-5750
(In Canada)

PVS 770
PV 750
PV 710

315

CGV60V

155

PI/ 1.

JXS055

425

PV 760

JXS100

95

JXS300

195

JXS900
RMS-1 REMOTE

489

PV 70.
PV 36:
PV 33:

PV 41

PVS 4990
PVS 428C
PVS 4270
PVS 426E
PV 4264
PV 426:
PV 4260
PV 4050
PIA/Pi PRINTER
83S

200

PVM 2021

1327

2071

INDUSTRIAL

3 09ea

11984

1120 005 Prow cs
1120 5.01SS

6 09ea
7 29ea

1520

2.39e4

AG190

1160 //Grade

19911

T1204VINo

3.39ea

AGW-1

AG18!
WJMX1:

T120 AV Master iv cs

5 99ea

WJAVE3

WJAVE5

T120 S-VISS Pro

7 09ea

1160 S -511S

10 19ea

AGAV

AG1960
AG450

FUJI

AG46C

TC 30 min. S -V16 -C
TC 30 mM111Gratle

7 89ea
39ea

1120 S -VHS 411

11.99ea

TC 20 min S -VHS -C

5 99ea

1160 &VHS Pro

9 99e4

MHF 647

MilF447

1160 kV Pro

5.09.1
7 691.

CF3566A

C035838

C03586A
CX3287J
CX3285A
CF3066A

CX3298.!

CO2780

CF27721.

1

8mm 80 min
3 79.1
8mm 90 min
1 19 ea
Brnm 120 min
129 ea
Smrn 60 min 118
5.29.1
eum 120 min HIS
729.1
8irn 60 min 118 Eyep 9.2914
8mm 120 min 1118 0,1411 99ea

JVC
1129 //Grade
71205-01S
JVC MIPS. v PSC

TC 30 min S.811S-C

8mm 60 min
8mm 90 min
8mm 120 min
8mm 120 HIGrade
8mm 120 min H18

JVC 1120 S -VHS -93 Pro 10 79e4

BASF
1130 min
1160 min
1180 HI-GriOe

2 89ea

31911
6 39ea

1 39ea

5 39ea
7 29ea

1120 EG Plus

3.49.4

1120 HIFI

4.19ea

1120 Pro Camera w cs 6 09ea
1120 5-11115

7 39ea

7160 EG Plus
TC 20 min S.VHS-C
RCA 1120 HIFI

1 39ea
5 19ea
2.99ea

CANON
V R685

CC525
PR0880
PR0850

3.99ea

SCOTCH

2.9914

71984
7.49.4

3 39ea

L.1 Pro

UCS-i
UC20

VR665
VR671

UC-1

CC445

E61

E65

CC560

E67

H850

'R0865

'00820

HITACHI

Digital

Al -

E-57

SONY VIDEO
CCDTR8I

CCDV101

CCDTR71

CCDTR9
CCDFX210
CCDFX410

VME22A
VME15A

VME23A

VME25A

CCDTR7
CCDFX310

V M8200

445400

CCDFX510

CCDFX7I0

0115350
V15751

VM4400

CCDFX810
EVS1000

CCDV5003
EVS3000

EVS550

EVC3
SLV373
SLU595HF
SLHF870D
ED07500
G0500
RME300
MDP333
XVC930

07E551

VTH351

VT11150

CALL

JBL
PRO PERFORMER 119 PR
PRO PERFORMER PLUS
$249 (3 Piece) System
13460 SUBWOOFER
PRO 3
PRO 3 PLUS

LI

L3

L5

L7

L022
LX55

L044

JBL2800

MINOLTA
0118 5639

C516 $569

8-308

8-428

8-406
C-618

8-808
8-418

SLVR5U
SLV696HF
SLHF360

SLHF2100
G0200
RME700
MDP605
01/C700

SONY AUDIO
DDIEX

STRAV990
TCWR875
TCWR690
CDPC725

CDPC9I0

ACOUSTIC

CD00500

PROTON

TECHNICS

HARMON KARDON

AMBICO'\
SIMA
VIDCRAFT

CALL 2

FACTORY
COMPLETE
WITH
MANUFACTURER'S
U.S.A.

WARRANTY

STRD2070

STRA01070 STRAV1090

AUDIO
LINE-UP
RESEARCH

TCDD3

DTC700

STRAV790
TCWR790
TCWR590
CDPC625
TCRX490

SONY CAR
CDXV300RF
CDOV8000
CDX A55
CDXA55RF
4040 SPEAKERS
5080
51130 SPEAKERS
CDXV300

EMPIRE
BATTERIES
1 YR. WARRANTY
NP77H 2.3 Hours
39
NP77H 3-6 Hours
59
Canon BP 80 88 2.3 Hrs.35
Sharp 2 Hrs BT21 to BT22
$39

JVC NBP 701.2 Hours 35
PAN P1/1317 2.4 Hours 49
JVC HarAgnp 1.5 Hrs 29
Sakar DC 10.20,30 Wan
Light
59.00

SIMA DUAL
BATTERY
rtarger Recharger 79.99
Citizen M329 Mark II 145

TOSHIBA

CX32860
CF32660
CO27890

PIONEER
KARAOKE
CLKV920
CLDV820
CLD0720
CLD0510

SALE
SALE
SALE

458

LASER DISC/
CD
CLDD701
CLDM401

CLDD50:
CLDM301

CLDS201

CLD109.

CLD990

CLDM9r.

AUDIO
VSXDIS
VSX7O1

VS0511S
0S0451

GRM5U

GRM7U

GRAX5OU

GRS707U

GRS505U

GRSX90U

GR303U

GRXA10U

10

T.V./VCR

05x0901
VSX60'
05050VS040'

149

GRM3U

GRAX5U

GRAX2U

LASER
LX 1000

ADVENT

JXT88

PV 720

PVS 372

JVC

PV 4:
PV 2:

1120 HIFI

VR680
VR535
CCA15

1 (800) 445-6066

12 69ea

TC 30 min S.VHS.0

PANASONIC

1120 //Grade

V R696

The STEREO REVIEW
Retail Mart is an ideal
forum to reach interested
audio/video enthusiasts
who are active buyers
themselves, and who
advise others on stereo and
video purchases. The
Retail Mart is an exclusive
section designed to
showcase your advertising
in STEREO REVIEW.To
place your ads, or for
further information call Toll
Free at:

1-800-525-9922 1-800-348-7799

3.69.1
5.49.1

RCA

ATTENTION
STEREO REVIEW
ADVERTISERS

319.1

-

GRAW-1U

HYPERBASS
VCR'S

HRS68000

8909906

HRVP66U

HRDX62U

HRS6700U

HRS47000

HRDX42U
HRDX22U

VIAIV6 NEW!

BRS3200U

JVC
AUDIO
R01050 PRO

9X905

00707
00307
051451
XLM507
XLF207
XDZ507

XDZ1050
XL13304

XL11204

TDW805
TDV1050

TDW707

FX1010
XPA1010

GX8530CD

TDV54I
AXV1050
AX1911
GX8540CDM

GX135.50CDM

11077

M055

MX44

007

UXA5

UXA3

JVC
TELEVISIONS
403591 S

1779

403291 S
AI/3851S

1369

AV351303

AV35BP3

PD20 '

AV31BP3

0431BM3

CTS6O1R

C15401

AV27T1-13

AV27BP3

CPN901R
CPA701R

CPN801P
CTW601P
CTINM60P

AV20TP3

AV208M3

CSC303
CDM7800
CD145818
CCS550

SW10011

SM152

239
159

359
129
39

VL MX7 NEW!
XV1011. NEW!
00 120

579

CALL
585
699

679

SALE'
STOCK
2749

2229'

929

JVC
CAR STEREO

PIONEER
CAR STEREO
DEHM 980
DEH 880
DEH 780
DEH 680
KEHM 8200
CDXF1435
CDXF1030

399

CDXM30

275

CDX3
FHM 75

209

KEHM 730010
KEHM 7200
KEHM 6299
KEH 6969
KEH 9898TR
GMH 100

279

GMH200

369

GMH 120

249

EO 6500

169

EO 4500
BP 880
TSA 6908
TSA 6907

115

359
285
305

335
275

729
249
229
175
215
179

129
119

89

JVC
SPECIAL FACTORY
PURCHASE. USED.
90 DAY WARRANTY'
GRAX 7

549

379

SCF 007

CALL

439

GR65U

639

259

HRS67000 S -VHS

499

249

HRS 58000 S -VHS

499

209

HRS 55000 SVHS

399

HSUSi

KSR0710J
KSRG8
KSRG7
KSRG4

195

HRS 50008 S -VHS

379

HSU8

XLG3700

265

HRSC 1003U S -VHS

579

XLG2700

219

HOD 970U JOG HIFI

369

XLMG700RF

309

339

XLMK503

235

HRD 9600 HiFi
HOD 870U HIFI

KSCG1O

329

HRD 8508 Pup

399

K5COP100

359

HRD 780 HIFI

289

K5AG214

239
289

KSDP100

355

KSES100
KSE751
KSE35J

175 PAIR

HRP 10
RX 903 Pro Logic
RX 803 Prog Rem
XLG 512 Color C.D.

569

K5AG404.1

139 PAIR

AV 35905 T.V.1299

89 PAIR
14SPAIR
12SPAIR

AV 3290S T.V.

1229

AV 3150S T.V.

689

CDM58011

350

450

INFINITY
KAPPA 9
KAPPA 7

219

XLMG1800
KSRX835

SX-:
CDIA68011

MITSUBISHI
HSU54
HSU65

1029

'After 5500 Rebate

00807
9X507
0511050 PRO
XLM705
XLM407
XLG512

129
79

SHARP

HRECI00U
BRS378U

489

Expansion Module
Processor Plus
Video Title Maker
Sound Effect Mixer
Graphics Libraries

HRD820U

1365

SP70013 $419

EDIT MAKER
BOING BOX
PROD. ASST.
PRO ED SYSTM
EOUILIZER

1411D930 -10U

HRD940

139 EA.

VIDEONICS

8907606

HRD980 429

HRD960

AV3551 S

CTWMTOR

SUB WOOFER 2

VLL 30 NEW!
VLL 60 NEW!
VLL 240 NEW!
VLL 50 NEW!
VLL 340 NEW!

HRP1V

SX311R
SX301
PD7700 199 PDAA650 21.
PDM801
PDM70
PDM50
PDM601
PDS201

109 PAIR
BABY II
119 PAIR
LEGACY II
269 PAIR
PRODIGY
199 PAIR
HERITAGE
389 PAIR
LAURETTE NEW 1299 PR
MINI

KAPPA
KAPPA
KAPPA

SW 22
SM11:
SM102
SEA87
REFRNCE 6 REFRNCE
REFRNCE 4 REFRNCE
REFRNCE 2 REFRNCE

Infinitesimal 4
Micro Sate lute System
Servo Subwooter
Center Cha 1nel Video

VIDEO
LINE-UP
MAGNAVOX
QUASAR
GENERAL ELECTRIC
YASHICA
GO TO VIDEO
(DUAL VCRS)

CSXG6938
CSXG 638

BOSE
BOSE AM 5

499

AV2080S
JXSV 55
XU1705
XU15C6

289

389
299
199

289

CALL
269
189

BOSE AM5 Series II CALL
2.2
4.:

TDV 711 Cass.
TDV 531 Cass.

309

6.2

145

10.2

XDZ 505 D.A.T.

469

AM3 NEW!

901

PCX 1000

439

ROOMATTE 2

101

RCX 510 C.D.

195

WE'LL TRY TO BEAT YOUR BEST PRICE!
To Order Call Toll Free '430-525-9922

1-800-348-7799 C.O.D., MasterCard, VisaCard
Discover, welcome or send a check or money order to: AudloNldeo 5629 Edgewaler Drive
Orlando Fla. 32810 To order please add appropriate shipping, handling insurance . 7 day
exchange on defect we merchandise only, it returned In original mint condition. Some
merchandise service after sale only inquire! or a restocking fee will apply! 'Special factory
purchase. Used 90 day wry. Not responsible for typo errors. Shipping charges not
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Ambisonics

ord label-and Columbia and RCA
were going to find out that even that
was not enough. Ambisonics' position
was therefore not strong, but it

just two speakers, as do individual
responses to various aural cues. At
times I can talk myself into sensing a
sort of sonic envelopment in this situation, but none of the Ambisonic mate-

Ar the height of the Seventies,

seemed to get a boost with the appear-

when the quadraphonic pot was
at full boil, there emerged from

ance of the Calrec microphone. This
device is a single case with multiple
capsules pointing every which way. It
was not everyone's favorite microphone (there were some serious noise
problems), but it served to define
Ambisonics in a physical way, and it
inspired superior elaborations. With

rial I've heard approaches a brute force curiosity like Q Sound, and I

some fairly solid theory in place, partisan practitioners had a place to go; and
they went, making recordings as they

larger hardware packages (Onkyo, for
example, has put its decoder in its top

traveled. After a protracted retreat to
the point of near -invisibility, Ambisonics is creeping back, and it is the
recordings made with the technique,
some of them superb, that are leading

There are also compatibility issues to
be faced.

England, courtesy of academician Michael Gerzon and
colleagues, something called
Ambisonics. As a multichannel (that

is, more than two) matrix concept
concerned with enhancing the stereo
experience, it appeared to be in direct
competition with the several four channel matrix systems then current.
Indeed, Ambisonics took an aggressive stance toward the quad systems
readily enough, but with a sort of if that's - really - what - you -want - to - do then - you - ought - to - try - and - get - it -

right attitude.
Whereas other matrix systems
strove largely to shore up the integrity

the way.

of four semiseparate channels and

entire catalog of Nimbus Records is

then, through the techniques of con-

the product of single -point pickup and
is Ambisonically encoded. Now, you
might suppose that a pickup placed far
enough from an orchestra that the first
rows don't overpower everything

ventional stereo, persuade them to
create side and rear sound stages,
Ambisonics was about the sampling
and subsequent recreation of the interplay of sound fields at a single point in

space. In a normal acoustic space,
sound fields will impinge from all directions, and portraying this activity is

central to the Ambisonic idea. But,
unlike other multichannel schemes, it
didn't care about the actual origins of
sound. All that concerned it was what
happened at that single point.
The literature of Ambisonics tends
to be heavy going (which is one way of
saying I'm pretty sure I'm not grasping

it all), but it seems clear that special
efforts were made to get the matrix's
phase rotation to track the arrival direction of audio information appropriately and in all its complexity. If this is

To my chagrin at not having known
earlier, I have just learned that the

would yield somewhat remote and
murky -sounding results-and that is
so with a few (mostly mono) recordings I own. But not here. The orchestra (or whatever) on a typical Nimbus
recording is at a discernible distance,
to be sure, but in no case would I want
it to be closer, and scale and perspective tend to be delightfully natural and
convincing.
Referring to miking diagrams provided by Nimbus, I found example

consider that just as well.
Naturally I'm thinking about getting

into line for an Ambisonics decoder,
but I seem to be a little early. Hitachi
and Onkyo both list decoders in their

catalogs, but they come as part of
A/V receiver, the TX-SV909PRO).

Many current multichannel systems, and Dolby Surround in particu-

After a protracted
retreat, Ambisonics is
creeping back, and
some superb recordings

are leading the way.

lar, are "front -loaded" affairs. If you
want a theater experience with surround effects, you acquire some small-

ish speakers, perhaps in the Home

after example of that rarest of all

THX configuration, and put them to-

things: a recording that sounds like it

ward the sides or back of the room and
rather high up. Everything you should
be paying attention to is going to hap-

ought to with the mike positioned
where it was. I think this felicitous
state of affairs might be attributable

pen up front, and so a certain sonic

done, it should be possible to put a
loudspeaker not just in one of four
corners, but almost anywhere in a
room, and derive from the matrix a
signal for it that is uniquely correct.

directly to the Ambisonic process. My

invisibility is desirable in rear speak-

one quibble is that extraneous noise
(air conditioning, outside traffic, and

ers. Ambisonics, however, presents

so forth) is difficult to control.
Nimbus says that Ambisonic encod-

sound field is a sound field, whether
emanating from in front of the listener

A full-strength Ambisonic recording
even has height information, and you

or behind, and there should be no

can put a speaker on the ceiling to

ing affords excellent stereo compatibility (for sure!) and that multichannel
effects such as sounds from the sides

discrimination. For best results, rear
speakers must match the front ones

exploit it if you wish.

and behind are possible even with

In that era, the future of any multichannel system was not promising unless it was affiliated with a major rec-

stereo playback (I'm dubious). Characteristics of speakers and rooms play
a large part in any such capability with

and be at the same height.
There could be war in a lot of households if Ambisonics gains further
0
ground.
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you with a "level -loaded" situation. A

The only

reason not to
buy an Onkyo

Pro Logic

Receiver is if

you're into
antiques.

The World's
First Full Digital
Dolby Pro Logic
Receiver
Onkyo's new Integra TX-SV909PRO offers
home theater performance so advanced,
other receivers are destined for some
unhappy endings.

Nimbus label) played back through the
decoder on the TX-SV909PRO deliver a
sense of musical time and space that is more
lifelike than anything you've ever heard.

The TX-SV909PRO is the world's first
receiver to feature a full digital Dolby Pro
Logic surround decoder. The technical
benefits are significant: improved signal -to
noise ratio, lower distortion and greater
separation. To your ear this means Dolby
surround sound that is identical to a first class
theater, with pinpoint imaging of all dialog,
music and sound effects.

The high technology found in the
TX-SV909PRO can only be achieved by
OnkyoS dedication to uncompromised
engineering. That's why the TX-SV909PRO
features 7 Discrete Power Amplifier Sections
and 3 Independent Heavy -Duty Power
Transformers. True Multiple Room/Multiple
Source capability is assured via this 7 channel
design as well - you can have full 5 channel
Pro Logic in your home theater/media room
while someone in the bedroom listens to a
CD in stereo.

The TX-SV909PRO is also the world's first
receiver to incorporate the acclaimed
Ambisonic Surround Sound System, which is
to music what Dolby Pro Logic is to movies.
The Ambisonic process recreates a 360°
soundstage, with a seamless, natural
transition from the front to rear speakers.
Ambisonic recordings (such as those on the

In addition to the TX-SV909PRO. Onkyo
offers an entire family of advanced Pro Logic
Receivers. Which means if you're looking for
unequaled home theater performance, Onkyo
is really the only choice you have.

Unless you're into antiques.

ONKYO

200 Williams Drive. Ramsey. NJ 07446 201-825-7950
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Rule #23

All drivers
are not
created equal.
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The speakeron the left is designed with Injection -Molded Polypropylene (IMPP') cone technology. The speaker on the right
is paper. The speaker on the left offers cleaner, richer bass. The one on the right doesn't. The

one on the left can handle extraordinary amounts of power without distortion. The one on
the right can't. The one on the left is from a full line of new high-performance component speakers from Pioneer' The one on the right isn't. To find out more. call 1-800-421-1604, ext. 444
1992 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach. CA.
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